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Charleston, WV 25304
Phone: (304) 926-0440
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Earl Ray Tomblin, Governor
Randy C. Huffman, Cabinet Secretary
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June 8, 2016

Shawn M. Garvin, Regional Administrator
EPA Region 3
1650 Arch Street
Mail Code: 3RA00
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2029
Re: West Virginia’s Submission of Revised Water Quality Standards
Dear Mr. Garvin:
The West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) hereby submits its
revised water quality standards rule to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in
accordance with section 303(c) of the federal Clean Water Act and 40 C.F.R. §§ 131.6 and 131.20(c).
This Legislative Rule, entitled Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards, 47 C.S.R. 2,
became effective on June 2, 2016. The state authority for the rule exists under W. Va. Code § 2211-4(a)(16) and 22-11-7b. This submittal package includes the required Legal Certification from
DEP’s General Counsel.
DEP respectfully requests EPA’s timely review and determination of approval of these
revisions to the State’s water quality standards in accordance with 40 C.F.R. §131.21. Alternatively,
DEP requests that EPA consider the review of each criterion individually, in order to expedite the
approval of each criteria revision. If you have any questions or need any additional information,
please contact Laura Cooper at (304) 926-0499 extension 1110 or via email at
Laura.K.Cooper@wv.gov.

Sincerely,

Scott Mandirola
Director
cc: Denise Hakowski, EPA Region 3
Promoting a healthy environment.

West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection
Division of Water and Waste Management
Water Quality Standards Program
Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards Rule

Final Rule Submittal Package Contents
The following items are included in this submittal package for EPA review and
consideration:
1. Legal Certification from DEP General Counsel, dated June 8, 2016
2. Rationale for Revisions to Water Quality Standards Rule (47CSR2) and
related attachments, A-G
3. Final Water Quality Standards Rule (47CSR2), effective date June 2, 2016
4. Materials for Revision of 47CSR2
a. Proposed rule with strikethrough/underline revisions, as revised during
2016 Legislative session
b. House Bill 4053, authorizing promulgation of 47CSR2
5. Public Comment Materials
c. Public Hearing Transcript
d. Written & Oral comments
e. DEP Response to Comments

Entire document can be found on attached DVD
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2. Rationale for Revisions to Water Quality Standards Rule
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Rationale Purpose
The purpose of this rationale document is to provide the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) with a description of and scientific justification for changes made during the 2016 Legislative
Session to the West Virginia water quality standards rule, entitled Requirements Governing Water
Quality Standards, 47 C.S.R. 2.

Water Quality Standards Rule
West Virginia’s Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards establishes the surface water
quality standards for the waters of the State and establishes standards of purity and quality consistent
with public health and the public enjoyment thereof; the propagation and protection of animal, bird,
fish, and other aquatic and plant life; and the expansion of employment opportunities, maintenance
and expansion of agriculture and the provision of a permanent foundation for healthy industrial
development. See, W. Va. Code § 22-11-2.

Rule Making Process in West Virginia & Details of 2016 Rulemaking
The promulgation of the Legislative water quality standards rule in West Virginia begins with review
by the Environmental Protection Advisory Council, public notice, and public hearing. After
considering received comments and making any revisions based thereon, the rulemaking process
continues with submittal to the Secretary of State and subsequent review by the Legislative
Rulemaking Review Committee (LRMRC). Following review and possible modification by
LRMRC, the rule is introduced as a bill during the Regular Session and works its way through the
legislative process, usually being considered by four committees (two in the Senate and two in the
House). After consideration by the Legislature, the Governor signs into law the bill of authorization
of the rule, and the agency “final files” the rule with the Secretary of State.
DEP initiated the rule revision process by submitting an “agency proposed” amendment to the Water
Quality Standards rule for review by both EPA and the public on June 17, 2015 and holding a public
hearing on July 21, 2015. After receiving comments and making changes to the rule based thereon,
DEP submitted the “agency approved” rule to LRMRC on July 31, 2015. On September 21, DEP
completed and submitted to the Secretary of State the agency’s response to the comments it received
on the proposed amendments. On November 23, LRMRC made some DEP-requested technical
corrections and advanced the modified rule for review by the full Legislature during the 2016
Regular Session. The rule revision, introduced as HB4103 but ultimately bundled into HB4053, was
considered by four committees and passed both chambers, but due to an attempt to amend the
“bundle bill” on the floor on the last night of the Regular Session, the whole DEP rule package,
including the Water Quality Standards rule, failed to pass. During the First Extraordinary Session of
the Legislature, held from May 12 through June 2, the Legislature again took up the bundle bill, and
it passed both houses on June 2. The Governor signed the bill of authorization on June 7, 2016. (For
documents detailing this process for 47 C.S.R. 2, please access the Secretary of State’s website at
http://apps.sos.wv.gov/adlaw/csr/
and
the
Legislature’s
website
at
http://www.legis.state.wv.us/Bill_Status/bills_history.cfm?INPUT=117&year=2016&sessiontype=
1X).
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Scientific Justification
Variances for Martin Creek and Sandy Creek Watersheds
In March 2015, DEP’s Office of Special Reclamation (OSR) approached DEP Water Quality
Standards Program regarding a variance for water quality standards for streams in the Muddy
Creek watershed of Cheat River and in the Sandy Creek watershed of Tygart River. The variance
requests were based on human-caused conditions which prohibit the full attainment of designated
uses and could not be immediately remedied. The streams in question have been affected by a long
history of coal mining, particularly at several sites abandoned prior to the 1977 passage of the
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA). To treat these streams OSR plans to
implement the use of in-stream lime dosers and to report on stream conditions with each water
quality standards triennial review, in order to improve the established variance criteria throughout
the duration of the 10-year variance. Details of these variance requests are provided in
Attachments D and E.
The variance language put forth in 47CSR2 was developed in conjunction with EPA Region 3
personnel, including the NPDES permits branch as well as EPA Region 3 Office of Standards,
Assessment, and TMDLs’ Water Quality Standards personnel. During public review of proposed
changes, DEP responded to additional EPA comments by clarifying the language before submittal
of the rule on July 31, 2015 for approval by the Legislature. The finalized language was intended
to assure the variances were compliant with the then-draft version of federal water quality
standards regulation 40 CFR 131, which was officially updated in August, 2015.
In October 2015, OSR conducted a tour for EPA Region 3 personnel, showing the watersheds for
which these variances were developed. This tour of the Martin Creek and Sandy Creek watersheds
included both a driving and helicopter tour showing the acid mine drainage (AMD) sites, existing
treatment, and dismal state of the streams. Since that tour, OSR has installed temporary in-stream
dosers, which have shown favorable results in most of the streams. In Martin Creek and Glade Run
upstream of the confluence with Fickey Run, pH is averaging above 6.0 and no iron flocculation is
extending downstream. In Fickey Run, however, the extremely low pH and high pollutant
concentrations have necessitated a different approach. To properly treat the AMD in Fickey Run
headwaters, these discharges will be conveyed to T&T Fuels treatment facility for treatment before
being released into Muddy Creek. In Sandy Creek watershed, OSR has installed dosers, and water
quality in Maple Run and at the mouth of Left Fork of Little Sandy is already meeting the variance
criteria.
To facilitate this effort to restore quality water to these streams which have been long-affected by
acid mine drainage, DEP respectfully requests EPA's approval of the following variances in West
Virginia water quality standards, Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards, 47 C.S.R. 2
(shown below and in Section 3, Final Water Quality Standards Rule herein):
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7.2.d.8.2. A variance pursuant to 46 CSR 6, Section 5.1, based on human-caused
conditions which prohibit the full attainment of any designated use and cannot be
immediately remedied, shall apply to West Virginia DEP Division of Land Restoration’s
Office of Special Reclamation’s discharges into Martin Creek of Preston County and its
tributaries, including Glade Run, Fickey Run, and their unnamed tributaries. The following
existing conditions will serve as instream interim criteria while this variance is in place: pH
range of 3.2-9.0, 10 mg/L total iron, and 15 mg/L dissolved aluminum. Alternative
restoration measures, as described in the variance application submitted by West Virginia
DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation, shall be used to
achieve significant improvements to existing conditions in these waters during the variance
period. Conditions will be evaluated during each triennial review throughout the variance
period. This variance shall remain in effect until action by the Secretary to revise the
variance or until July 1, 2025, whichever comes first.
and
7.2.d.11.1. A variance pursuant to 46 CSR 6, Section 5.1, based on human-caused
conditions which prohibit the full attainment of any designated use and cannot be
immediately remedied, shall apply to West Virginia DEP Division of Land Restoration’s
Office of Special Reclamation’s discharges into Maple Run, Left Fork Little Sandy Creek,
and their unnamed tributaries. The following existing conditions will serve as instream
interim criteria while this variance is in place: For Maple Run, pH range of 3.3-9.0, 2 mg/L
total iron, and 12 mg/L dissolved aluminum; for Left Fork Little Sandy Creek, pH range of
2.5-9.0, 14 mg/L total iron, and 33 mg/L dissolved aluminum. Alternative restoration
measures, as described in the variance application submitted by West Virginia DEP
Division of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation, shall be used to achieve
significant improvements to existing conditions in these waters during the variance period.
Conditions will be evaluated and reported upon during each triennial review throughout the
variance period. This variance shall remain in effect until action by the Secretary to revise
the variance or until July 1, 2025, whichever comes first.

Dissolved Aluminum
Scientific research has shown that the toxicity of dissolved aluminum, like many other metals, is
inversely related to hardness, and numerous scientific studies have validated the impact of
hardness as it relates to toxicity to the aquatic community. These studies have been used to update
and justify new hardness based approaches to aluminum criteria in Colorado and New Mexico, and
subsequently these approaches were approved by both the respective EPA regions and EPA
headquarters.
Relevant research on aluminum toxicity, studied in Updated Freshwater Aquatic Life Criteria for
Aluminum August 2011, Version 2 (GEI Consultants 2011), was used to determine a relationship
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between water hardness and toxicity of dissolved aluminum, within the pH range of 6.5 to 9.0.
This research was used to produce an equation using stream hardness concentrations that calculates
the dissolved aluminum criteria necessary to protect the designated uses of West Virginia waters.
DEP has used the GEI Consultants 2011 study, as well as independent analysis of aluminum
toxicity research, in order to arrive at the hardness equations for acute and chronic aluminum
proposed in the 2015 revision to Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards (47CSR2).
The hardness equations arrived upon by DEP include lower and upper boundaries for hardness
levels to be applied in the calculation (from 26 to 200 mg/L) because, based on hardness levels
from the scientific studies used to develop the equation, there is no data to support extending a
hardness curve above or below this range. The proposed criterion incorporates a safety factor of
200 mg/L, establishing a threshold beyond which allowable aluminum will not be increased
despite increased hardness. To ensure this approach is protective to aquatic species in West
Virginia, DEP requested that a brook trout study completed by Decker and Menendez (1974) be
included in development of the equation. GEI Consultants agreed to this inclusion, and a copy of
the correspondence sent by DEP to the applicant on August 2, 2012, and the September 6, 2012
reply letter which includes the final version of the hardness-based equation that is being proposed
has been included in this submittal (Attachment A).

EPA Comments and Response
When DEP proposed a similar aluminum revision as an Emergency Rule in 2013, EPA requested
that DEP justify how the proposed hardness-based aluminum criterion is protective of mussels in
West Virginia and asked that DEP's criterion take into consideration potential pH interaction with
aluminum toxicity. In support of these requests, EPA cites the following communications with
DEP regarding the proposed revisions to the aluminum criteria:





USFWS letter dated July 19, 2013 expressing concern that DEP's proposed aluminum
criteria will not protect federally endangered mussels (Attachment B);
EPA's communication dated November 21, 2013, which contains a list of studies
considered by EPA in its work to update the national recommended criteria for aluminum,
and a worksheet summarizing EPA's analysis of the available studies (Attachment C); and
EPA's January 30, 2014, letter summarizing EPA's response to DEP's proposed aluminum
criteria (Attachment C).
EPA’s March 17, 2016 letter commenting on DEP’s proposed aluminum criteria, and
summarizing recent unpublished USGS mussel study

While the agency has responded to these communications in the past, DEP will present a complete
response to each of these documents separately.
July 19, 2013 Letter from USFWS
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USFWS contends that the proposed hardness-based aluminum criteria are not protective of native
freshwater mussels, including federally listed species. USFWS notes that federally listed mussels
occur in the Ohio River and its tributaries. USFWS recommends that DEP either revise the
Category B1 criteria to be protective of all native freshwater mussel species in West Virginia, or
that DEP apply more protective standards to waters that support federally listed mussel species.
In support of this request, USFWS cites two studies: Kádár, et al. (2001), which studied the
feeding behavior of bivalve Anodonta cygnea in neutral freshwater (Kádár), and Pynnönen (1990),
which studied the aluminum concentration in the gills and kidneys of Anodonta anatina and Unio
pictorum over a two-week study (Pynnönen). USFWS contends that Kádár demonstrates that
exposure to aluminum at concentrations of aluminum around 500 µg/L change the feeding
behavior of Anodonta cygnea and therefore could affect the fitness of federally listed mussel
populations. Likewise, USFWS contends that pH significantly affects the accumulation of
aluminum on the gills, but changes in water hardness does not have this effect.
Notably, both studies cited by USFWS are for sub-lethal effects, meaning that they cannot be used
to calculate either an acute or chronic value. Therefore, they are excluded from criteria
development calculations. Equally important, both studies are for species not present in North
America. According to EPA guidance, "Data should be rejected if they were obtained using …
species that do not have reproducing wild populations in North America" (1985 Guidelines, p. 22).
Even assuming the data was otherwise suitable for use, none of the federally listed mussels in West
Virginia are in the same genus as those studied in Kádár and Pynnönen. Therefore, the studies are
not an appropriate surrogate for West Virginia endangered mussels as the behavior among genera
can vary considerably.
Based on a more thorough review of the studies, they do not support the conclusions alleged by
USFWS. Pynnönen was conducted with water of very low hardness (the “hard” water in the test
was 35 mg/l). The proposed West Virginia aluminum criteria would be more conservative in that
hardness range than the current criteria (the chronic criterion would be 324 µg/L, compared to the
current warm water chronic criterion of 750 µg/L).
Regardless, Pynnönen indicates that pH is far more important than hardness for the species
studied. The last page of the study states, “In circumneutral hard water, no significant Al
accumulation was measured in the gills or kidney of A. anatine and U. pictorum. Within the pH
range of 4-4.5, accumulation was recorded in both species.” The study cited by USFWS explicitly
agrees that accumulation is not a concern, regardless of hardness, in circumneutral waters. West
Virginia has addressed the concerns of USFWS and EPA regarding pH effects by excluding use of
the hardness-based criteria in waters with low pH.
Kádár is entirely unrelated to the impact of hardness on aluminum toxicity. The study is based on
exposure of A. cygnea to two different concentrations of aluminum. The tissue concentrations in
the higher aluminum exposure were actually less than the tissue concentrations in the lower
concentration, presumably due to differences in aluminum speciation in the study. However, this
hypothesis could not be proven, because the study did not collect data on aluminum speciation. No
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information is provided in the study regarding the hardness of the test water, so it is not possible to
determine whether low water hardness influenced the impacts of aluminum on shell opening.
Notably, the studies were completed using aluminum from a stock solution of aluminum nitrate
(pH 1.7), with the near neutral pH maintained by the addition of nitric acid. The study does not
appear to consider whether the additional nitrates added to the water by this method could have
affected the behavior or performance of the mussels. Moreover, the study did not discuss why the
addition of nitric acid was necessary to maintain circumneutral pH. An upward pH drift is
evidence of atypical water chemistry, considering that the aluminum was added from an acidic
stock solution.
While DEP understands and appreciates USFWS concerns with endangered mussels, neither study
indicates that West Virginia's hardness-based aluminum criteria will be detrimental to mussels. In
fact, the new criteria are more stringent at the low hardness range presented in Pynnönen than the
current criteria.
At EPA’s request, DEP has waited three years to fully revise this aluminum criterion; nonetheless,
an EPA-contracted study on North American mussels has still not been made available. The study,
first completed in early 2015, needed to be repeated due to the fact that it did not include the
neutral pH range. The study was repeated in late 2015, but DEP has not yet been provided the
study for review. DEP received an EPA letter dated March 17, 2016 (Attachment C), which
indicated some details of study methods and results, but did not contain any data which would
conflict with West Virginia’s revised criterion. With the proposed criterion in place, waters with
pH less than 6.5 will continue to be held to the EPA-approved and fully protective aluminum
criterion of 750ug/L in warm water streams, and 87ug/L in cold water (trout) streams. Taking into
consideration all the latest scientific knowledge on aluminum toxicity, the research indicates that
DEP's proposed criteria are sufficient to protect aquatic life, including federally listed endangered
mussels.
November 21, 2013 Communication from US EPA
This communication set forth EPA's technical review of the West Virginia database and
calculations for the aluminum criteria. Importantly, EPA references a 2010 GEI report. The West
Virginia criteria under review are based upon a 2011 GEI study revision, which was corrected in
2011 in response to DEP comments on the calculated pooled slope. Therefore, EPA may have
reviewed an outdated GEI report in preparing its comments. The 2011 GEI report that provides the
basis of the West Virginia proposed criteria, Updated Freshwater Aquatic Life Criteria for
Aluminum, Revision 2, is referenced and linked to in References section (GEI Consultants 2011).
Acute Criterion Data
EPA cites nine additional studies that it is considering beyond those included in the West Virginia
analysis. As noted by EPA, a number of these studies are outside the pH range of 6.5-9.0 S.U
utilized in the West Virginia criteria (studies in bold below). The following is the list of studies
recommended by EPA:
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Fort and Stover 1995 (Ceriodaphnia dubia)
Shephard 1983 (Ceriodaphnia reticulate and Daphnia magna)
Holtze 1983 (Oncorhynchus mykiss @ pH=5.5)
Tandjung 1982 (Salvelinus fontinalis @ pH=5.6)
Boyd 1979 (Pimephales promelas)
Palmer et al. 1989 (Pimephales promelas)
Kane and Rabeni 1987 (Micropterus dolomieui)
Jung and Jagoe 1995 (Hylas cinerea @ pH=5.5)
Shuhaimi-Othman et al. 2011 (Stenocypris major)
West Virginia has adopted a hardness-based criterion that is limited to the pH range of 6.5-9.0. For
waters outside this pH range, the state does not propose a change to its EPA-approved aluminum
criteria. Therefore, studies outside this pH range are irrelevant to West Virginia's hardness-based
criteria, and the West Virginia criteria are protective of aquatic life in waters with pH less than
6.5.
DEP has reviewed EPA's list of studies and crosswalk table. Since DEP has already incorporated
the brook trout studies (with an assumed hardness), EPA has identified only two studies that could
affect the acute criterion that are not in DEP's database: 1
LC50 or
EC50
Adjusted
to a
Hardness
of 50 mg/L
(µg Al/L)

Species
Latin
Name

Species
Common
Name

Chemical pH

LC50
or
Hardness EC50
(mg/l
(µg
CaCO3)
Al/L)

Stenocypris
major

Ostracod

Al2(SO4)3

6.51

15.63

3,102

15,249

Micropterus Smallmouth
dolomieui
bass

Al2(SO4)3

6.07.5

12.45

> 978

6568

Micropterus Smallmouth
dolomieui
bass

Al2(SO4)3

7.27.7

12.45

> 217

1457

1

SMAV at
Hardness
of 50
mg/l (µg
Al/L)
Reference
Shuhaimi15,249
Othman et
al. 2011
Kane and
Rabeni
1987
3093
Kane and
Rabeni
1987

As noted by EPA, Boyd (1979) does not present hardness data. Palmer et al (1989) has an overly low upper bound when
compared to other studies for P. promelas and is an outlier. Fort and Stover (1995) was excluded by GEI due to technical issues,
but if included, it would marginally increase the SMAV for C. dubia, making the criterion less stringent. Therefore, the exclusion of
these studies is appropriate.
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Kane and Rabeni (1987) is the only study for a recreationally important species (smallmouth bass)
not included by GEI (2011). Notably, the cited study did not reach a LC50 endpoint with the
highest concentrations to which the bass were exposed within the pH range of 6.5-9.0. The
following appears in the abstract to this study:
Acute bioassays (96 h) conducted at a pH of 5.1 and aluminum concentrations ⩾
180 μg l−1 resulted in total mortality. The LC50 calculated for this species was 130
μg l−1. At pH values of 6.1 and 7.5, mortality was low (⩽ 20%) regardless of
aluminum concentrations. A 30-day chronic toxicity test was conducted at three
pH levels (low 5.1, intermediate 5.5–5.7 and high 7.3), each with two aluminum
concentrations (approx. 0 and 200 μg l−1). Survival was significantly lower in the
test at pH 5.1 with aluminum, and at pH 5.7 with aluminum treatments than in the
other treatments. Fish in the pH 5.1 without aluminum treatment had intermediate
survival, while fish exposed to pH 5.7 without aluminum, pH 7.3 without
aluminum and pH 7.3 with aluminum had high, and similar, survival.
(Kane and Rabeni abstract) (emphasis added). Use of this study is not appropriate under the 1985
Guidelines. Even if it is assumed that the study reported a LC50, the calculated GMAV would be
>461 μg l−1 for water with a hardness of 12.45. The West Virginia criteria calculated based on a
water hardness of 26 (the lowest hardness that can be used on the equation) are 510 μg/l and 204
μg/l for acute and chronic exposures, respectively. Therefore, West Virginia’s aluminum criteria
are protective of smallmouth bass.
The 2011 Shuhaimi-Othman ostracod study reports a LC50 of 3102 μg/l for water with a hardness
of 15.63 mg/l. The study does not fall within the lowest four GMAVs once the hardness is adjusted
to 50 mg/l, and therefore does not materially affect the calculated criterion. It can only be used to
increase N, which again makes the criterion less stringent.
EPA also contends that a number of studies utilized by GEI (2011) should be excluded from the
database. The following table shows the species in the GEI acute database. The species affected by
the studies considered by EPA for removal are shown in bold below:

Rank
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11

GMAV
(µg/L)
> 338,321
> 53,794
> 53,578
> 51,534
32,922
> 24,315
23,669
> 18,189

Species
Tanytarsus dissimilis (midge)
Lepomis cyanellus (green sunfish)
Perca flavescens (yellow perch)
Ictalurus punctatus (channel catfish)
Physa sp. (snail)
Acroneuia sp (stonefly)
Gammarus pseudolimnaeus (amphipod)
Dugesia tigrina (flatworm)
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SMAV
(µg/L)
> 338,321
> 53,794
> 53,578
> 51,534
32,922
> 24,315
23,669
> 18,189

SM Acute
to Chronic
Ratio
-

10

> 14,428

9
8

9,205
9,190

7

> 7,547

6
5
4
3
2

> 5,869
5,698
4,735
4,370
3,600

1

> 2,604

1

Hybognathus amarus (Rio Grande silvery
minnow)
Samo salar (Atlantic salmon)
Crangonix pseudogracilis (amphipod)
Oncorhynchus mykiss (rainbow trout)
Oncorhynchus tshawytscha (chinook salmon)
Pimephales promelas (fathead minnow)
Tubifex
Daphnia magna (cladoceran)
Asellus aquaticus (isopod)
Salvelinus fontinalis (brook trout)
Ceriodaphnia dubia (cladoceran)
Ceriodaphnia sp. (cladoceran)

> 14,428

>
>
>

>

9,205
9,190
7,547
884,951
5,869
5,698
4,735
4,370
3,600
2,164
3,134

10.64
12.19
0.959
-

SMAV for chinook salmon excluded from GMAV. Rationale set forth in GEI report

Under the 1985 Guidelines, only the four GMAVs which have cumulative probabilities closest to
0.05 are selected for calculation of the FAV. When less than 59 GMAVs are available, these will
always be the lowest four GMAVs (1985 Guidelines, p. 31). Of the additional studies cited by
EPA for acute exposures, the only ones that are relevant to the calculated West Virginia criteria are
those that could possibly affect the four lowest GMAVs; the inclusion or exclusion of other studies
will only affect N.
To resolve this matter without engaging in an extended review of individual studies with EPA,
DEP recalculated the acute criterion utilizing EPA's data decisions. The results are presented in the
workbook entitled DEP Response to USEPA Comments Aug 2015.xls (Attachment F). DEP has
adjusted the SMAV for P. promelas and D. manga based on EPA's data decisions. DEP has also
included Kane and Rabeni (1987) and Shuhaimi-Othman (2011), and excluded the studies used by
GEI but not by EPA for the species in bold (above). The recalculated acute criterion are discussed
in the Criteria Calculation section below.
Chronic Criterion Data
While the EPA crosswalk table sets forth a number of chronic studies that are different between
the GEI (2011) database and EPA's chronic database, it appears that only two studies can affect the
chronic criterion calculation.2 GEI considered ENSR (1992) for the aluminum hardness slope, but
it was excluded from the chronic toxicity database. GEI utilized Biesinger and Christensen (1972)
for D. magna, but this study was excluded by EPA.
DEP believes GEI's data decisions to be appropriate. GEI calculated its FACR as the geometric
mean of the three available species mean acute-chronic ratios (ACRs). GEI followed the proper
protocol by calculating the final ACR as the geometric mean of the ACRs. This is consistent with
2

The remaining studies were conducted at a pH<6.5 and are therefore not applicable to the West Virginia chronic criterion,
and/or do not report data that can be utilized to calculate a FACR.
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EPA's calculation of the FACR in the 1988 criteria and is consistent with EPA's procedure set forth
in Section VI.K of the 1985 Guidelines.
However, EPA states that the current EPA recommended ACR is 2. It appears EPA is referring to
Section IV.K.4 of the 1985 Guidelines:
If the most appropriate species mean acute-chronic ratios are less than 2.0, and
especially if they are less than 1.0, acclimation has probably occurred during the
chronic test. Because continuous exposure and acclimation cannot be assured to
provide adequate protection in field situations, the Final Acute-Chronic Ratio
should be assumed to be 2, so that the Final Chronic Value is equal to the
Criterion Maximum Concentration (see Section XI.B)
While EPA's statement in this regard is unclear, EPA may be suggesting a FACR of 2, as the
SMACR for C. dubia is less than 1. DEP believes GEI's approach to be the correct option under
Section VI.K. The SMACR increases as the SMAV increases, so GEI utilized Section VI.K.1.
Using FACR=2 makes the chronic criteria higher, not lower, and therefore less conservative.
Likewise, if EPA's proposed FACR=2 is utilized, the inclusion or exclusion of studies into the
chronic database becomes irrelevant.
Finally, EPA states that its current contractor recommendation is to lower the CCC to protect a
commercially or recreationally important species. EPA did not identify the species that is the basis
of the EPA contractor recommendation or how the criterion should be adjusted. Therefore, it is
not possible for DEP to respond to this comment.
Criteria Calculation
EPA requested additional information on GEI's pooled slope calculation. This request may be
associated with EPA's reference to the outdated 2010 GEI report, as the pooled slope has been
corrected in the 2011 GEI report (GEI Consultants 2011).
For clarity, DEP has provided a workbook containing calculations relevant to the West Virginia
aluminum criteria (Attachment F). The GEI Pooled Slope Calculation spreadsheet replicates the
pooled slope calculation in GEI (2011). The GEI Criteria (2011) spreadsheet sets forth the
calculation of the acute criterion in GEI (2011), and the spreadsheet entitled DEP Criteria using
Brook Trout contains the revision of GEI's acute criterion to include brook trout.
The remaining tabs were prepared to incorporate EPA's recommendations regarding the West
Virginia criteria calculations. In the spreadsheet entitled EPA Comments - FACR, DEP followed
EPA's data recommendations for inclusion of the smallmouth bass study and exclusion of the
studies identified in bold in the above table. The D. magna has been adjusted to remove Biesinger
and Christensen (1972).3 The primary effect on the acute criterion is due to the fact that the
3

While excluded here, this study is important to the calculation of the pooled slope, which utilized D. magna. In using West
Virginia's approach, it is also important to the FACR, as it is much lower than the FACR for D. magna in Kimball (manuscript), which
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SMAVs are no longer as tightly grouped, and N has decreased from 18 to 14. This results in a
slight decrease to the calculated acute criterion, but an increase to the chronic criterion. EPA's
recommendations would yield a less stringent chronic criterion, which would be used for the
calculation of effluent limitations. Therefore, DEP does not support EPA's database decisions or
the use of FACR=2. The calculations in the fourth spreadsheet are presented for comparison
purposes only.
Differences between experts on the inclusion and exclusion of individual studies in criteria
calculations are common. EPA has not indicated that any of the decisions made in preparing the
West Virginia criteria are clearly wrong. Overall the West Virginia database is robust, and includes
as many species as possible. DEP asks that EPA review the West Virginia calculations in this
regard and approve the criteria.
January 20, 2014 Letter from US EPA
In this correspondence, EPA cites only one new piece of information not addressed in the
responses to previous communications from USFWS and EPA. EPA contends that Simon (2005,
unpublished) demonstrates "significantly reduced" growth in mussels native to West Virginia at
aluminum levels above 337 µg/L in circumneutral pH. This portion of the unpublished master’s
thesis has numerous technical issues and does not appear to support the conclusion cited by EPA.
First, Simon's conclusion that concentrations above 337 µg/L caused "significantly reduced"
growth seems unfounded. Some of the control data appears to have been discarded, but this is not
adequately described. The nearest concentration to 337 µg/L utilized in the test is 375 µg/L, and
growth in this replicate (0.24±0.04 mm) is substantially greater than the growth reported for the
control (0.13±0.10 mm). The highest mussel growth was reported at 1500 µg/L aluminum
(0.27±0.04 mm), much higher than the 337 µg/L concentration alleged to have reduced growth.
The test results in Simon (2005) also fail to support a conclusion of "significantly reduced" growth
at low aluminum concentrations. “Due to low control growth rates, a NOAEC and LOAEC were
not possible to determine; however, after removing control data from the analysis, the LOAEC was
48,000 µg L-1 and 24,000 µg L-1 was the NOAEC" (Simon, p. 51) (“NOAEC” and “LOAEC” are
defined as no- and lowest-observable-adverse-effects concentration, respectively). The report also
indicates "no significant differences in growth among the lowest five test concentrations" up to
3000 µg/L aluminum. (Id.)
Likewise, Simon does not relate the toxicity of aluminum to hardness. The hardness of the test
water and control water are not noted in the thesis and are anticipated to be constant in all test
exposures. Therefore, the study is fundamentally irrelevant to a hardness-based criterion.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, a study of the impacts of water column concentrations of
aluminum on growth to juvenile mussels does not reliably reflect the exposure mechanism of
was discarded by GEI as an outlier. Biesinger and Christenson has been utilized in the calculation of hardness-based criteria by
EPA in other jurisdictions and is valid for inclusion in the database.
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immature mussels. Simon correctly notes that growth is more likely to be influenced by sediment
and interstitial water (IW) concentrations of metals:
The development of the juvenile mussel sediment/IW test is important in
determining site toxicity because it focuses on the environment that they inhabit.
Yeager et al. (1994) found that juvenile mussels pedal-feed in the substrate,
exposed mostly to the sediments and IW, with little exposure to the water
column.
(Simon, p. 13) (emphasis added).
March, 2016 Letter from US EPA
On March 17, 2016, EPA provided additional communication to the DEP regarding the proposed
revisions to the aluminum water quality criteria. EPA’s comments focused on two primary
components: (1) the potential toxicity of aluminum to mussels; and (2) the potential relationship
between aluminum toxicity and pH.
EPA’s only guidance on the derivation of numeric water quality criteria is set forth in the 1985
Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National Water Quality Criteria for the Protection of Aquatic
Organisms and Their Uses (U.S. EPA 1985). West Virginia followed the 1985 Guidelines in
preparing its revised aluminum criteria. None of EPA’s comments on aluminum provided over the
past several years have identified any failures by West Virginia to follow the requirements of the
1985 Guidelines. Instead, EPA has attempted to require DEP to deviate from 1985 Guidelines in
the development of numeric criteria for aluminum.
If EPA believes the 1985 Guidelines are no longer applicable or sufficient, EPA must revise them
accordingly so that States have the necessary information to prepare numeric criteria. Pursuant to
40 C.F.R. § 131.4(a), “States … are responsible for reviewing, establishing, and revising water
quality standards.” EPA may only provide recommended national criteria for consideration by
States. EPA has not revised its recommended aluminum criteria since 1988. While EPA has stated
its intention to revise the national recommended criteria for several years, no revisions have been
published to date. EPA has allowed many States to maintain water quality standards with no
aluminum criteria, and has allowed other States to adopt the same or similar aluminum criteria to
those currently proposed by West Virginia. EPA has offered no credible reason why West Virginia
should be evaluated differently than any other State regarding its water quality standards.
In developing the revised aluminum criteria, DEP carefully followed EPA’s 1985 Guidelines. EPA
repeatedly asked DEP to attempt to fill perceived voids in the available literature regarding
aluminum toxicity despite having ample data under the 1985 Guidelines for development of
numeric criteria. When DEP explained its data decisions and the reasons why certain studies were
not appropriate for inclusion, EPA offered assertions of underprotection of endangered mussels
without any peer-reviewed data for species native to the United States to support the assertion.
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This approach continues in the March 17, 2016, communication. EPA has not identified any failure
by West Virginia to comply with the requirements of the 1985 Guidelines. For the reasons set forth
below, DEP continues to support its revised aluminum criteria, which have received Legislative
approval and are now final regulations pending EPA approval.
Endangered Mussels
EPA asserts that USGS has completed a study on acute and chronic toxicity for the fatmucket
(Lampsilis siliquoidea) mussel, and believes that DEP’s criteria should consider this study despite
its incompletion at the time West Virginia prepared its revised aluminum criteria. Notably, this
study was not published or publicly available at the time EPA offered its most recent comment
letter. EPA’s March 17 letter to DEP states, “preliminary results for the acute aluminum tests for
the fatmucket, Lampsilis siliquoidea, indicates an EC50 of >6,200 µg/l.” Assuming the study is
reliable, this indicates that aluminum is not acutely toxic to mussels. Instead, EPA focuses on a
sublethal endpoint, decrease in dry weight. These results were both obtained at pH 6.0 in diluted
well water.
DEP has substantial concerns with making decisions based on an unpublished manuscript which
EPA did not provide to DEP for consideration. In addition, the pH of the study was below the
range for which West Virginia proposes revised aluminum criteria. EPA alleges that the study
results can be extrapolated across other pH ranges based on aquatic life studies in other genera, but
this is inappropriate for a water quality characteristic such as pH, which is known to have chronic
effects on mussels. DEP questions whether the mussels in the USGS study were adequately
acclimated to a lower pH and hardness prior to toxicity testing to ensure that alleged aluminum
toxicity was not aggravated by changes in these two parameters within a few days prior to
commencing toxicity testing.
The availability and use of studies for calculating numeric criteria is discussed in detail in the 1985
Guidelines. The mussel studies that EPA continues to discuss are not appropriate for inclusion
under the 1985 Guidelines. The USGS study is not available to the public and presumably has not
completed the peer review process. DEP cannot determine whether the study is scientifically valid
or applicable to West Virginia waters until it is available for detailed review. Regardless, even
taken at face value, the study indicates that the revised aluminum criteria will not result in mussel
mortality, as aluminum is not acutely toxic to mussels. Instead, it may result in a slight change in
mussel body weight. As the study was done outside the pH range for the revised West Virginia
criteria, it does not support EPA’s allegation that the proposed hardness-based aluminum criteria
are not fully protective.
Impact of pH
EPA contends that DEP should consider the impact of pH on aluminum toxicity. West Virginia has
done this by limiting the pH range in which the hardness based criteria would apply. DEP believes
this method is superior to EPA’s method in that no criteria change is proposed at lower pH range
where research has shown aluminum to have a greater toxicity to aquatic life.
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DEP also believes this alleged pH effect is not unique to aluminum; rather, the toxicity of many
elements may be affected by pH. This is the precise reason why pH criteria are imposed. If EPA
believes that pH impacts must be considered through a multivariate statistical analysis, then EPA
must revise the 1985 Guidelines to require States to take this into consideration. Likewise, EPA
must take the lead and revise all its national recommended criteria that can be affected by pH
accordingly. This cannot be imposed on West Virginia in a series of comments based on ongoing
work by EPA that has not received public review or comment.

Conclusion
After three additional years since DEP originally proposed this criteria, EPA has not presented
research that would indicate West Virginia's hardness-based aluminum criteria would not be fully
protective of aquatic life. Instead, the proposed criteria are clearly more protective in the hardness
range reported by the only published study alleging to evaluate hardness impacts on mussels. DEP
looks forward to the publication of study results from the EPA-contracted study on aluminum
toxicity in relation to North American mussels, but considering all of the latest scientific
knowledge, DEP believes that the proposed criterion will be fully protective of all West Virginia
aquatic life.
With regard to the additional studies evaluated by EPA, the chronic criterion (most important for
setting effluent limitations) would become higher if EPA's data recommendations are followed.
The data decisions made by West Virginia are appropriate and are protective of aquatic life.
EPA has stated that it intends to publish revised nationally recommended aluminum criteria that
take into consideration the impacts of pH and hardness on aluminum criteria. Certainly, West
Virginia will evaluate the nationally recommended aluminum criteria once they are published.
However, EPA currently has no information available to West Virginia beyond the 1987
recommended criterion. In the meantime, hardness-based aluminum criteria have been approved in
several States, including Colorado and New Mexico. West Virginia's hardness-based aluminum
criteria are at least as protective as those approved by EPA in other States and are, indeed,
infinitely more protective than the majority of states that have no aluminum criterion in water
quality standards.
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In conclusion, DEP respectfully requests EPA's approval of the following amended West Virginia
aluminum aquatic life criterion in Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards, 47 C.S.R. 2
(shown below and in Section 3, Final Water Quality Standards Rule herein):

B1, B4 (warmwater
fisheries & wetlands)

PARAMETER

8.1 Dissolved Aluminum (ug/l)
For water with pH <6.5 or >9.0

B2 (trout waters)

ACUTE1

CHRON2

ACUTE1

CHRON2

750xCF5

750xCF5

750xCF5

87xCF5

8.1.1 Dissolved Aluminum (ug/l)
For water with pH ≥ 6.5 and ≤ 9.0, the four-day
average concentration of dissolved aluminum
determined by the following equatione:

X

X

Al = e(1.3695[ln(hardness)]+0.9121) x CF5
8.1.2 Dissolved Aluminum (ug/l)
For water with pH ≥ 6.5 and ≤ 9.0, the one-hour
average concentration of dissolved aluminum
determined by the following equatione:

X

X

Al = e(1.3695[ln(hardness)]+1.8268) x CF5
1

One hour average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every three years on the average, unless otherwise noted.
Four-day average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every three years on the average, unless otherwise noted.
e Hardness as calcium carbonate (mg/l). The minimum hardness allowed for use in this equation shall not be less than 26 mg/l, even
if the actual ambient hardness is less than 26 mg/l. The maximum hardness value for use in this equation shall not exceed 200 mg/l
even if the actual hardness is greater than 200 mg/l.
2
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Selenium
While selenium is a naturally-occurring and essential micronutrient, it can become toxic to fish
when it bioaccumulates in fish tissues. Because of the complexity of selenium toxicity, a more
detailed approach to water quality standards is being recommended by U.S. EPA for this element,
taking into consideration both water column concentrations and accumulation of selenium in fish
muscular and reproductive tissues.
Bioaccumulation modeling shows that selenium accumulates in fish tissue due to dietary exposure,
and selenium toxicity is primarily manifested as reproductive impairment due to maternal transfer.
Research indicates that an appropriate approach to a selenium criterion is to use fish tissue and/or
egg/ovary concentration to determine selenium toxicity in water. With this revised standard, when
the existing four-day average (chronic) water column limit of 5 µg/l is exceeded, fish tissue and/or
egg/ovary tissue concentrations may be assessed to make a final determination of exceedance.
This approach is consistent with methods released in a recent EPA draft selenium criterion, which
is expected to be released as a recommended nationwide criterion.
In preparation for the June 2015 submission of a selenium criterion for public comment, DEP
primarily used External peer review draft aquatic life ambient water quality criterion for
selenium—freshwater (EPA 2014 Draft), and Updated Freshwater Aquatic Life Criteria for
Selenium (GEI Consultants 2015) However, DEP interpreted some of the available research
differently than interpretations in EPA’s 2014 Draft and GEI Consultants’ data analysis. First, in a
selenium study conducted on brown trout (Formation Environmental 2011), during which a tank
overflow event killed a portion of study fish, DEP decided on the interpretation which concluded
the same rate of deformity/death among fish that were subject to the overflow as fish remaining in
the tanks, whereas EPA’s 2014 Draft used the interpretation which assumed 100% of overflowed
fish were deformed/dead. In addition, regarding a bluegill study which was used in EPA 2014
analysis, conducted by Hermanutz (1992), DEP decided to omit study data due to unexplained
irregularities which resulted in fish tissue selenium concentrations in the 10 µg/L exposure group
higher than in the 30 µg/L exposure group. In accordance with the EPA 2014 Draft, DEP also took
into consideration the genus mean chronic values (GMCV) of 14 studies (referenced below),
including invertebrates as well as fish species in this aquatic life criterion. Finally, DEP agreed that
genus-specific median egg/ovary to whole-body conversion factors used in the EPA peer review
draft (EPA 2014 Draft) were more appropriate than regression-based conversion factors which
were used by GEI Consultants (2015).
On July 27, 2015, during the comment period on DEP’s selenium criterion revision, EPA
published revisions to its draft selenium criterion: Draft Aquatic Life Ambient Water Quality
Criterion for Selenium – Freshwater (EPA 2015 Draft). This new draft interprets the Formation
Environmental 2011 study similarly to DEP’s interpretation, changing the GMCV for brown trout
from 15.91 mg Se/kg dry weight Egg/ovary to 18.09, moving it from first to third most sensitive
species. EPA’s revised draft also added a white sturgeon study with a GMCV of 16.27, making
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sturgeon the most selenium-sensitive species in the analysis. EPA also decided in its 2015 draft
revision to use a geomean egg/ovary to whole-body conversion.
EPA Comment and Response
By letters dated July 30, 2015 and February 23, 2016, the EPA provided comments on West
Virginia's revisions to 47CSR2, Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards. In this
document, the DEP offers its responses to EPA's comments. DEP agrees with many of EPA's
comments and has incorporated changes to DEP’s proposed rule to reflect EPA’s concerns. In
other instances, DEP has provided additional information to respond to EPA's questions regarding
DEP's rationale for its decisions.
EPA notes that West Virginia has not proposed a revision to its acute water quality criterion of 20
µg/L. DEP agrees with EPA that acute toxicity to selenium occurs at only very high levels,
negating the need for an acute selenium criterion in the presence of a protective chronic criterion.
Therefore, DEP has removed the acute criterion of 20 µg/L from its selenium criteria.
EPA encourages West Virginia to reconsider its chronic water quality criterion of 5 µg/L based on
the EPA 2015 Draft. In this draft, EPA proposed two water column elements of 1.2µg/L for lentic
waters, and 3.1µg/L for lotic waters. However, EPA's current national recommended chronic
criterion for selenium remains 5µg/L, which was developed by EPA to protect bluegills, a
recreationally important species. In addition, the chronic water column elements in EPA's
proposed criteria are not developed based on the current EPA guidelines for developing water
quality criteria, but instead are back-calculated from the body burden criteria using trophic transfer
functions. EPA's new approach in the 2015 Draft constitutes a full departure from EPA's approach
in its 2014 pre-draft selenium criteria. Furthermore, DEP is finishing up a two-year study on larval
deformity rate in waters with elevated selenium compared to waters without selenium inputs.
Preliminary results of this study show the 5ug/L water column concentration is protective of West
Virginia aquatic life. Therefore, West Virginia believes the appropriate approach is to retain the
nationally recommended water quality criterion of 5 µg/L for water column concentrations. Upon
finalization of EPA’s revisions to the national recommended selenium criteria, and completion of
the West Virginia larval deformity rate study, DEP will reconsider the adoption of EPA's
recommended water column criteria.
In regards to data analysis, the EPA 2015 Draft better reflects DEP’s analysis of selenium research
data. The 2015 draft revises EPA’s interpretation of Formation Environmental brown trout study,
adds an endangered species surrogate with the sturgeon study, and uses a geomean egg/ovary to
whole-body conversion. Therefore, DEP has incorporated EPA’s suggested concentration for fish
whole-body and fish egg/ovary tissue into a selenium criterion for the Emergency Rule 47CSR2.
EPA also encourages West Virginia to adopt descriptive elements into its chronic selenium criteria
to address fishless waters and waters with new or increased selenium inputs. While DEP agrees
with EPA's approach to new discharges of selenium in waters previously unimpacted by selenium
(new inputs), DEP believes additional inputs of selenium on already impacted waters (increased
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inputs) should be handled differently. Specifically, when additional inputs are proposed on
previously selenium-impacted waters, fish tissue concentrations should continue to take
precedence over water column concentrations, as they reflect the bioaccumulation of selenium in
those waters.
In regards to the EPA 2015 Draft descriptive element for fishless waters, EPA 2015 Draft defines
fishless waters as:
Waters with insufficient instream habitat and/or flow to support a population of any fish
species on a continuing basis, or waters that once supported populations of one or more fish
species but no longer support fish (i.e., extirpation) due to temporary or permanent changes
in water quality (e.g., due to selenium pollution), flow or instream habitat (EPA 2015 Draft
pg. xv).
EPA recommends that a water column concentration take precedence over fish tissue
concentrations in fishless waters, but this approach is unreasonable for waters which are fishless
due to insufficient flow or which have been extirpated for reasons unrelated to selenium. In these
examples of fishless waters, basing selenium outputs on receiving water column selenium
concentration could not result in the re-establishment of fish, because the cause of fishless water
would not have been resolved. Rather, in the situations of insufficient flow or fish extirpation due
to non-selenium related pollution, precedence should remain with fish tissue analysis downstream,
where conditions do allow for fish populations. Because the “fishless waters” element better
relates to implementation of the selenium criteria, DEP believes these decisions are best made on a
case-by-case basis in National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting,
rather than attempting to prescribe implementation aspects of the criterion in water quality
standards.
DEP understands EPA's goal of ensuring that fish tissue concentrations do not increase above the
chronic selenium criteria. However, a more detailed approach is appropriate in considering
protective effluent limits for increased discharges and for fishless waters. The amount of water
discharged, the location with respect to the nearest fish population, and the existing tissue and
water column concentrations in the watershed may all influence the decisions made with regard to
effluent limits for new or expanded selenium discharges. The goal is to ensure that water column
concentrations do not increase above the level required to protect the segments where fish are or
could be located.
EPA seeks clarification from DEP regarding its policy for implementation of selenium criteria in
NPDES permitting, compliance and impairment determinations. In general terms, DEP will
implement the criterion by using water column concentration as an indication of non-compliance,
unless fish selenium data can be collected by the permitee from an appropriate selenium-enriched
downstream water, in order to determine a specific bioaccumulation rate. While DEP anticipates a
completed EPA criterion recommendation and implementation guidance in 2016, in the meantime,
implementation of this revised selenium standard will be developed by DEP’s Division of Water
and Waste Management and Division of Mining and Reclamation’s (DMR’s) NPDES programs.
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The permitting procedure will specify sufficient data requirements to determine an accurate
selenium bioaccumulation rate. Moreover, DEP believes this revised selenium criterion is
protective of aquatic life, that the criterion was developed with current and relevant research, and
that it meets the requirements of Water Quality Standards: specifying the frequency, magnitude,
and duration of selenium exposure to fully protect aquatic species.
Finally, in response to EPA’s letter to DEP dated February 23, 2016 (Attachment C), additional
changes were made to West Virginia’s proposed selenium criterion. First, DEP made a correction
to clarify that the new selenium criterion is based on instantaneous measurement, as opposed to
four-day average concentration. In addition, West Virginia has adopted the EPA-proposed
11.3ug/g fish muscle (skinless, boneless filet), which may be used in lieu of the 8.0ug/g fish
whole-body concentration. Like the whole-body element, the fish muscle element overrides any
water column concentration, and is likewise overridden by any egg/ovary concentration.
In conclusion, DEP respectfully requests EPA's approval of the following amended West Virginia
selenium aquatic life criterion in Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards, 47 C.S.R. 2
(shown below and in Section 3, Final Water Quality Standards Rule herein):

B1, B4 (warmwater
fisheries & wetlands)

PARAMETER

B2 (trout waters)

ACUTE1

CHRON2

ACUTE1

CHRON2

20

5

20

5

8.27 Selenium (ug/l) Water Column Concentration f
8.27.1 Selenium (ug/g) g (based on instantaneous
measurement)
8.0 ug/g Fish Whole-Body Concentration
or

X

X

15.8

15.8

11.3 ug/g Fish Muscle (skinless, boneless filet)Fish
Whole-Body Concentration g
8.27.2 Selenium (ug/g) Fish Egg/Ovary
Concentration h (based on instantaneous
measurement)
1

One hour average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every three years on the average, unless otherwise noted.
Four-day average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every three years on the average, unless otherwise noted.
f Water column values take precedence over fish tissue values when new inputs of selenium occur in waters previously unimpacted
by selenium, until equilibrium is reached between the water column and fish tissue.
g Overrides any water column concentration when water concentrations and either fish whole body or fish muscle (skinless,
boneless filet) are measured, except in situations described in footnote f
h Overrides any fish whole-body, fish muscle (skinless, boneless filet), or water column concentration when fish egg/ovary
concentrations are measured, except in situations described in footnote f
2
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EPA/OW Comments on WV Al Criteria
11-21-13
Additional studies EPA is considering beyond those included in the WV analysi (please see spreadsheet
for studies and values):
Note: we are considering some data that goes beyond pH range of 6.5-9.0
Acute:
Fort and Stover 1995 (Ceriodaphnia dubia)
Shephard 1983 (Ceriodaphnia reticulate and Daphnia magna)
Holtze 1983 (Oncorhynchus mykiss @ pH=5.5)
Tandjung 1982 (Salvelinus fontinalis @ pH=5.6)
Boyd 1979 (Pimephales promelas, no hardness information though)
Palmer et al. 1989 (Pimephales promelas, may be an outlier, unbounded)
Kane and Rabeni 1987 (Micropterus dolomieui)
Jung and Jagoe 1995 (Hylas cinerea @ pH=5.5)
Shuhaimi-Othman et al. 2011 (Stenocypris major)
Chronic:
ENSR 1992b (Ceriodaphnia dubia)
Palawski et al. 1989 (Chironomus riparius pH=5.0, 5.6)
McKee et al. 1989 (Salmo salar @ pH=5.5)
Buckler et al. 1995 (Salmo salar @ pH=5.5)
GEI included studies that EPA does not plan on including ( see spreadsheet)
Acute Toxicity Data Comparison
 For the most part our analysis and the GEI (2010) report are using the same data
o The GEI report does limit the acceptable pH range to be from 6.5-9.0
o When we limit to the same pH range, the EPA analyses and GEI reports have very
similar CMC values across the low range of hardness (<150). However due to the
differences in calculated pooled slope, the EPA values tend to be lower than those used
by GEI.
o We would like a more detailed explanation of their calculated pool slope methods.
Chronic Toxicity Data Comparison
 The GEI (2010) report includes a number of studies that are not considered valid according to the
Guidelines. Most of these additional studies are using too few exposure concentrations or had
control survival issues and therefore did not meet data acceptability criteria in the EPA analysis.
Two papers were not evaluated by EPA’s contractor and are currently being requested from
Duluth.
 The GEI report is also using a different FACR in their analysis. The current EPA recommended
ACR is 2, but GEI calculated their FACR as the geomean of Ceriodaphnia dubia, Daphnia
magna, and Pimephales promelas (0.9591, 10.65, and 12.19, respectively). To calculate the CCC,
1





GEI divided the FAV by the FACR. The current EPA contractor recommendation is to lower the
CCC to protect a commercially and recreationally important species.
A major issue arose when attempting to follow the math behind the reported normalized SMCV
and GMCVs in the GEI report. Despite reporting the studies used and the pooled slope, EPA was
unable to calculate the same values in the Ranked Chronic Table and cannot account for these
differences
We request a more detailed methodology of the pool slope approach.

Full Citations for Additional Studies EPA is considering for National Al Criteria Draft:
Boyd, C.E. 1979. Aluminum sulfate (alum) for precipitating clay turbidity from fish ponds. Trans. Am.
Fish. Soc. 108: 307-313.
Buckler, D.R., L. Cleveland, E.E. Little and W.G. Brumbaugh. 1995. Survival, sublethal responses, and
tissue residues of Atlantic salmon exposed to acidic pH and aluminum. Aquat. Toxicol. 31(3): 203-216.
ENSR Consulting and Engineering. 1992b. Chronic toxicity of aluminum to Ceriodaphinia dubia under
static renewal test conditions at four levels of water hardness. Doc. No. 8505-092-047, Prepared for
Climax Metals Company, Golden, CO by ENSR Consulting and Engineering, Ft. Collins, CO, 122 p.
Fort, D.J. and E.L. Stover. 1995. Impact of toxicities and potential interactions of flocculants and
coagulant aids on whole effluent toxicity testing. Water Environ. Res. 67(6): 921-925.
Holtze, K.E. 1983. Effects of pH and ionic strength on aluminum toxicity to early developmental stages
of rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri Richardson). Res. Rep., Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Rexdale,
Ontario, Canada, 39 p.
Jung, R.E. and C.H. Jagoe. 1995. Effects of low pH and aluminum on body size, swimming performance,
and susceptibility to predation of green tree frog (Hyla cinerea) tadpoles. Can. J. Zool. 73(12): 21712183.
Kane, D.A. and C.F. Rabeni. 1987. Effects of aluminum and pH on the early life stages of smallmouth
bass (Micropterus dolomieui). Water Res. 21(6): 633-639.
McKee, M.J., C.O. Knowles and D.R. Buckler. 1989. Effects of aluminum on the biochemical
composition of Atlantic salmon. Arch. Environ. Contam. Toxicol. 18(1/2): 243-248.
Palawski, D.U., J.B. Hunn, D.N. Chester and R.H. Wiedmeyer. 1989. Interactive effects of acidity and
aluminum exposure on the life cycle of the midge Chironomus riparius (Diptera). J. Fresh. Ecol. 5: 155.
Palmer, R.E., R.J. Klauda, M.A. Jepson and E.S. Perry. 1989. Acute sensitivity of early life stages of
fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) to acid and aluminum. Water Res. 23(8): 1039-1047.

2

Shephard, B. 1983. The effect of reduced pH and elevated aluminum concentrations on three species of
zooplankton: Ceriodaphnia reticulata, Daphnia magna and Daphnia pulex. U.S. EPA, Duluth, MN, 14 p.
Shuhaimi-Othman, M., N. Yakub, N.A. Ramle and A. Abas. 2011. Toxicity of metals to a freshwater
ostracod: Stenocypris major. J. Toxicol. Article ID 136104, 8 p.
Tandjung, S.D. 1982. The acute toxicity and histopathology of brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis,
Mitchill) exposed to aluminum in acid water. Ph.D. Thesis, Fordham University, New York, NY, 330 p.
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USGS Map………………………………………………………Attachment 1

APPLICATION FOR STREAM VARIANCE IN FICKEY RUN, GLADE RUN,
MARTIN CREEK, AND TRIBUTARIES THEREOF.
1.0

SUMMARY

WVDEP Office of Special Reclamation (OSR) is submitting this application for variance from water quality
standards pursuant to 46 SCR 1, section 8.3. This variance is being requested based on human-caused
conditions which prohibit the full attainment of any designated use. It is important to note that these
streams have never been able to meet their designated use as a result of human-caused conditions (prelaw mining) that were in existence before the stream designations were assigned. A stream use
inventory is currently ongoing and will be supplied once it has been completed. OSR is proposing the
strategic placement of in-stream lime doser’s in order to enhance overall stream quality.

2.0

INTRODUCTION

Muddy Creek meanders through the hills of Preston County, West Virginia and joins the Cheat River in
Ruthbelle, an unincorporated community near Albright. AMD from abandoned mine lands, especially
discharges emanating from the Upper Freeport coal seam, is the most damaging pollutant to Muddy
Creek and the lower Cheat River watershed. The Cheat River watershed has a long history of coal
mining; this activity dates as far back as the late 1700s, with a significant amount of activity occurring
prior to the 1977 passage of the
Federal Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation Act (SMCRA).

Map 1. The Cheat River flows north draining approximately 1,422 square miles. Muddy
Creek, heavily impacted by AMD, joins the Cheat River near Albright.

Beginning
in
the
1970’s,
whitewater paddlers on the Cheat
River witnessed water quality
become increasingly degraded
from AMD discharging from coal
mines, both abandoned and
active. Rocks in the rivers were
stained a bright orange color that
became more common in the
Cheat River Canyon each year.
Rafters and kayakers complained
of stinging eyes, nosebleeds, and
other ailments after spending
time in the Cheat’s waters.

In the spring of 1994, mine
water
from
a
large
underground coal mine
complex blew out of an
illegally sealed mine and into
Muddy Creek. The resulting
discharge impacted Muddy
Creek and the Cheat River
Canyon, killing fish for 16
miles downstream, and
lowering the pH in Cheat
Lake to 4.5.
A second
blowout in 1995 further
Photo 1. An aerial shot of AMD entering the Cheat River main stem from Muddy Creek during
the first and most devastating mine blowout.
degraded the Cheat and
prompted American Rivers, Inc., a national river conservation organization, to name the Cheat as one of
ten of the nation’s most endangered rivers (1995). Muddy Creek contributes an estimated 6,000 tons of
acidity and 67 tons of iron and aluminum per year to the Cheat River, primarily from three major
tributary drainages: Fickey Run, Glade Run, and Martin Creek as well as from an upstream section of
Muddy Creek, totaling nearly 30 miles of AMD impaired streams in the Muddy Creek drainage. Fickey
Run is impaired by two Abandoned Mine Lands (AML) and three bond forfeiture sites, and Glade Run is
impaired by five AML and three bond forfeiture sites (Lower Cheat River Watershed Based Plan, 2005).
Both Fickey and Glade empty into Martin Creek which also receives AMD from two AML sites before it
joins Muddy Creek. Within less than one mile upstream of the confluence with Martin Creek, Muddy
Creek receives AMD from several AMD sources originating from the Dream Mountain abandoned mine
area. Upstream of the confluence of Martin Creek and Muddy Creek, the creek supports healthy benthic
macroinvertebrate and fish communities including sensitive organisms such as a variety of
Ephemeropterans (mayflys) and native brook trout.

3.0

REGULATORY BASIS FOR VARIANCE APPLICATION

Streams have designated uses which are described in §47-2-6.2 and include: water supply public,
propagation and maintenance of fish and other aquatic life, water contact recreation, agriculture and
wildlife, and water supply industrial/water transport/cooling and power. Water use categories are
supported by both numeric and narrative criteria. Procedural Rules for Site-Specific Revisions to Water
Quality Standards are described in 46 CSR 6 and include rules for promulgation of designated use
reclassifications, site-specific criteria, and variances. OSR is proposing the following:
7.2.d.8.2. A variance pursuant to 46 CSR 6, Section 5.1, based on human-caused conditions which
prohibit the full attainment of any designated use and cannot be immediately remedied, shall apply to
WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation’s discharges into Martin Creek of

Preston County and its tributaries, including Glade Run, Fickey Run, and their unnamed tributaries. The
following existing conditions will serve as instream interim criteria while this variance is in place: pH
range of 3.2-9.0, 10 mg/L total iron, and 15 mg/L dissolved aluminum. Alternative restoration measures,
as described in the variance application submitted by WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of
Special Reclamation, shall be used to achieve significant improvements to existing conditions in these
waters during the variance period. Conditions will be evaluated during each triennial review throughout
the variance period. This variance shall remain in effect until action by the Secretary to revise the
variance or until July 1, 2025, whichever comes first.

It is also important to note that the attainment of the use cannot be remedied due to the metal loadings
of the streams. A table has been included below showing that the metal loadings from the OSR sites
only make up a small percentage of the total loadings as depicted by the corresponding TMDL’s.

METAL LOADINGS
STREAM
MARTIN CREEK
FICKEY RUN
GLADE RUN

4.0

TMDL LOADINGS
Fe
Al
41.4
30.8
12.7
10.83
20.59
11.51

SITE
S-65-82
UO-519
UO-204

OSR LOADINGS
Fe
Al
0.16
0.38
1.64
1.68
0.11
0.1

REQUIRED INFORMATION

Pursuant to §46-6-3.1 a-g, the following information is required to be included in an application seeking
reclassification of a designated use, a variance from numeric water quality criteria, or a site specific
numeric criterion:
a.

A USGS 7.5 minute map showing those stream segments to be affected and
showing all existing and proposed discharge points. In addition, the
alphanumeric code of the affected stream, if known:
A USGS 7.5 minute map showing the stream segments to be affected and
showing all existing and proposed discharge points for Martin Creek (MC-17-A),
Fickey Run (MC-17-A-0.5), and Glade Run MC-17-A-1 have been provided,
please refer to Attachment 1 at the end of this application.

b.

Existing water quality data for the stream or stream segment. Where adequate
data are unavailable, additional studies may be required by the Board:
Available existing water quality data for Martin Creek, Fickey Run, Glade Run
and associated tributaries has been provided, please see below.

FICKEY RUN AT MOUTH
Site_Descritp
tion
Date

Mouth_D
ata
FlowGPM FieldpH FieldCon AcidTPY

Fickey Mouth 8/4/2005
Fickey Mouth 12/5/2005

Yes

385.3

Yes

Fickey Mouth 5/3/2006

Yes

Fickey Mouth 8/23/2006

NetHotAc
id
NetCalc_Acid LabpH Alk

Acidity

LabCon D_Al D_Ca

D_Fe

D_Mg D_Mn SO4

2000
988

511.2395904 603.15

1166.81241

2536

2.00
3.13

1684.9184

302

1109

2.74

1895

CNBD

CNBD

Yes

118.0

2.80

2770

288.825768

1112.58

845.5283537 2.66

0.00 1112.58 3090

48.31 323.35 179.12 82.04 9.96

2080.00

Fickey Mouth 9/15/2006

Yes

252.1

2.60

2530

443.9576425 800.44

432.1821102 2.79

0.00 800.44

2590

1.25

206.78 107.19 59.97 6.89

1550.00

Fickey Mouth 9/27/2006

Yes

NS

2.90

2500

CNBD

CNBD

CNBD

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Fickey Mouth 11/9/2006

Yes

732.0

2.88

2200

1068.74196

663.65

380.6463687 3.14

0.00 663.65

2090

30.13 167.51 51.35

41.58 5.39

978.00

Fickey Mouth 12/12/2006 Yes

331.0

3.18

2400

472.113906

648.33

434.0771688 3.14

0.00 648.33

2350

32.30 249.43 78.44

45.86 6.32

1105.00

Fickey Mouth 12/22/2006 Yes

557.0

2.95

2200

CNBD

CNBD

CNBD

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Fickey Mouth 1/23/2007

Yes

1520.5

3.27

1800

1287.294833 384.83

289.7918856 3.15

0.00 384.83

1837

22.87 177.66 47.54

39.66 4.70

756.00

Fickey Mouth 3/13/2007

Yes

2433.00

3.35

1200

4276.085088 798.88

248.180987

2.95

0.00 798.88

1590

21.48 120.53 37.43

31.00 3.44

660.00

Fickey Mouth 5/14/2007

Yes

671.00

2.91

2400

1190.156726 806.23

580.5298166 3.28

0.00 806.23

2290

34.51 177.32 117.16 55.07 7.41

1255.00

Fickey Mouth 5/16/2007

Yes

1541.00

2.86

2400

2471.184584 728.92

543.1796028 3.41

0.00 728.92

2230

32.76 199.82 104.60 44.85 6.59

1225.00

Fickey Mouth 6/14/2007

Yes

267.00

2.70

2900

652.648392

1111.08

335.9390176 3.37

0.00 1111.08 2960

41.65 200.50 0.64

1600.00

Fickey Mouth 6/26/2007

Yes

320.00

2.70

2700

694.03136

985.84

768.2720443 3.59

0.00 985.84

3180

44.82 225.76 150.27 69.87 9.35

652.00

Fickey Mouth 7/17/2007

Yes

369.00

2.83

2600

498.461436

614.02

606.7591351 3.33

0.00 614.02

2520

37.21 247.25 116.30 52.94 8.01

1640.00

Fickey Mouth 8/15/2007

Yes

349.73

2.85

2500

534.3447729 694.49

238.7869782 3.03

0.00 694.49

2630

18.37 163.07 21.00

70.85 5.42

1620.00

Fickey Mouth 3/13/2008

Yes

1598.00

3.05

1600

1426.489856 405.76

297.4203932 2.96

0.00 405.76

1679

22.65 96.75

45.23

34.98 3.23

696.00

Fickey Mouth 4/23/2008

Yes

1097.00

2.90

1900

926.166384

383.76

409.9010505 3.65

0.00 383.76

1790

23.96 171.23 76.57

39.77 4.81

1008.00

Fickey Mouth 4/24/2008

Yes

875.00

2.90

1900

CNBD

CNBD

CNBD

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Fickey Mouth 5/29/2008

Yes

1385.00

3.30

1500

1133.39259

371.97

294.5430197 3.85

0.00 371.97

1699

15.54 86.26

65.98

21.68 3.53

689.00

Fickey Mouth 6/24/2008

Yes

538.00

2.80

2100

881.699148

744.93

496.3823941 3.12

0.00 744.93

2240

31.52 115.35 86.44

40.14 5.77

1180.00

Fickey Mouth 7/28/2008

Yes

1129.00

3.78

2050

926.606428

373.06

218.8365529 3.45

0.00 373.06

1996

17.32 190.62 40.73

25.80 2.87

832.00

Fickey Mouth 11/12/2008 Yes

220.00

2.81

5470

509.44872

1052.58

696.9879089 3.42

0.00 1052.58 3200

35.73 205.40 150.98 63.19 9.15

1885.00

Fickey Mouth 12/30/2008 Yes

2098.00

3.14

1440

1103.543804 239.09

220.9015419 3.33

0.00 239.09

1466

19.00 115.10 27.13

24.06 3.55

626.00

Fickey Mouth 4/17/2009

Yes

2614.00

3.17

1330

1409.866128 245.16

193.2679294 3.06

0.00 245.16

1357

14.62 63.04

27.52

20.28 2.49

508.00

Fickey Mouth 5/15/2009

Yes

877.00

2.92

1620

828.29142

429.3

381.4499822 2.91

0.00 429.30

1894

28.28 120.40 58.46

34.39 4.20

908.00

Fickey Mouth 6/26/2009

Yes

963.00

2.94

1910

992.797146

468.61

408.0767648 2.97

0.00 468.61

1923

24.73 143.96 76.38

39.98 4.78

1065.00

Fickey Mouth 7/21/2009

Yes

519.00

2.75

2300

750.128346

656.97

625.6178666 3.01

0.00 656.97

2250

30.60 179.05 132.64 46.95 6.28

1455.00

2.92

2670

282.3557718 NS

0.00 603.15
0.00 302.00

NS

47.90 286.50 142.40 71.40 10.60 1320.00
25.20 136.70 36.60 34.70 3.99 368.00

CNBD

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

59.47 1.69

NS

NS

GLADE RUN AT MOUTH
Site_Descrit
ption
Date

Mouth_D
ata
FlowGPM FieldpH FieldCon AcidTPY

NetHotAc
id
NetCalc_Acid LabpH Alk

Glade Mouth 8/10/2005
Glade Mouth 12/5/2005

Yes

109.0

50.6

Yes

Glade Mouth 1/30/2006
Glade Mouth 3/27/2006
Glade Mouth 5/3/2006

35.45757191 4.40

Acidity LabCon D_Al D_Ca

1173
636

12.13388

15374

4.10
3.75

4307.671808 127.36

Yes

5200.0

3.60

850

2135.9624

Yes

1077.0
6181

1140
1209

541.313124

Yes

3.70
3.32

#VALUE!

Glade Mouth 6/1/2006

Yes

1669.0

3.60

1280

1068.016466 290.87

129.4888513 3.47

0.00 290.87 7520

Glade Mouth 7/27/2006

Yes

902.0

3.30

1540

792.311388

399.27

165.4454367 3.41

Glade Mouth 8/23/2006

Yes

286.0

3.40

1600

207.787008

330.24

Glade Mouth 8/29/2006

Yes

203.0

3.30

1670

122.060246

Glade Mouth 9/27/2006

Yes

NS

3.50

1360

CNBD

Glade Mouth 11/9/2006

Yes

2038.0

3.55

1300

1510.121316 336.81

120.4595193 3.48

0.00 336.81 1204

16.40 99.87

Glade Mouth 12/6/2006

Yes

869.0

3.61

1700

620.990876

324.82

161.948743

3.49

Glade Mouth 1/23/2007

Yes

2014.00

3.67

1300

985.232688

222.36

Glade Mouth 1/25/2007

Yes

3098.00

3.75

1400

Glade Mouth 5/14/2007

Yes

1308.00

3.46

Glade Mouth 5/16/2007

Yes

1294.00

Glade Mouth 5/31/2007

Yes

Glade Mouth 6/14/2007

D_Fe D_Mg D_Mn SO4

94.80853269 NS

0.00 50.60 1471
0.00 127.36 NS

4.20 194.00 0.60
13.30 88.21 1.66

85.80 3.60
46.27 4.17

828.00
370.00

186.71

110.6846847 3.73

0.00 186.71 1008

14.65 84.02

2.80

50.40 5.08

479.00

228.46

135.2953772 3.61

0.00 228.46 1224

19.10 100.39 3.01

640.00

CNBD

CNBD

NS

NS

62.07 6.13
NS
NS

18.01 136.36 2.03

69.75 6.29

750.00

0.00 399.27 1573

21.70 150.98 2.36

79.24 7.43

924.00

184.3358059 3.26

0.00 330.24 1758

24.55 209.67 4.00

97.52 9.53

1038.00

273.31

177.7491164 3.25

0.00 273.31 1794.00 23.35 200.77 2.16

94.95 9.45

1125.00

CNBD

CNBD

NS

NS

NS

NS

2.20

50.50 5.15

640.00

0.00 324.82 1431

22.42 131.22 4.45

74.35 7.26

738.00

116.0213941 3.59

0.00 222.36 1149

16.00 96.51

2.67

55.02 5.11

556.00

1671.389588 245.23

125.8780673 3.56

0.00 245.23 1230

17.77 106.16 2.97

62.18 5.67

554.00

1300

1047.417624 363.99

165.9146925 3.46

0.00 363.99 1511

22.12 126.86 4.52

76.88 7.47

764.00

3.44

1400

1061.99874

373.05

149.0293356 3.54

0.00 373.05 1466

19.74 123.15 3.18

73.84 6.98

728.00

1608.00

3.40

1500

1021.482

288.75

136.6352828 3.93

0.00 288.75 1581

17.25 124.18 3.43

67.18 6.44

862.00

Yes

803.00

3.40

1600

514.221928

291.08

330.0023643 3.70

0.00 291.08 1594

18.34 139.92 72.26 75.39 8.06

852.00

Glade Mouth 6/26/2007

Yes

260.00

3.39

1600

55.09504

96.32

48.64987608 3.80

0.00 96.32

2.03

Glade Mouth 6/27/2007

Yes

682.00

3.30

1900

505.199684

336.71

145.9892318 3.58

Glade Mouth 9/13/2007

Yes

914.65

3.50

1480

334.8149497 166.39

Glade Mouth 10/8/2007

Yes

308.10

3.40

1900

Glade Mouth 2/23/2008

Yes

2438.00

3.60

Glade Mouth 3/10/2008

Yes

6064.00

Glade Mouth 4/17/2008

Yes

Glade Mouth 4/23/2008

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

154.27 5.35

55.86 1.47

650.00

0.00 336.71 1780

18.18 130.93 2.56

76.29 7.19

970.00

133.5336827 3.64

0.00 166.39 1461

17.70 133.97 2.84

67.49 6.48

816.00

226.3037634 333.87

163.3620865 3.36

0.00 333.87 1746

22.07 148.45 2.61

79.70 7.62

986.00

1000

CNBD

CNBD

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

3.71

1100

2587.314752 193.94

125.3373002 3.74

0.00 193.94 967

19.51 21.34

0.95

9.36

2.56

471.00

3035.00

3.80

1300

1000.74876

149.88

128.1864609 3.72

0.00 149.88 1221

18.22 120.32 2.73

67.53 6.45

636.00

Yes

2438.00

3.60

1000

639.126576

119.16

96.6067626

0.00 119.16 1001

12.76 95.10

1.60

49.48 4.88

489.00

Glade Mouth 5/19/2008

Yes

11423.00 3.90

600

2429.375102 96.67

43.57294596 4.04

0.00 96.67

702

5.69

41.23

0.86

22.71 1.85

389.00

Glade Mouth 5/29/2008

Yes

4194.00

3.80

300

1292.766948 140.11

65.96102801 4.06

0.00 140.11 942

8.20

58.25

2.63

30.26 2.99

469.00

Glade Mouth 6/23/2008

Yes

1587.85

3.50

1300

632.4216008 181.04

120.2408255 3.73

0.00 181.04 1327

15.81 113.05 2.32

57.02 5.71

607.00

Glade Mouth 8/12/2008

Yes

1775.00

3.55

1341

792.1683

202.86

71.44211307 3.40

0.00 202.86 1221

8.38

1.79

44.48 3.30

620.00

Glade Mouth 11/12/2008 Yes

343.00

3.47

1830

226.779938

300.53

133.1064755 3.61

0.00 300.53 1627

16.87 136.42 3.43

68.87 7.29

870.00

Glade Mouth 12/15/2008 Yes

4525.00

3.90

836

1059.6102

106.44

57.78842215 3.85

0.00 106.44 784

7.46

66.41

1.60

27.40 3.17

386.00

Glade Mouth 12/30/2008 Yes

4510.00

3.68

1063

1099.75448

110.84

95.24832048 3.77

0.00 110.84 977

12.48 84.51

2.70

39.96 4.53

481.00

Glade Mouth 5/20/2009

Yes

2780.00

3.62

1210

1008.58956

164.91

114.8542476 3.74

0.00 164.91 1212

15.80 91.94

2.23

44.45 5.01

688.00

Glade Mouth 6/26/2009

Yes

2467.00

3.64

1110

667.5702

123

105.035922

0.00 123.00 1125

14.02 104.13 2.39

54.95 5.11

642.00

CNBD

NS

3.80

3.76

NS

1452

NS

NS

NS

NS

75.64

MARTIN CREEK AT MOUTH
Site_Des
critption Date

Mouth_Da
ta
FlowGPM FieldpH

FieldCon AcidTPY

NetHotAci NetCalc_
d
Acid
LabpH

5/28/2002
Martin mouth
6/17/2002
Martin mouth

Yes

7910

Alk

Acidity

LabCon

D_Al

D_Ca

D_Fe

D_Mg

D_Mn

SO4

3.13

1552

5394.62

310

229.3996 NS

0.00

310.00

NS

22.58

NS

19.70

NS

7.77

Yes

904.00

3724

3.02

1623

2359.526 288

268.8475 NS

0.00

288.00

NS

26.83

NS

20.71

NS

9.11

7/8/2002
Martin mouth
7/29/2002
Martin mouth

1084.00

Yes

1933

2.83

2347

2117.795 498

451.0819 NS

0.00

498.00

NS

37.41

NS

54.46

NS

12.88

1595.00

Yes

3181

3.00

2042

2589.334 370

266.8958 NS

0.00

370.00

NS

23.90

NS

30.99

NS

0.61

8/13/2002
Martin mouth
9/9/2002
Martin mouth

295.00

Yes

2011

2.85

2448

3238.514 732

228.8936 NS

0.00

732.00

NS

3.05

43.97

NS

12.95

1072.00

Yes
9/30/2002 Yes
Martin mouth
10/22/2002 Yes
Martin mouth
11/4/2002 Yes
Martin mouth

599

2.73

2716

971.2186 737

310.004

NS

0.00

737.00

NS

5.22

NS
8.68

60.30

56.78

14.51

1642.00

1890

2.93

2394

1787.94

430

269.8128 NS

0.00

430.00

NS

23.59

9.44

21.40

51.50

12.48

1261.00

3336

2.96

1843

2656.79

362

275.46

NS

0.00

362.00

NS

22.74

8.36

29.40

38.18

8.55

1084.00

9390

2.95

1621

7953.33

385

296.1832 NS

0.00

385.00

NS

28.87

24.48

24.03

34.68

8.43

1010.00

11/11/2002 Yes
Martin mouth
12/9/2002 Yes
Martin mouth
1/7/2003
Martin mouth
Yes

9332

3.08

1303

5502.147 268

224.6356 NS

0.00

268.00

NS

24.10

10.28

13.47

42.55

7.19

707.00

7008

2.82

1757

6598.733 428

300.5556 NS

0.00

428.00

NS

24.29

141.32

26.20

84.02

10.87

1175.00

7703

3.12

1488

3287.64

194.3823 NS

0.00

194.00

NS

18.88

60.44

14.84

48.91

6.50

686.00

2/4/2003
Martin mouth
3/3/2003
Martin mouth

Yes

27780

3.26

968

5518.775 90.3

98.99794 NS

0.00

90.30

NS

8.16

6.08

7.05

1.32

4.02

300.00

Yes

18344

3.03

1342

16505.93 409

210.5305 NS

0.00

409.00

NS

18.91

49.36

18.64

41.52

4.89

710.00

3/31/2003
Martin mouth
4/22/2003
Martin mouth

Yes

6435

3.09

1526

3326.895 235

260.7366 NS

0.00

235.00

NS

25.20

24.89

NS

7.38

670.00

Yes

9494

3.15

1680

5869.191 281

270.1539 NS

0.00

281.00

NS

25.11

NS
6.60

30.31

18.34

7.74

1026.00

5/12/2003
Martin mouth
9/15/2003
Martin mouth

Yes

24285

3.13

1077

8227.758 154

145.143

NS

0.00

154.00

NS

14.39

73.20

7.61

19.20

4.26

330.00

Yes

2495

3.04

1643

1471.052 268

299.6215 NS

0.00

268.00

NS

34.20

34.40

18.20

44.98

8.40

431.20

3/11/2004
Martin mouth
5/27/2004
Martin mouth

Yes

15824

3.21

1037

1660.919 47.71

152.2707 NS

0.00

47.71

NS

15.50

82.60

10.40

39.80

4.11

476.00

Yes

4984

3.32

1330

871.1534 79.45

186.0942 NS

0.00

79.45

NS

18.29

125.03

18.54

59.86

5.99

706.35

7/26/2004
Martin mouth

Yes

3138

2.79

2195

1111.963 161.07

481.8517 NS

0.00

161.07

NS

34.33

233.38

68.64

114.06

14.40

1061.00

Martin mouth
7/29/2005
12/5/2005
Martin mouth

Yes

2199.7

110.4896 3.21

4066.277 159.75

113.3098 NS

0.00
0.00

159.92
159.75

1644

11570

1570
717

773.9073 159.92

Yes

3.30
3.60

NS

9.19
13.30

99.00
100.30

10.60
7.51

38.00
43.65

3.29
3.71

731.00
402.00

5/3/2006
Martin mouth

Yes

8400

3.22

1319

CNBD

CNBD

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Martin mouth
8/23/2006

Yes

556.0

3.00

2010

537.1316 439.12

319.8059 2.89

0.00

439.12

2250

27.02

256.68

39.12

94.09

8.20

1214.00

Martin mouth
9/27/2006

Yes

708.0

3.00

1700

632.3389 405.97

270.7942 3.22

0.00

405.97

1937

21.87

195.46

32.04

75.89

7.41

942.00

Martin mouth
11/9/2006

Yes

2620.0

3.27

1600

2287.732 396.9

165.5323 3.22

0.00

396.90

1483

17.38

125.12

12.55

48.78

4.68

726.00

Martin mouth
1/23/2007

Yes

6186.0

3.60

1300

2941.084 216.11

135.5177 3.37

0.00

216.11

1298

15.33

117.21

11.00

52.36

4.58

351.00

Martin mouth
5/14/2007

Yes

1932.00

3.26

1600

1713.124 403.05

233.167

3.47

0.00

403.05

1637

21.57

144.27

27.77

69.24

6.31

802.00

Martin mouth
6/12/2007

Yes

760.00

2.90

1800

665.2554 397.88

310.1114 4.10

0.00

397.88

2180

25.35

163.06

35.00

74.69

6.92

1018.00

Martin mouth
6/14/2007

Yes

851.00

3.00

1800

750.8833 401.07

208.2162 3.57

0.00

401.07

2090

22.58

167.07

7.30

69.55

7.27

980.00

Martin mouth
8/15/2007

Yes

1047.46

3.21

1780

698.5595 303.14

31.83498 3.30

0.00

303.14

1775

0.10

32.79

0.10

7.10

0.10

938.00

Martin mouth
3/13/2008

Yes

6257.00

3.42

1200

2788.87

109.3554 3.45

0.00

202.60

1204

11.21

77.36

8.68

45.51

2.65

485.00

Martin mouth
4/23/2008

Yes

3861.00

3.30

1300

1377.504 162.17

153.0789 3.79

0.00

162.17

1257

13.30

118.28

17.29

44.96

4.30

527.00

Martin mouth
4/25/2008

Yes

4545.00

3.30

1300

CNBD

CNBD

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Martin mouth
5/29/2008

Yes

6516.00

3.60

1000

1615.577 112.7

106.4832 3.68

0.00

112.70

1139

11.03

88.01

10.07

37.00

3.12

498.00

Martin mouth
6/24/2008

Yes

3090.00

2.90

1500

1868.022 274.79

221.9134 3.39

0.00

274.79

1630

17.34

115.91

19.84

50.32

5.22

768.00

Martin mouth
8/7/2008

Yes

6641.00

3.41

1248

1918.027 131.28

95.92403 3.52

0.00

131.28

1178

6.89

75.39

12.63

32.52

2.40

532.00

Martin mouth
11/12/2008 Yes

1191.79

3.12

3710

1049.352 400.22

232.6843 3.43

0.00

400.22

2170

17.61

151.14

31.84

61.35

6.40

1050.00

Martin mouth
11/12/2008 Yes

1030.00

3.12

3710

906.2187 399.92

228.5427 3.38

0.00

399.92

2180

17.57

150.40

30.37

62.32

6.41

1054.00

Martin mouth
11/14/2008 Yes

1682.00

3.14

3460

984.5284 266.06

212.2153 3.06

0.00

266.06

2000

17.15

141.20

25.81

60.08

6.37

958.00

Martin mouth
12/30/2008 Yes

5520.00

3.49

1124

1622.681 133.62

108.0802 3.40

0.00

133.62

1082

11.81

90.43

7.31

35.38

3.69

484.00

Martin mouth
5/15/2009

Yes

7609.00

3.36

1200

3154.95

188.47

156.5845 3.27

0.00

188.47

1383

15.82

109.64

14.62

48.54

4.24

700.00

Martin mouth
6/26/2009

Yes

4435.00

3.33

1320

1720.647 176.35

161.0886 3.30

0.00

176.35

1343

14.68

116.04

18.09

51.62

4.23

734.00

Martin mouth
8/17/2009

Yes

681.00

3.00

1960

532.4453 355.39

309.5377 2.79

0.00

355.39

2000

22.64

152.36

45.81

59.69

6.08

1195.00

Martin mouth
11/6/2009

Yes

3193.00

2.13

1240

1201.628 171.06

179.5246 3.42

0.00

171.06

1399

15.71

144.41

24.62

46.00

4.01

726.00

194

CNBD

202.6
CNBD

NS

NS

MARTIN CREEK @ MOUTH (EXISTING CONDITIONS)

PROJECT_NAME
PERMIT SAMPLE_NO

T&T
FUELS,
INC.

T&T
FUELS,
INC.

T&T
FUELS,
INC.

EM-113

EM-113

EM-113

c.

SITE_DESC

SAMPLE_DATE

CFS

FPH

T_FE

D_AL

31

MARTIN CREEK
@ MOUTH (26
BRIDGE)

12-May-15

7.8245

3.26

9.63

14.8

31

MARTIN CREEK
@ MOUTH (26
BRIDGE)

05-Apr-15

18.566

3.68

6.93

9

31

MARTIN CREEK
@ MOUTH (26
BRIDGE)

17-Mar-15

19.212

4

9.09

General land uses (e.g., mining, agricultural, recreation, residential, commercial,
industrial, etc.) as well as specific land uses adjacent to the waters for the length
of the segment proposed to be revised:
A Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) was developed for the Cheat River
watershed, the land use coverage are as follows:

Martin Creek 46.6% deciduous forest, 39.4% pasture, 13.2% mine lands, 0.2%
residential, 0.6% commercial.
Fickey Run 49.9% deciduous forest, 33.6% pasture, 16.5% mine lands.
Glade Run 33.9% deciduous forest, 49.5% pasture, 15.1% mine lands, 0.3% residential,
1.2% commercial.

d.

The existing and designated uses of the receiving waters into which the segment
in question discharges and the location where those downstream uses begin to
occur:
Martin Creek, Fickey Run, Glade Run, and tributaries thereof is designated as
follows:






Category A (Water Supply, Public), the closest downstream
drinking water intake is greater than 5 miles downstream of our
bond forfeiture site,
Category B (Warm Aquatic Life), and
Category C (Water Contact Recreation);

however, it is important to note that these streams have never been able to
meet their designated use as a result of human-caused conditions (pre-law
mining) that were in existence before the stream designations were assigned.
e.

General physical characteristics of the stream segment including, but not limited
to, width, depth, bottom composition, and slope:
Fickey Run is located in Preston County and the watershed is approximately 1.72
square miles. The widths of the stream vary along its reach, 1 foot to 6 feet
with the average width of 3 feet. The average instream water depth is
approximately .2 foot deep. Stream bed substrate is comprised of mainly
boulder and cobble; however, bedrock is more prominent in the upper reaches
and gravel components increase towards the lower reaches. Martin Creek as a
stream gradient is approximately 15,155 feet and has an overall slope of 2.94%.
Martin Creek is located in Preston County and the watershed is approximately
7.1 square miles. The widths of the stream vary along its reach, 1 foot to 9 feet
with the average width of 6.4 feet. The average instream water depth is
approximately .29 foot deep. Stream bed substrate is comprised of mainly
boulder and cobble; however, bedrock is more prominent in the upper reaches
and gravel components increase towards the lower reaches. Martin Creek as a
stream gradient is approximately 14,245 feet and has an overall slope of 4%.
Glade Run is located in Preston County and the watershed is approximately 3.74
square miles. The widths of the stream vary along its reach, 1.3 foot to 4.1 feet
with the average width of 3.17 feet. The average instream water depth is
approximately .32 foot deep. Stream bed substrate is comprised of mainly
boulder and cobble; however, bedrock is more prominent in the upper reaches
and gravel components increase towards the lower reaches. Martin Creek as a
stream gradient is approximately 19,691 feet and has an overall slope of 1.68%.

f.

The average flow rate in the segment, the amount of flow at a designated
control point, and a statement regarding whether the flow of the stream is
ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial:
Martin Creek is a perennial stream with a watershed area of approximately 7.1
square miles. Average flow data for this stream is approximately 896.26 cfs.

Fickey Run is a perennial stream with a watershed area of approximately 1.72
square miles. Average flow data for this stream is approximately 160.54 cfs
Glade Run is a perennial stream with a watershed area of approximately 3.74
square miles. Average flow data for this stream is approximately 403.14 cfs
g.

An assessment of aquatic life in the stream segment in question and in the
adjacent upstream and downstream segments:

Friends of the Cheat watershed group and its partners began gathering information and developing a
remediation plan in 2004. The following data is comprised of over 7 years of study. Biological
assessment sight locations can be found on the Attachment 1 map located at the end of this application.
WVU Division of Forestry and Natural Resources identified 32,161 individual benthic macroinvertebrates
comprising 64 taxonomic families. The upper most sampling location within the Muddy Creek
watershed, Upper Muddy Creek, had the greatest family richness (37 taxa; xˉ = 30.8) during the study
period. The second richest site was Muddy Creek at Million Dollar Bridge, located just upstream of the
confluence with Martin Creek, with an average richness of 17.3. Study sites located just downstream of
the Gary Conner passive treatment project and the Allen Conner - Messenger passive treatment project
(Upper UNT of Glade Run and Glade Run above Tribs, respectively) had an average pre-treatment
richness of 4.7 and 7.0 respectively (Table 10). Post-treatment richness for Glade Run above Tribs
decreased to 5.0 while the Upper UNT of Glade Run experienced an increase in taxa richness to 8.0. In
fact, none of the benthic macroinvertebrate biometrics improved at Glade Run above Tribs in spring
2012 after AMD treatment. However, just below the Gary Conner passive treatment system, at the
Upper UNT of Glade Run sampling location, benthic macroinvertebrate metrics improved significantly
after AMD treatment. Post-treatment WVSCI scores for Upper UNT of Glade Run still indicate
impairment because scores fall below the impairment threshold of 68.0 (WV DEP 2010; Table 10).
Glade Run Mouth, a study site at the mouth of Glade Run downstream of the Gary Conner and Allen
Conner - Messenger passive treatment systems (the uppermost study site receiving the cumulative
benefit of both passive treatment systems) only showed improvement for the % Ephemeroptera metric.
All other post-treatment biometrics were within the pre-treatment 95% confidence intervals, indicating
no significant improvement in bioscores (Table 10, Table 11).

Pre-Treatment
Mean ± 95%CI
Site Name

Taxa Rich

%2Dom

WVSCI

Glade above Tribs
Upper UNT Glade
Glade Run Mouth

7.00±1.60
4.67±1.20
7.67±3.87

87.20±4.43
97.52±1.81
95.93±2.93

25.70±3.20
12.75±3.03
19.96±8.84

Post-Treatment
Spring 2012 Data
Taxa
Rich
%2Dom
5.00
8.00
9.00

97.89
71.09
96.28

WVSCI
13.87
26.19
17.23

Martin ab Fickey
6.67±2.80
95.30±2.85 18.64±5.14
5.00
96.60 11.77
Martin Mouth
4.00±2.21
85.80±10.03 23.88±14.83
8.00
53.33 49.12
Muddy ab Crab Orchard 4.00±2.21
70.24±29.57 33.22±18.13
8.00
80.27 32.81
Muddy ab Sypolt
8.33±4.01
71.28±15.96 51.58±13.49
9.00
65.17 36.46
Muddy Mouth
9.83±7.73
72.41±18.03 47.19±19.64
7.00
77.78 39.26
Cheat at Decision Right 13.17±8.42
51.59±8.91 60.35±19.75
17.00
65.25 68.54
Cheat at Jenkinsburg
13.00±3.89
63.36±14.02 75.14±5.30
12.00
48.11 65.06
Table 10. Family Richness (Taxa Rich), Percent of assemblage as the top two dominant families
(%2Dom), and West Virginia Stream Condition Index (WVSCI) for the Gary Conner and Allen Conner Messenger treatment continuums before and after AMD treatment. (“ab” = above)
Pre-Treatment
Mean ± 95%CI
Site Name

% EPT

EPT
Richness

% Ephem

Glade above Tribs
Upper UNT Glade
Glade Run Mouth
Martin ab Fickey
Martin Mouth
Muddy ab Crab Orchard
Muddy ab Sypolt
Muddy Mouth

10.40±0.70
1.06±1.74
2.78±2.43
4.04±3.53
14.93±14.77
29.58±29.39
40.08±20.42
27.11±21.41

0.50±0.67
0.50±0.44
2.83±2.55
2.00±1.13
1.50±1.58
2.33±1.65
4.67±2.36
5.17±4.37

0.30±0.63
0.12±0.23
0.35±0.60
0.57±1.12
6.80±13.33
3.81±4.32
10.59±7.02
7.80±9.38

Post-Treatment
Spring 2012 Data
EPT
% EPT Richness
1.68
3.13
1.29
0.00
40.00
4.48
12.36
33.33

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
2.00

%
Ephem
0.00
0.00
1.29
0.00
26.67
0.00
10.11
31.48

Cheat at Decision Right
51.94±17.38
7.33±5.23 34.69±18.03
39.67
9.00
3.28
Cheat at Jenkinsburg
72.96±14.21
8.17±1.92 55.32±15.57
59.43
7.00
15.57
Table 11. Percent of assemblage as Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera (%EPT),
number of families within the orders of Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera (EPT
Richness), and percent of assemblage as Ephemeroptera (% Ephem) for the Gary Conner and
Allen Conner - Messenger treatment continuums before and after AMD treatment. (“ab” =
above)
The Fickey Mouth site only experienced a slight improvement in taxa richness post-treatment. All other
biometrics (%EPT, EPT Richness, %Ephemeroptera, %2Dominant Taxa) remained extremely degraded
with no change or with post-treatment results within the pre-treatment 95% confidence interval
(WVSCI) (Table 12, Table 13).
Pre-Treatment
Mean ± 95%CI
Site Name

% EPT

EPT
Richness

% Ephem

Fickey Mouth
Martin Mouth

0.00±0.00
14.93±14.77

0.00±0.00
1.50±1.58

0.00±0.00
6.80±13.33

Post-Treatment
Spring 2012 Data
EPT
% EPT
Richness
0.00
40.00

0.00
3.00

%
Ephem
0.00
26.67

Muddy ab Crab Orchard

29.58±29.39

2.33±1.65

3.81±4.32

4.48

2.00

0.00

Muddy ab Sypolt
40.09±20.42
4.67±2.36 10.59±7.02
12.36
3.00
10.11
Muddy at Mouth
27.11±21.41
5.17±4.37 7.79±9.38
33.33
2.00
31.48
Cheat at Decision Right
51.94±17.38
7.33±5.23 34.69±18.03
39.67
9.00
3.28
Cheat at Jenkinsburg
72.96±14.22
8.20±1.92 55.32±15.57
59.43
7.00
15.57
Table 12. Percent of assemblage as Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera (%EPT),
number of families within the orders of Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera (EPT
Richness), and percent of assemblage as Ephemeroptera (% Ephem) for the Fickey Doser
treatment continuums before and after AMD treatment. (“ab” = above)
Pre-Treatment
Mean ± 95%CI
Site Name

Taxa Rich

%2Dom

WVSCI

Post-Treatment
Spring 2012
Data
Taxa
Rich
%2Dom WVSCI

Fickey Mouth
1.70±0.65
99.0±1.92
13.6±11.53
3.00
0.00 15.87
Martin Mouth
4.00±2.21
85.80±10.03 23.88±14.83
8.00
53.33 49.12
Muddy ab Crab Orchard
4.00±2.21
70.24±29.58 33.22±18.13
8.00
80.27 32.81
Muddy ab Sypolt
8.33±4.01
71.28±15.96 51.58±13.49
9.00
65.17 36.46
Muddy at Mouth
9.83±7.73
72.41±18.03 47.19±19.64
7.00
77.78 39.26
Cheat at Decision Right
13.17±8.43
51.60±8.90 60.36±19.75
17.00
65.25 68.54
Cheat at Jenkinsburg
13.00±3.89
63.40±14.02 75.10±5.30
12.00
48.11 65.06
Table 13. Family Richness (Taxa Rich), Percent of assemblage as the top two dominant families
2Dom), and West Virginia Stream Condition Index (WVSCI) for the Fickey Doser treatment
continuums before and after AMD treatment. (“ab” = above)
At the mouth of Martin Creek, the uppermost study site that captures the influence of all three
treatment systems, %EPT, % Ephemeroptera, Family Richness, %2Dominant Taxa, and WVSCI all
increased significantly post-treatment. There was a slight improvement in EPT Richness (Table 10, Table
11) and a significant decrease in the percent of generally tolerant organisms (%Gen Tol) in the
assemblage post-treatment as well (Table 14).
Pre-Treatment
Mean ± 95%CI
Site Name

% Gen Tol

% Acid Tol

% Alum Tol

Glade above Tribs
Upper UNT Glade
Glade Run Mouth
Martin ab Fickey
Martin Mouth
Muddy ab Crab Orchard

93.8±3.67
96.9±1.96
92.73±4.95
91.37±4.16
75.95±20.10
61.56±31.29

0.00±0.00
0.75±1.48
1.58±2.03
3.09±3.37
4.20±7.47
3.43±5.83

0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
0.09±0.13
0.00±0.00
0.58±0.73
2.75±4.53

Post-Treatment
Spring 2012 Data
% Acid
% Gen Tol Tol
97.92
85.19
94.83
95.36
34.00
44.88

1.69
3.12
0.00
0.00
6.67
3.59

% Alum
Tol
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.89

Muddy ab Sypolt
37.23±18.29
13.75±15.49 10.24±15.72
66.41
1.12
1.12
Muddy Mouth
48.86±29.39
12.65±13.26 0.74±1.10
46.48
1.85
0.00
Cheat at Decision Right
39.48±20.49
9.56±7.24
3.77±3.54
44.62 27.86
5.90
Cheat at Jenkinsburg
15.4±11.93
5.70±4.49
5.30±5.74
23.62
3.04
11.32
Table 14. Percent of assemblage as generally tolerant organisms (%Gen Tol), perecent of assemblage as
organisms tolerant to acidity (%Acid Tol) (Leuctrids, Capniids, Nemourids), and percent of assemblage as
organisms tolerant to aluminum floc (Hydropsychids) along the Gary and Allen Conner treatment
continuums before and after AMD treatment. (“ab” = above)
Figures 3a-d display benthic macroinvertebrate metrics along the Muddy Creek stream continuum in
regard to distance from the mouth of Muddy Creek. Figure 3a displays % Ephemeroptera (%E) along the
stream continuum; interestingly, unimpaired communities were more highly variable over the 6 years
compared to impaired sites in terms of %E possibly because there is higher relative biodiversity to begin
with at unimpaired sites. The percent of mayflies is relatively high for pre-treatment (~40%) for Muddy
at Million Dollar Bridge and Upper Muddy Creek but near the confluence of Martin Creek there is a
dramatic decline in both the mean % Ephemeroptera and the 95% confidence intervals which translates
as less mayflies and less assemblage diversity as a whole at sites on Muddy Creek near the confluence of
Martin Creek and downstream. However, the increase in %E outside the 95% confidence interval at the
downstream most site on the Muddy Creek main stem is an exception (Figure 3a).

3a

3b

3c

3d

Figure 3a-d. Percent of assemblage comprised of Ephemeroptera (a), the number of families
within the orders Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera (b), the total number of families
comprising an assemblage (c), and the West Virginia Stream Condition Index (WVSCI) scores (d)
for sites along the Muddy Creek stream continuum. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals about the mean for pre-treatment data from 2006-2011.The horizontal line in (d)
represents the impairment threshold for WVSCI (68.0) as defined by the West Virginia
Department of Environmental Protection. The sites displayed in Figures 3a-d are as follows from
left to right along the x-axis of each figure: Muddy Creek at Mouth, Muddy Creek above Sypolt
Run, Muddy Creek above Crab Orchard Run, Muddy Creek above Martin Creek, Muddy Creek at
Million Dollar Bridge, and Upper Muddy Creek. Martin Creek enters Muddy Creek 5.6 km (3.2
miles) from the mouth of Muddy Creek.

Some of the highest percentages of EPT were observed for sites upstream of the confluence with Martin
Creek. When traveling downstream, a severe decline occurs and some of the lowest observances for
%EPT were seen in sites downstream from Martin Creek on the main stem of Muddy Creek, except for
the Mouth of Muddy Creek which experienced a post-treatment percentage near the mean for pretreatment. However, when examining EPT Richness (Figure 3b) it can be seen that upstream of Martin
Creek EPT richness is slightly elevated relative to the mean and 95% confidence intervals at two of the
three upstream sampling locations. Downstream of the confluence with Martin Creek, post-treatment
EPT richness declines steeply and is relatively lower than the pre-treatment mean. Post-treatment
values of %EPT and EPT richness remained severely depressed at the mouth of Muddy Creek.
Family richness showed a similar pattern to EPT post-treatment (Figure 3c). Upstream of the confluence
with Martin Creek, family richness was high. Below the confluence, family richness declined severely,
except for Muddy Creek above Crab Orchard Run, which experienced a relative improvement in family
richness. Tables 14 – 16 display the percentage of each assemblage that is comprised of generally
tolerant organisms (%Gen Tol). Study sites above Martin Creek (5.6 km from Mouth of Muddy Creek) all
experience a relatively low composition of generally tolerant taxa post-treatment, while sites below
Martin Creek still contained numerous tolerant taxa.
Pre-Treatment
Mean ± 95%CI
Site Name

% Gen Tol

% Acid Tol

% Alum Tol

Post-Treatment
Spring 2012 Data
% Gen
% Acid
Tol
Tol

% Alum
Tol

Fickey Mouth
81.6±31.89
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
70.33
0.00
0.00
Martin Mouth
75.95±20.10
4.20±7.47
0.58±0.73
34.00
6.67
0.00
Muddy ab Crab Orchard 61.56±31.29
3.43±5.83
2.75±4.53
44.88
3.59
0.89
Muddy ab Sypolt
37.23±18.29
13.75±15.49 10.24±15.72
66.41
1.12
1.12
Muddy at Mouth
48.86±29.39
12.65±13.26 0.74±1.10
46.48
1.85
0.00
Cheat at Decision Right
39.48±20.49
9.56±7.24
3.77±3.54
44.62
27.86
5.90
Cheat at Jenkinsburg
15.4±11.93
5.70±4.49
5.30±5.74
23.62
3.04
11.32
Table 15. Percent of assemblage as generally tolerant organisms (%Gen Tol), perecent of
assemblage as organisms tolerant to acidity (%Acid Tol) (Leuctrids, Capniids, Nemourids), and
percent of assemblage as organisms tolerant to aluminum floc (Hydropsychids) along the Fickey
Doser treatment continuum before and after AMD treatment. (“ab” = above)
Pre-Treatment

Post-Treatment

Mean ± 95%CI

Spring 2012 Data
% Gen
% Acid
Tol
Tol

Site Name

% Gen Tol

% Acid Tol

% Alum Tol

Upper Muddy
Million Dollar Bridge
Muddy ab Martin
Muddy ab Crab Orchard

12.97±6.01
20.34±14.03
54.16±18.77
61.56±31.29

7.79±6.53
11.54±6.57
12.31±10.02
3.43±5.83

4.32±4.12
6.00±3.02
16.75±17.78
2.75±4.53

7.11
12.29
15.64
44.88

24.27
2.87
5.75
3.59

% Alum
Tol
3.98
1.83
4.93
0.89

Muddy ab Sypolt
37.23±18.29
13.75±15.49 10.24±15.72
66.41
1.12
1.12
Muddy at Mouth
48.86±29.39
12.65±13.26 0.74±1.10
46.48
1.85
0.00
Cheat at Decision Right
39.48±20.49
9.56±7.24
3.77±3.54
44.62
27.86
5.90
Cheat at Jenkinsburg
15.4±11.93
5.70±4.49
5.30±5.74
23.62
3.04
11.32
Table 16. Percent of assemblage as generally tolerant organisms (%Gen Tol), perecent of
assemblage as organisms tolerant to acidity (%Acid Tol) (Leuctrids, Capniids, Nemourids), and
percent of assemblage as organisms tolerant to aluminum floc (Hydropsychids) along the Muddy
Creek continuum before and after AMD treatment from the upper most sampling site to the
downstream most sampling site. (“ab” = above)
WVSCI scores from the headwaters of Muddy Creek to the Mouth of Muddy Creek take on the same
general pattern. There were relatively healthy assemblages upstream of Martin Creek at most study
sites, and relatively degraded assemblages at sites below Martin Creek with none of them attaining the
non-impaired threshold of 68.0 (Figure 3d).
Time series data displayed for the four key study sites show how extremely variable benthic
macroinvertebrate assemblages were over the seven years. However, the un-impaired reference site
(Muddy at Million Dollar Bridge) and impaired control site (South Fork of Greens Run) were always
distinctly different (separated in Figures 4a-d). The study sites that were downstream from AMD were
highly variable with large 95% confidence intervals (Table 16-18). These figures indicate that the final
round of monitoring in Spring 2012 after AMD treatment did not result in noticeable improvement in
benthic macroinvertebrate communities.
Pre-Treatment
Mean ± 95%CI
Site Name

% EPT

EPT
Richness

% Ephem

Post-Treatment
Spring 2012 Data
EPT
%
% EPT
Richness Ephem

Upper Muddy
72.99±8.92
18.00±4.16
45.72±9.73
60.89
18.00
26.00
Million Dollar Bridge
65.99±13.62
9.83±2.55
38.18±16.90
79.56
12.00
67.51
Muddy ab Martin
37.61±12.85
4.60±2.81
4.45±2.77
82.47
9.00
69.32
Muddy ab Crab Orchard 29.58±29.39
2.33±1.65
3.81±4.32
4.48
2.00
0.00
Muddy ab Sypolt
40.09±20.42
4.67±2.36
10.59±7.02
12.36
3.00
10.11
Muddy at Mouth
27.11±21.41
5.17±4.37
7.80±9.38
33.33
2.00
31.48
Cheat at Decision Right
51.94±17.38
7.33±5.23
34.69±18.03
39.67
9.00
3.28
Cheat at Jenkinsburg
73.00±14.22
8.20±1.92
55.30±15.57
59.43
7.00
15.57
Table 17. Percent of assemblage as Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera (%EPT),
number of families within the orders of Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera (EPT
Richness), and percent of assemblage as Ephemeroptera (% Ephem) for the Muddy Creek
continuum before and after AMD treatment from the upper most sampling site to the
downstream most sampling site. (“ab” = above)

Pre-Treatment
Mean ± 95%CI

Post-Treatment
Spring 2012 Data

Site Name

Taxa Rich

%2Dom

WVSCI

Upper Muddy

30.75±6.11

42.56±5.04

91.64±3.55

Taxa Rich %2Dom WVSCI
33.00

43.72

90.34

Million Dollar Bridge
17.33±2.61
51.20±11.74 78.55±13.46
20.00
72.33 89.58
Muddy ab Martin
8.80±4.86
63.71±13.71 45.92±12.60
15.00
77.26 80.54
Muddy ab Crab Orchard 4.00±2.21
70.24±29.58 33.22±18.13
8.00
80.27 32.81
Muddy ab Sypolt
8.33±4.01
71.28±15.96 51.28±13.49
9.00
65.17 36.46
Muddy at Mouth
9.83±7.73
72.41±18.03 47.19±19.64
7.00
77.78 39.26
Cheat at Decision Right
13.17±8.43
51.60±8.91 60.36±19.75
17.00
65.25 68.54
Cheat at Jenkinsburg
13.00±3.89
63.40±14.02 75.10±5.30
12.00
48.11 65.06
Table 18. Family Richness (Taxa Rich), Percent of assemblage as the top two dominant families
(%2Dom), and West Virginia Stream Condition Index (WVSCI) for the Muddy Creek continuum
before and after AMD treatment from the upper most sampling site to the downstream most
sampling site. (“ab” = above)

4a

4b

4c

4d

Figure 4a-d. West Virginia Stream Condition Index (WVSCI) scores (a), the number of families
within the orders Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera (b), the total number of families
within each assemblage (c), and percent of the assemblage comprised of Ephemeroptera for a
reference site, two treated sites, and an impaired, untreated control site. Error bars represent
pre-treatment 95% confidence intervals about the mean for each parameter. The horizontal line
in (a) represents the impairment threshold for WVSCI (68.0) as defined by the West Virginia
Department of Environmental Protection.
The percent of assemblage comprised of the top two dominant taxa (%2Dom) and percent of
assemblage comprised of generally tolerant taxa (%Gen Tol) show the greatest variation in treated sites
relative to reference and control sites. However, when observing Figure 4a there is a distinct separation
in WVSCI scores; with treated sites experiencing a decreased score relative to the little change
experienced in reference and impaired control sites. This relationship also holds true for Family Richness
(Figure 4b) and EPT Richness (Figure 4c) in that there is little decline or change in impaired and control
study sites, but Muddy Creek main stem sites that experience treatment do not respond positively to
treatment. There may be a slight improvement in % E (Figure 4d) at the Mouth of Muddy Creek.

5.0

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED INFORMATION

The following information is provided to support preparation of an information sheet (as is required
under W.Va. C.S.R. 46-6-5.3), which summarizes the information in the application pertinent to the
Board’s Decision.

a.

The designated use categories outlined in 46 CSR 1 which apply to the stream:
Martin Creek, Fickey Run, Glade Run, and tributaries thereof are designated as
follows:




b.

Category A (Water Supply, Public), the closest downstream
drinking water intake is less than 5 miles downstream of our
bond forfeiture site,
Category B (Warm Aquatic Life), and
Category C (Water Contact Recreation);

The existing numeric water quality criterion which applies to the stream and for
which the applicant seeks a variance, and the alternative numeric water quality
criterion desired by the applicant:
The existing numeric water quality criterion for these streams and tributaries
thereof are as follows: Iron = 1.5 mg/l, Aluminum = 1.0 mg/l, pH = 6-9 su. The
existing numeric water quality standards in the stream have never been able to
be obtained as a result of human-caused conditions (pre-law mining) that were
in existence before the criterions were assigned. The current worst case
scenarios for the Martin Creek watershed are 179.12 mg/l dissolved Fe, 48.31
mg/l dissolved Al, and 2.13 pH. The worst case scenario was derived from water
samples gathered from TWI from 2005 through 2009. The purpose of this
variance is not to meet existing numeric water quality criterion but to show
overall improvement to the Martin Creek watershed as a whole and to improve
water quality in Muddy Creek downstream of the confluence with Martin Creek.
This will be achieved with the addition of in-stream dosers at strategic locations
that will raise the pH and reduce metal loading.

c.

Identification of the specific criterion outlined in section 3.1 a-f above which
render the existing numeric water quality criterion unattainable:
As mentioned above, the current worst case scenarios for the Martin Creek
watershed are 179.12 mg/l dissolved Fe, 48.31 mg/l dissolved Al, and 2.13 pH

d.

Identification of the specific circumstances which render the discharger unable
to meet the existing numeric water quality criteria which apply to the stream:
AMD from abandoned mine lands, especially discharges emanating from the
Upper Freeport coal seam, is the most damaging pollutant to Martin Creek
watershed. The Martin Creek watershed has a long history of coal mining; this
activity dates as far back as the late 1700s, with a significant amount of activity
occurring prior to the 1977 passage of the Federal Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act (SMCRA).
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APPLICATION FOR STREAM VARIANCE IN MAPLE RUN, LEFT FORK
LITTLE SANDY CREEK, LEFT FORK OF SANDY CREEK UPSTREAM OF
STEVENSBURG, AND TRIBUTARIES THEREOF.
1.0

SUMMARY

WVDEP Office of Special Reclamation (OSR) is submitting this application for variance from water quality
standards pursuant to 46 SCR 1, section 8.3. This variance is being requested based on human-caused
conditions which prohibit the full attainment of any designated use. It is important to note that these
streams have never been able to meet their designated use as a result of human-caused conditions (prelaw mining) that were in existence before the stream designations were assigned. A stream use
inventory is currently ongoing and will be supplied once it has been completed. OSR is proposing the
strategic placement of in-stream lime doser’s in order to enhance overall stream quality.

2.0

INTRODUCTION

Sandy Creek is a subwatershed in the lower section of the Tygart Valley River basin. The Lower Tygart basin
lies within the Allegheny Plateau section of the Appalachian Plateau Physiographic Province (USACE, 1996).
A wide variety of stream types ranging from steep gradients and rocky channels in the mountainous
areas, to low gradient streams in the lowlands, are common in the Tygart River basin. The Tygart
River originates on Cheat Mountain near Spruce in Pocahontas County, and flows northward. The
lower Tygart [—of which Sandy Creek watershed is a part—] extends from the Buckhannon River to
the confluence with the West Fork River at Fairmont ([River mile (RM)] 50.4 to RM 0.0). Key
tributaries in this segment include the Buckhannon River, Sandy Creek, Three Fork Creek, and Fords
Run. (USACE, 1996,p. V-2)
The Sandy Creek watershed drains over 57,000 acres and flows into Tygart Lake (WVDEP, 2003a).
As documented by the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection (WVDEP):
Sandy Creek arises from the western slope of Laurel Mountain near the junction of Preston and
Barbour Counties. As it flows northwestward forming the boundary between Preston and Barbour
Counties, it incorporates the nearly equivalent flow of the Left Fork. (WVDEP, 1987, p. 5)
Historically, various sources have documented AMD-related impairments in the watershed. For example:
As a result of past coal mining activity 29 miles of the watershed has been severely degraded
because of abandoned mines draining highly acidic and mineralized waters. Potential usage of its
waters has been eliminated by this pollution. This chronic acid mine drainage causes damage to
municipal water supplies, barges, boats, instream facilities, culverts, bridges, industrial water users,
agricultural water supplies, aquatic life, water-based recreation, and waterfront property values.
(WVDEP, 1987, p. 3)

Sandy Creek watershed was documented in the 1982 Tygart Valley River Subbasin Abandoned Mine
Drainage Assessment as contributing 49.5% of the total acid load to the Tygart between Philippi, WV
and the mouth at Fairmont, WV. Water quality data collected during the assessment found
9325 lbs/day of acid being discharged into Tygart Reservoir from Sandy Creek. (WVDEP, 1987, p. 3)

Since the mid-1990s, Left Fork Sandy Creek has been—and continues to be—a focus of attention for a
coalition of watershed residents; angered at the AMD pollution caused by the forfeited F & M coal mine,
the coalition brought suit against the mine and its insurance company. Through this action, the group
secured $4 million for treatment of AMD on this tributary. This fund is currently jointly managed by the
Office of Special Reclamation (OSR) within the WVDEP Division of Land Restoration and the Laurel
Mountain/Fellowsville Area Clean Watershed Association (Christ, 2011).
According to the Laurel Mountain/Fellowsville Area Clean Watershed Association, a significant population of
freshwater mussels existed in Left Fork Sandy Creek before the pollution associated with the F & M mine.
Sandy Creek drains an area of 90.3 square miles, and flows directly into the tailwaters of Tygart
Lake. [The West Virginia Department of Natural Resources (WVDNR)] (1982) reported that 49.5% of
the acid load in the lower Tygart River originates in the Sandy Creek watershed, and identified a
number of problem areas in the Maple Run and Little Sandy Creek subbasins that contribute to
water quality problems in Sandy Creek.
WVDNR (1982) reported acid loads of 4496 lb/day at the mouth of Little Sandy Creek, and 3929
lb/day at the mouth of Maple Run in May 1981. Sandy Creek near its mouth exhibited 10 mg/l of
acidity and 10 mg/l of alkalinity, with an acid load of 0 lb/day at this time. [The United States Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE)] reported a mean annual pH value of 4.3 for 1973 and a mean annual pH
of 4.2 in 1983. The mouth of Sandy Creek was sampled in March 1995 by WVDEP. Acidity exceeded
alkalinity by 4 mg/l on this date, but the flow was too high to measure and loadings could not be
determined (USACE, 1996, p. V-7).
WVDEP provides additional information about Maple Run:
Water collection data within the Little Sandy Creek drainage area reveals that Maple Run makes up
an average 20% of the flow of Little Sandy Creek. Samples collected along Maple Run show the
mainstem to be contaminated with acid mine drainage throughout its entirety with the sources of
pollution concentrated in the upper half of the watershed.
Six sources of AMD were located within the Maple Run Drainage Area (WVDEP, 1987, p. 18).

3.0

REGULATORY BASIS FOR VARIANCE APPLICATION

Streams have designated uses which are described in §47-2-6.2 and include: water supply public,
propagation and maintenance of fish and other aquatic life, water contact recreation, agriculture and
wildlife, and water supply industrial/water transport/cooling and power. Water use categories are
supported by both numeric and narrative criteria. Procedural Rules for Site-Specific Revisions to Water
Quality Standards are described in 46 CSR 6 and include rules for promulgation of designated use
reclassifications, site-specific criteria, and variances. WVDEP Office of Special Reclamation is proposing
the following:
7.2.d.11.1. A variance pursuant to 46 CSR 6, Section 5.1, based on human-caused
conditions which prohibit the full attainment of any designated use and cannot be immediately
remedied, shall apply to WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation’s
discharges into Maple Run, Left Fork Little Sandy Creek, Left Fork Sandy Creek for the portion upstream
of Stevensburg, and their unnamed tributaries. The following existing conditions will serve as instream
interim criteria while this variance is in place:

Stream

pH

Total
Iron

Dissolved
Aluminum

Maple Run

3.3-9.0

2 mg/l

12 mg/l

Left Fork Little Sandy Creek

2.5-9.0

14 mg/l

33 mg/l

1.42
mg/l

0.43 mg/l

Left Fork Sandy Creek portion 6.0-9.0
upstream of Stevensburg*
*WQBEL’s

Alternative restoration measures, as described in the variance application submitted by WV DEP Division
of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation, shall be used to achieve significant improvements to
existing conditions in these waters during the variance period. Conditions will be evaluated and reported
upon during each triennial review throughout the variance period. This variance shall remain in effect
until action by the Secretary to revise the variance or until July 1, 2025, whichever comes first.
It is also important to note that the attainment of the use cannot be remedied due to the metal loadings
of the streams. A table has been included below showing that the metal loadings from the OSR sites
only make up a small percentage of the total loadings as depicted by the corresponding TMDL’s.

METAL LOADINGS
STREAM
LITTLE SANDY
MAPLE RUN
SANDY

4.0

TMDL LOADINGS
Fe
Al
450.67
47.81
1.05
2185.79

SITE
S-1018-88
S-1036-91
S-57-84

OSR
LOADINGS
Fe
Al
0.03
0.03
0.22
0.06
0.03
0.22

REQUIRED INFORMATION

Pursuant to §46-6-3.1 a-g, the following information is required to be included in an application seeking
reclassification of a designated use, a variance from numeric water quality criteria, or a site specific
numeric criterion:
a.

A USGS 7.5 minute map showing those stream segments to be affected and
showing all existing and proposed discharge points. In addition, the
alphanumeric code of the affected stream, if known:
A USGS 7.5 minute map showing the stream segments to be affected and
showing all existing and proposed discharge points for Maple Run (MC-5), Left

Fork Little Sandy (MC-12-B),and Left Fork Sandy Creek (MT-18-E-3) have been
provided; please refer to Attachment 1 at the end of this application.
b.

Existing water quality data for the stream or stream segment. Where adequate
data are unavailable, additional studies may be required by the Board:
LEFT FORK OF LITTLE SANDY (EXISTING CONDITIONS)

STREAM_NAME SAMPLE_DATEAl Dissolved Fe Total
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
7/12/2012
32.6
14.1
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
9/13/2012
29.8
13
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
10/24/2012
21.8
11.7
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
12/5/2012
5.67
5.04
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
1/16/2013
1.53
3.22
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek2/6/2013
6.77
11.8
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
2/27/2013
4.13
6.1
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
3/26/2013
7.42
12.1
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
4/24/2013
7.17
7.48
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
5/16/2013
5.22
8.05
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek7/2/2013
4.31
3
Left Fork/Little Sandy Creek
7/22/2013
13.6
8.87

PH
2.59
2.78
3.05
3.55
4.38
3.2
3.56
3.37
3.34
3.49
3.58
2.85

MAPLE RUN (EXISTING CONDITIONS)

STREAM_NAME SAMPLE_DATE Al Dissolved
Fe Total PH
Maple Run
7/12/2012
10.8
1.55
Maple Run
9/12/2012
12.2
0.75
Maple Run
10/18/2012
11.3
1.01
Maple Run
11/30/2012
9.65
1.69
Maple Run
1/15/2013
3.15
0.76
Maple Run
2/14/2013
4.67
1.45
Maple Run
2/27/2013
3.07
1.26
Maple Run
3/12/2013
3.25
1.23
Maple Run
4/3/2013
3.9
1
Maple Run
5/15/2013
4.66
0.85
Maple Run
7/3/2013
2.85
0.66
Maple Run
7/22/2013
7.79
1.4

3.74
3.6
3.76
3.61
4.85
3.83
4.81
4.6
4.22
4.37
3.36

LEFT FORK SANDY CREEK (portion upstream of Stevensburg)(EXISTING CONTIONS)

STREAM_NAME MILE_POINTSAMPLE_DATEAl DissolvedFe Total

PH

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

07-Aug-12

0.05

0.23

6.67

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

18-Sep-12

0.06

0.48

6.84

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

24-Oct-12

0.06

0.04

6.75

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

05-Dec-12

0.04

0.16

6.45

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

16-Jan-13

0.05

0.51

6.3

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

06-Feb-13

0.04

0.12

6.1

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

27-Feb-13

0.05

0.16

6.13

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

20-Mar-13

0.03

0.18

6.15

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

24-Apr-13

0.027

0.23

6.96

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

26-Jun-13

0.049

0.08

6.54

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

30-Jul-13

0.071

0.08

6.59

Left Fork/Sandy
Creek

4.6

19-Aug-13

0.075

0.39

6.8

Please refer to the following pages for historical water data as provided in the
Sandy Creek of the Tygart Valley River Watershed-based plan prepared by
Downstream Strategies on behalf of Save the Tygart Watershed Association.
Also water data has been supplied as provide from DWWM.
c.

General land uses (e.g., mining, agricultural, recreation, residential, commercial,
industrial, etc.) as well as specific land uses adjacent to the waters for the length
of the segment proposed to be revised:
A Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) was developed for the Tygart Valley River
watershed, the land use coverage are as follows:
Maple Run, Left Fork Little Sandy, and Left Fork of Sandy Creek were calculated
together and show 4% crop, 76% Forest, 17% Pasture, and 3% other.

d.

The existing and designated uses of the receiving waters into which the segment
in question discharges and the location where those downstream uses begin to
occur:
Maple Run, Left Fork Little Sandy, Left Fork of Sandy Creek above Stevensburg,
and tributaries thereof is designated as follows:





Category A (Water Supply, Public), the closest downstream
drinking water intake is greater than 5 miles downstream of our
bond forfeiture site,
Category B (Warm Aquatic Life), and
Category C (Water Contact Recreation);

however, it is important to note that these streams have never been able to
meet their designated use as a result of human-caused conditions (pre-law
mining) that were in existence before the stream designations were assigned.
e.

General physical characteristics of the stream segment including, but not limited
to, width, depth, bottom composition, and slope:
Maple Run is located in Preston County and the watershed is approximately
4.75 square miles. The widths of the stream vary along its reach, 1 foot to 18
feet with the average width of 10 feet. Stream bed substrate is comprised of
mainly boulder and cobble; however, bedrock is more prominent in the upper
reaches and gravel components increase towards the lower reaches. Maple Run
as a stream gradient is approximately 27,682 feet and has an overall slope of
1.39%.
Left Fork Little Sandy is located in Preston County and the watershed is
approximately 7.91 square miles. The widths of the stream vary along its reach,

3 feet to 19 feet with the average width of 13.8 feet. The average instream
water depth is approximately .36 foot deep. Stream bed substrate is comprised
of mainly boulder and cobble; however, bedrock is more prominent in the upper
reaches and gravel components increase towards the lower reaches. Left Fork
Little Sandy as a stream gradient is approximately 38,358 feet and has an overall
slope of 2.09%.
Left Fork of Sandy Creek above Stevensburg is located in Preston County and the
watershed is approximately 2.77 square miles. The widths of the stream vary
along the proposed reach, 4 feet to 13.5 feet with the average width of 7.6 feet.
Stream bed substrate is comprised of mainly boulder and cobble; however,
bedrock is more prominent in the upper reaches and gravel components
increase towards the lower reaches. This section of Left Fork of Sandy Creek as
a stream gradient is approximately 16,517 feet and has an overall slope of 6.2%.
f.

The average flow rate in the segment, the amount of flow at a designated
control point, and a statement regarding whether the flow of the stream is
ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial:
Maple Run is a perennial stream with a watershed area of approximately 4.75
square miles. Average flow data for this stream is approximately 0.01cfs.
Left Fork Little Sandy is a perennial stream with a watershed area of
approximately 7.91 square miles. Average flow data for this stream is
approximately .12cfs
Left Fork Sandy Creek is a perennial stream with a watershed area of
approximately 2.77 square miles. Average flow data for this stream is
approximately 4.54cfs.

g.

An assessment of aquatic life in the stream segment in question and in the
adjacent upstream and downstream segments:

WVDEP describes ecological conditions in the watershed:
The two streams, Sandy Creek and Little Sandy Creek, had impaired benthic communities. Three
smaller streams not included on the 303(d) list were sampled as well and found supporting
unimpaired benthic communities.
The site on Sandy Creek is upstream of its confluence with Left Fork and almost 10 miles upstream
from Tygart Lake. The water quality appeared to be unimpaired, but the habitat was likely limiting
the benthic macroinvertebrate colonization potential. The substrate where the benthic sample was
collected consisted of 90% gravel or smaller particles and the larger particles were over 75%
embedded with sand and/or silt.
Eight riffle/run kick samples were collected and both the average riffle depth and the average run
depth were recorded as 0.1 meter. However, the recorder also indicated on the [rapid

bioassessment protocol] habitat assessment that shallow habitats less than 0.5 meters were
entirely missing. Black fly larvae (Simuliidae) and midges (Chironomidae) comprised over 86
percent of the total number of organisms collected. The sample site had very little riffle/run
habitat, yet only a few miles in either direction, where the stream’s gradient is much steeper, such
habitat was abundant. Sandy Creek should be sampled at several locations to determine the extent
of mine drainage impacts. The available data indicate that upstream of Little Sandy Creek, the
mainstem may not have been negatively impacted by mine drainage.
Little Sandy Creek was sampled less than half a mile from its mouth, near the point where Preston, Taylor,
and Barbour counties meet. The pH was 3.5 and the net acidity was 89 mg/L on the day of sampling. This
site had the highest concentration of aluminum measured in the entire Tygart Valley River watershed (10.0
mg/L). The iron concentration was also in violation of the state water quality standard. These data indicate
this stream should remain on the 303(d) list. There was no riffle/run habitat, therefore the benthos were
collected from woody snags and submerged aquatic plants. None of the organisms collected were from the
[Ephemeroptera, Plecotera, and Trichoptera] orders (i.e., orders considered somewhat sensitive to
pollution). (WVDEP, 2003a, p. 77-78, emphasis added)

5.0

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED INFORMATION

The following information is provided to support preparation of an information sheet (as is required
under W.Va. C.S.R. 46-6-5.3), which summarizes the information in the application pertinent to the
Board’s Decision.
a.

The designated use categories outlined in 46 CSR 1 which apply to the stream:
Maple Run, Left Fork Little Sandy, Left Fork of Sandy Creek, and tributaries
thereof is designated as follows:




b.

Category A (Water Supply, Public), the closest downstream
drinking water intake is greater than 5 miles downstream of our
bond forfeiture site,
Category B (Warm Aquatic Life), and
Category C (Water Contact Recreation);

The existing numeric water quality criterion which applies to the stream and for
which the applicant seeks a variance, and the alternative numeric water quality
criterion desired by the applicant:
The existing numeric water quality criterion for these streams and tributaries
thereof are as follows: Iron = 1.5 mg/l, Aluminum = 1.0 mg/l, pH = 6-9 su. The
existing numeric water quality standards in the stream have never been able to
be obtained as a result of human-caused conditions (pre-law mining) that were
in existence before the criterions were assigned. The current worst case
scenarios for the Sandy Creek watershed are 21.1 mg/l Fe, 34.3 mg/l Al, and
2.59 pH. The purpose of this variance is not to meet existing numeric water

quality criterion but to show overall improvement to the Sandy Creek
watershed as a whole.
c.

Identification of the specific criterion outlined in section 3.1 a-f above which
render the existing numeric water quality criterion unattainable:
As mentioned above, the current worst case scenarios for the Sandy Creek
watershed are 21.1 mg/l Fe, 34.3 mg/l Al, and 2.59 pH.

d.

Identification of the specific circumstances which render the discharger unable
to meet the existing numeric water quality criteria which apply to the stream:

Historically, various sources have documented AMD-related impairments in the watershed. For
example:
As a result of past coal mining activity 29 miles of the watershed has been severely degraded
because of abandoned mines draining highly acidic and mineralized waters. Potential usage of its
waters has been eliminated by this pollution. This chronic acid mine drainage causes damage to
municipal water supplies, barges, boats, instream facilities, culverts, bridges, industrial water users,
agricultural water supplies, aquatic life, water-based recreation, and waterfront property values.
(WVDEP, 1987, p. 3)
Sandy Creek watershed was documented in the 1982 Tygart Valley River Subbasin Abandoned Mine
Drainage Assessment as contributing 49.5% of the total acid load to the Tygart between Philippi, WV
and the mouth at Fairmont, WV. Water quality data collected during the assessment found 9325
lbs/day of acid being discharged into Tygart Reservoir from Sandy Creek. (WVDEP, 1987, p. 3).
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TITLE 47
LEGISLATIVE RULE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
WATER RESOURCES
SERIES 2
REQUIREMENTS GOVERNING WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

§47-2-1. General.
1.1. Scope. -- These rules establish requirements governing the discharge or deposit of sewage,
industrial wastes and other wastes into the waters of the state and establish water quality standards for the
waters of the State standing or flowing over the surface of the State. It is declared to be the public policy
of the State of West Virginia to maintain reasonable standards of purity and quality of the water of the
State consistent with (1) public health and public enjoyment thereof; (2) the propagation and protection of
animal, bird, fish, and other aquatic and plant life; and (3) the expansion of employment opportunities,
maintenance and expansion of agriculture and the provision of a permanent foundation for healthy
industrial development. (See W. Va. Code §22-11-2.)
1.2. Authority. -- W. Va. Code §§22-11-4(a)(16); 22-11-7b.
1.3. Filing Date. -1.4. Effective Date. -§47-2-2. Definitions.
The following definitions in addition to those set forth in W. Va. Code §22-11-3, shall apply to these
rules unless otherwise specified herein, or unless the context in which used clearly requires a different
meaning:
2.1. "Conventional treatment" is the treatment of water as approved by the West Virginia Bureau for
Public Health to assure that the water is safe for human consumption.
2.2. Lakes
2.2a. “Cool water lakes” are lentic water bodies that have a summer hydraulic residence time
greater than 14 days, and are either managed by the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources for the
support of cool water fish species or support cool water fish species, such as walleye and trout. “Cool
water lakes” do not include those waters that receive stockings of trout, but that do not support year-round
trout populations. (See Appendix F for a representative list.)
2.2.b. “Warm water lakes” are lentic water bodies that have a summer hydraulic residence time
greater than 14 days, and are either managed by the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources for the
support of warm water fish species or support warm water fish species, such as bass and catfish.
2.3. "Cumulative" means a pollutant which increases in concentration in an organism by successive
additions at different times or in different ways (bio-accumulation).
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2.4. "Designated uses" are those uses specified in water quality standards for each water or segment
whether or not they are being attained. (See sections 6.2 - 6.6, herein)
2.5. "Dissolved metal" is operationally defined as that portion of metal which passes through a 0.45
micron filter.
2.6. "Existing uses" are those uses actually attained in a water on or after November 28, 1975,
whether or not they are included in the water quality standards.
2.7. The "Federal Act" means the Clean Water Act (also known as the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act) 33 U.S.C. §1251 - 1387.
2.8. "High quality waters" are those waters whose quality is equal to or better than the minimum
levels necessary to achieve the national water quality goal uses.
2.9. "Intermittent streams" are streams which have no flow during sustained periods of no
precipitation and which do not support aquatic life whose life history requires residence in flowing waters
for a continuous period of at least six (6) months.
2.10. "Outstanding national resource waters" are those waters whose unique character, ecological or
recreational value or pristine nature constitutes a valuable national or State resource.
2.11. "Natural" or "naturally occurring" values or "natural temperature" shall mean for all of the
waters of the state:
2.11.a. Those water quality values which exist unaffected by -- or unaffected as a consequence
of -- any water use by any person; and
2.11.b. Those water quality values which exist unaffected by the discharge, or direct or indirect
deposit of, any solid, liquid or gaseous substance from any point source or non-point source.
2.12. "Non-point source" shall mean any source other than a point source from which pollutants may
reach the waters of the state.
2.13. "Persistent" shall mean a pollutant and its transformation products which under natural
conditions degrade slowly in an aquatic environment.
2.14. "Point source" shall mean any discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, including, but not
limited to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock or
vessel or other floating craft, from which pollutants are or may be discharged. This term does not include
agricultural stormwater discharges and return flows from irrigated agriculture.
2.15. "Representative important species of aquatic life" shall mean those species of aquatic life whose
protection and propagation will assure the sustained presence of a balanced aquatic community. Such
species are representative in the sense that maintenance of water quality criteria will assure both the
natural completion of the species' life cycles and the overall protection and sustained propagation of the
balanced aquatic community.
2.16. “Secretary” shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Environmental Protection or such
other person to whom the Secretary has delegated authority or duties pursuant to W. Va. Code §§22-1-6
or 22-1-8.
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2.17. The "State Act" or "State Law" shall mean the West Virginia Water Pollution Control Act, W.
Va. Code §22-11-1 et seq.
2.18. "Total recoverable" refers to the digestion procedure for certain heavy metals as referenced in
40 CFR 136, as amended June 15, 1990 and March 26, 2007, Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for
the Analysis of Pollutants Under the Clean Water Act.
2.19. "Trout waters" are waters which sustain year-round trout populations. Excluded are those
waters which receive annual stockings of trout but which do not support year-round trout populations.
2.20. "Water quality criteria" shall mean levels of parameters or stream conditions that are required
to be maintained by these regulations. Criteria may be expressed as a constituent concentration, levels, or
narrative statement, representing a quality of water that supports a designated use or uses.
2.21. "Water quality standards" means the combination of water uses to be protected and the water
quality criteria to be maintained by these rules.
2.22. "Wetlands" are those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a
frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally
include swamps, marshes, bogs and similar areas.
2.23. "Wet weather streams" are streams that flow only in direct response to precipitation or whose
channels are at all times above the water table.
§47-2-3. Conditions Not Allowable In State Waters.
3.1. Certain characteristics of sewage, industrial wastes and other wastes cause pollution and are
objectionable in all waters of the state. Therefore, the Secretary does hereby proclaim that the following
general conditions are not to be allowed in any of the waters of the state.
3.2. No sewage, industrial wastes or other wastes present in any of the waters of the state shall cause
therein or materially contribute to any of the following conditions thereof:
3.2.a. Distinctly visible floating or settleable solids, suspended solids, scum, foam or oily slicks;
3.2.b. Deposits or sludge banks on the bottom;
3.2.c. Odors in the vicinity of the waters;
3.2.d. Taste or odor that would adversely affect the designated uses of the affected waters;
3.2.e. Materials in concentrations which are harmful, hazardous or toxic to man, animal or
aquatic life;
3.2.f. Distinctly visible color;
3.2.g. Algae blooms or concentrations of bacteria which may impair or interfere with the
designated uses of the affected waters;
3.2.h. Requiring an unreasonable degree of treatment for the production of potable water by
modern water treatment processes as commonly employed; and
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3.2.i. Any other condition, including radiological exposure, which adversely alters the integrity of
the waters of the State including wetlands; no significant adverse impact to the chemical, physical,
hydrologic, or biological components of aquatic ecosystems shall be allowed.
§47-2-4. Antidegradation Policy.
4.1. It is the policy of the State of West Virginia that the waters of the state shall be maintained and
protected as follows:
4.1.a. Tier 1 Protection. Existing water uses and the level of water quality necessary to protect
the existing uses shall be maintained and protected. Existing uses are those uses actually attained in a
water on or after November 28, 1975, whether or not they are included as designated uses within these
water quality standards.
4.1.b. Tier 2 Protection. The existing high quality waters of the state must be maintained at their
existing high quality unless it is determined after satisfaction of the intergovernmental coordination of the
state’s continuing planning process and opportunity for public comment and hearing that allowing lower
water quality is necessary to accommodate important economic or social development in the area in
which the waters are located. If limited degradation is allowed, it shall not result in injury or interference
with existing stream water uses or in violation of state or federal water quality criteria that describe the
base levels necessary to sustain the national water quality goal uses of protection and propagation of fish,
shellfish and wildlife and recreating in and on the water.
In addition, the Secretary shall assure that all new and existing point sources shall achieve the
highest established statutory and regulatory requirements applicable to them and shall assure the
achievement of cost-effective and reasonable best management practices (BMPs) for non-point source
control. If BMPs are demonstrated to be inadequate to reduce or minimize water quality impacts, the
Secretary may require that more appropriate BMPs be developed and applied.
4.1.b.1. High quality waters are those waters meeting the definition at section 2.8 herein.
4.1.b.2. High quality waters may include but are not limited to the following:
4.1.b.2.A. Streams designated by the West Virginia Legislature under the West Virginia
Natural Stream Preservation Act, pursuant to W. Va. Code §22-13-5; and
4.1.b.2.B. Streams listed in West Virginia High Quality Streams, Fifth Edition, prepared
by the Wildlife Resources Division, Department of Natural Resources (1986).
4.1.b.2.C. Streams or stream segments which receive annual stockings of trout but which
do not support year-round trout populations.
4.1.c. Tier 3 Protection. In all cases, waters which constitute an outstanding national resource
shall be maintained and protected and improved where necessary. Outstanding national resource waters
include, but are not limited to, all streams and rivers within the boundaries of Wilderness Areas
designated by The Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. §1131 et seq.) within the State, all Federally designated
rivers under the “Wild and Scenic Rivers Act”, 16 U.S.C. §1271 et seq.; all streams and other bodies of
water in state parks which are high quality waters or naturally reproducing trout streams; waters in
national parks and forests which are high quality waters or naturally reproducing trout streams; waters
designated under the “National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978”, as amended; and pursuant to
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subsection 7.1 of 60CSR5, those waters whose unique character, ecological or recreational value, or
pristine nature constitutes a valuable national or state resource.
Additional waters may be nominated for inclusion in that category by any interested party or by
the Secretary on his or her own initiative. To designate a nominated water as an outstanding national
resource water, the Secretary shall follow the public notice and hearing provisions as provided in 46
C.S.R. 6.
4.1.d. All applicable requirements of section 316(a) of the Federal Act shall apply to
modifications of the temperature water quality criteria provided for in these rules.
§47-2-5. 7.1.ds.
5.1. In the permit review and planning process or upon the request of a permit applicant or permittee,
the Secretary may establish on a case-by-case basis an appropriate mixing zone.
5.2. The following guidelines and conditions are applicable to all mixing zones:
5.2.a. The Secretary will assign, on a case-by-case basis, definable geometric limits for mixing
zones for a discharge or a pollutant or pollutants within a discharge. Applicable limits shall include, but
may not be limited to, the linear distances from the point of discharge, surface area involvement, volume
of receiving water, and shall take into account other nearby mixing zones. Mixing zones shall take into
account the mixing conditions in the receiving stream (i.e: whether complete or incomplete mixing
conditions exist). Mixing zones will not be allowed until applicable limits are assigned by the Secretary
in accordance with this section.
5.2.b. Concentrations of pollutants which exceed the acute criteria for protection of aquatic life
set forth in Appendix E, Table 1 shall not exist at any point within an assigned mixing zone or in the
discharge itself unless a zone of initial dilution is assigned. A zone of initial dilution may be assigned on
a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the Secretary. The zone of initial dilution is the area within the
mixing zone where initial dilution of the effluent with the receiving water occurs, and where the
concentration of the effluent will be its greatest in the water column. Where a zone of initial dilution is
assigned by the Secretary, the size of the zone shall be determined using one of the four alternatives
outlined in section 4.3.3 of US EPA’s Technical Support Document for Water Quality-based Toxics
Control (EPA/505/2-90-001 PB91-127415, March 1991). Concentrations of pollutants shall not exceed
the acute criteria at the edge of the assigned zone of initial dilution. Chronic criteria for the protection of
aquatic life may be exceeded within the mixing zone but shall be met at the edge of the assigned mixing
zone.
5.2.c. Concentrations of pollutants which exceed the criteria for the protection of human health
set forth in Appendix E, Table 1 shall not be allowed at any point unless a mixing zone has been assigned
by the Secretary after consultation with the Commissioner of the West Virginia Bureau for Public Health.
Human health criteria may be exceeded within an assigned mixing zone, but shall be met at the edge of
the assigned mixing zone. Mixing zones for human health criteria shall be sized to prevent significant
human health risks and shall be developed using reasonable assumptions about exposure pathways. In
assessing the potential human health risks of establishing a mixing zone upstream from a drinking water
intake, the Secretary shall consider the cumulative effects of multiple discharges and mixing zones on the
drinking water intake. No mixing zone for human health criteria shall be established on a stream which
has a seven (7) day, ten (10) year return frequency of 5 cfs or less.
5.2.d. Mixing zones, including zones of initial dilution, shall not interfere with fish spawning or
nursery areas or fish migration routes; shall not overlap public water supply intakes or bathing areas;
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cause lethality to or preclude the free passage of fish or other aquatic life; nor harm any threatened or
endangered species, as listed in the Federal Endangered Species Act, 15 U.S.C. §1531 et seq.
5.2.e. The mixing zone shall not exceed one-third (1/3) of the width of the receiving stream, and
in no case shall the mixing zone exceed one-half (1/2) of the cross-sectional area of the receiving stream.
5.2.f. In lakes and other surface impoundments, the volume of a mixing zone shall not affect in
excess of ten (10) percent of the volume of that portion of the receiving waters available for mixing.
5.2.g. A mixing zone shall be limited to an area or volume which will not adversely alter the
existing or designated uses of the receiving water, nor be so large as to adversely affect the integrity of the
water.
5.2.h. Mixing zones shall not:
5.2.h.1. Be used for, or considered as, a substitute for technology-based requirements of the
Act and other applicable state and federal laws.
5.2.h.2. Extend downstream at any time a distance more than five times the width of the
receiving watercourse at the point of discharge.
5.2.h.3. Cause or contribute to any of the conditions prohibited in section 3, herein.
5.2.h.4. Be granted where instream waste concentration of a discharge is greater than 80%.
5.2.h.5. Overlap one another.
5.2.h.6. Overlap any 1/2 mile zone described in section 7.2.a.2 herein.
5.2.i. In the case of thermal discharges, a successful demonstration conducted under section
316(a) of the Act shall constitute compliance with all provisions of this section.
5.2.j. The Secretary may waive the requirements of subsections 5.2.e and 5.2.h.2 above if a
discharger provides an acceptable demonstration of:
5.2.j.1. Information defining the actual boundaries of the mixing zone in question; and
5.2.j.2. Information and data proving no violation of subsections 5.2.d and 5.2.g above by the
mixing zone in question.
5.2.k. Upon implementation of a mixing zone in a permit, the permittee shall provide
documentation that demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the mixing zone is in compliance
with the provisions outlined in subsections 5.2.b, 5.2.c, 5.2.e, and 5.2.h.2, herein.
5.2.l. In order to facilitate a determination or assessment of a mixing zone pursuant to this section,
the Secretary may require a permit applicant or permittee to submit such information as deemed
necessary.
§47-2-6. Water Use Categories.
6.1. These rules establish general Water Use Categories and Water Quality Standards for the waters
of the State. Unless otherwise designated by these rules, at a minimum all waters of the State are
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designated for the Propagation and Maintenance of Fish and Other Aquatic Life (Category B) and for
Water Contact Recreation (Category C) consistent with Federal Act goals. Incidental utilization for
whatever purpose may or may not constitute a justification for assignment of a water use category to a
particular stream segment.
6.1.a. Waste assimilation and transport are not recognized as designated uses. The classification
of the waters must take into consideration the use and value of water for public water supplies, protection
and propagation of fish, shellfish and wildlife, recreation in and on the water, agricultural, industrial and
other purposes including navigation.
Subcategories of a use may be adopted and appropriate criteria set to reflect varying needs of
such subcategories of uses, for example to differentiate between trout water and other waters.
6.1.b. At a minimum, uses are deemed attainable if they can be achieved by the imposition of
effluent limits required under section 301(b) and section 306 of the Federal Act and use of cost-effective
and reasonable best management practices for non-point source control. Seasonal uses may be adopted as
an alternative to reclassifying a water or segment thereof to uses requiring less stringent water quality
criteria. If seasonal uses are adopted, water quality criteria will be adjusted to reflect the seasonal uses;
however, such criteria shall not preclude the attainment and maintenance of a more protective use in
another season. A designated use which is not an existing use may be removed, or subcategories of a use
may be established if it can be demonstrated that attaining the designated use is not feasible because:
6.1.b.1. Application of effluent limitations for existing sources more stringent than those
required pursuant to section 301 (b) and section 306 of the Federal Act in order to attain the existing
designated use would result in substantial and widespread adverse economic and social impact; or
6.1.b.2. Naturally-occurring pollutant concentrations prevent the attainment of the use; or
6.1.b.3. Natural, ephemeral, intermittent or low flow conditions of water levels prevent the
attainment of the use, unless these conditions may be compensated for by the discharge of sufficient
volume of effluent discharges to enable uses to be met; or
6.1.b.4. Human-caused conditions or sources of pollution prevent the attainment of the use
and cannot be remedied or would cause more environmental damage to correct than to leave in place; or
6.1.b.5. Dams, diversions or other types of hydrologic modifications preclude the attainment
of the use, and it is not feasible to restore the water to its original condition or to operate such
modification in a way that would result in the attainment of the use; or
6.1.b.6. Physical conditions related to the natural features of the water, such as the lack of a
proper substrate, cover, flow, depth, pools, riffles, and the like, unrelated to water quality, preclude
attainment of aquatic life protection uses.
6.1.c. The State shall take into consideration the quality of downstream waters and shall assure
that its water quality standards provide for the attainment of the water quality standards of downstream
waters.
6.1.d. In establishing a less restrictive use or uses, or subcategory of use or uses, and the water
quality criteria based upon such uses, the Secretary shall follow the requirements for revision of water
quality standards as required by W. Va. Code §22-11-7b and section 303 of the Federal Act and the
regulations thereunder. Any revision of water quality standards shall be made with the concurrence of
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EPA. The Secretary’s administrative procedural regulations for applying for less restrictive uses or
criteria shall be followed.
6.2. Category A -- Water Supply, Public. -- This category is used to describe waters which, after
conventional treatment, are used for human consumption. This category includes streams on which the
following are located:
6.2.a. All community domestic water supply systems;
6.2.b. All non-community domestic water supply systems, (i.e. hospitals, schools, etc.);
6.2.c. All private domestic water systems;
6.2.d. All other surface water intakes where the water is used for human consumption. (See
Appendix B for partial listing of Category A waters; see section 7.2.a.2, herein for additional
requirements for Category A waters.) The manganese human health criterion shall only apply within the
five-mile zone immediately upstream above a known public or private water supply used for human
consumption.
6.3. Category B -- Propagation and maintenance of fish and other aquatic life. -This category includes:
6.3.a. Category B1 -- Warm water fishery streams. -- Streams or stream segments which
contain populations composed of all warm water aquatic life.
6.3.b. Category B2 -- Trout Waters. -- As defined in section 2.19, herein (See Appendix A for
a representative list.)
6.3.c. Category B4 -- Wetlands. -- As defined in section 2.22, herein; certain numeric stream
criteria may not be appropriate for application to wetlands (see Appendix E, Table 1).
6.4. Category C -- Water contact recreation. -- This category includes swimming, fishing, water
skiing and certain types of pleasure boating such as sailing in very small craft and outboard motor boats.
(See Appendix D for a representative list of category C waters.)
6.5. Category D. -- Agriculture and wildlife uses.
6.5.a. Category D1 -- Irrigation. -- This category includes all stream segments used for
irrigation.
6.5.b. Category D2 -- Livestock watering. -- This category includes all stream segments used
for livestock watering.
6.5.c. Category D3 -- Wildlife. -- This category includes all stream segments and wetlands
used by wildlife.
6.6. Category E -- Water supply industrial, water transport, cooling and power. -- This category
includes cooling water, industrial water supply, power production, commercial and pleasure vessel
activity, except those small craft included in Category C.
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6.6.a. Category E1 -- Water Transport. -- This category includes all stream segments modified
for water transport and having permanently maintained navigation aides.
6.6.b. Category E2 -- Cooling Water. -- This category includes all stream segments having
one (1) or more users for industrial cooling.
6.6.c. Category E3 -- Power production. -- This category includes all stream segments
extending from a point 500 feet upstream from the intake to a point one half (1/2) mile below the
wastewater discharge point. (See Appendix C for representative list.)
6.6.d. Category E4 -- Industrial. -- This category is used to describe all stream segments with
one (1) or more industrial users. It does not include water for cooling.
§47-2-7. West Virginia Waters.
7.1. Major River Basins and their Alphanumeric System. All streams and their tributaries in West
Virginia shall be individually identified using an alphanumeric system as identified in the "Key to West
Virginia Stream Systems and Major Tributaries" (1956) as published by the Conservation Commission of
West Virginia and revised by the West Virginia Department of Natural Resources, Division of Wildlife
(1985).
7.1.a. J - James River Basin. All tributaries to the West Virginia - Virginia State line.
7.1.b. P - Potomac River Basin. All tributaries of the main stem of the Potomac River to the
West Virginia - Maryland - Virginia State line to the confluence of the North Branch and the South
Branch of the Potomac River and all tributaries arising in West Virginia excluding the major tributaries
hereinafter designated:
7.1.b.1. S - Shenandoah River and all its tributaries arising in West Virginia to the West
Virginia - Virginia State line.
7.1.b.2. PC - Cacapon River and all its tributaries.
7.1.b.3. PSB - South Branch and all its tributaries.
7.1.b.4. PNB - North Branch and all tributaries to the North Branch arising in West Virginia.
7.1.c. M - Monongahela River Basin. The Monongahela River Basin main stem and all its
tributaries excluding the following major tributaries which are designated as follows:
7.1.c.1. MC - Cheat River and all its tributaries except those listed below:
7.1.c.1.A. MCB - Blackwater River and all its tributaries.
7.1.c.2. MW - West Fork River and all its tributaries.
7.1.c.3. MT - Tygart River and all its tributaries except those listed below:
7.1.c.3.A. MTB - Buckhannon River and all its tributaries.
7.1.c.3.B. MTM - Middle Fork River and all its tributaries.
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7.1.c.4. MY - Youghigheny River and all its tributaries to the West Virginia - Maryland
State line.
7.1.d. O Zone 1 - Ohio River - Main Stem. The main stem of the Ohio River from the Ohio Pennsylvania - West Virginia state line to the Ohio - Kentucky - West Virginia State line.
7.1.e. O Zone 2 - Ohio River - Tributaries. All tributaries of the Ohio River excluding the
following major tributaries:
7.1.e.1. LK - Little Kanawha River. The Little Kanawha River and all its tributaries
excluding the following major tributary which is designated as follows:
7.1.e.1.A. LKH - Hughes River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.2. K - Kanawha River Zone 1. The main stem of the Kanawha River from mile point 0,
at its confluence with the Ohio River, to mile point 72 near Diamond, West Virginia.
7.1.e.3. K - Kanawha River Zone 2. The main stem of the Kanawha River from mile point
72 near Diamond, West Virginia and all its tributaries from mile point 0 to the headwaters excluding the
following major tributaries which are designated as follows:
7.1.e.3.A. KP - Pocatalico River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.B. KC - Coal River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.C. KE - Elk River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.D. KG - Gauley River. The Gauley River and all its tributaries excluding the
following major tributaries which are designated as follows:
7.1.e.3.D.1. KG-19 - Meadow River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.D.2. KG-34 - Cherry River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.D.3. KGC - Cranberry River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.D.4. KGW - Williams River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.E. KN - New River. The New River from its confluence with the Gauley River
to the Virginia - West Virginia State line and all tributaries excluding the following major tributaries
which are designated as follows:
7.1.e.3.E.1. KNG - Greenbrier River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.E.2. KNB - Bluestone River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.E.3. KN-60 - East River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.E.4. K(L)-81-(1) - Bluestone Lake.
7.1.e.4. OG - Guyandotte River. The Guyandotte River and all its tributaries excluding the
following major tributary which is designated as follows:
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7.1.e.4.1. OGM - Mud River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.5. BS - Big Sandy River. The Big Sandy River to the Kentucky - Virginia - West
Virginia State lines and all its tributaries arising in West Virginia excluding the following major tributary
which is designated as follows:
7.1.e.5.1 BST - Tug Fork and all its tributaries.
7.2. Applicability of Water Quality Standards. The following shall apply at all times unless a
specific exception is granted in this section:
7.2.a. Water Use Categories as described in section 6, herein.
7.2.a.1. Based on meeting those Section 6 definitions, tributaries or stream segments may be
classified for one or more Water Use Categories. When more than one use exists, they shall be protected
by criteria for the use category requiring the most stringent protection.
7.2.a.2. Each segment extending upstream from the intake of a water supply public (Water
Use Category A), for a distance of one half (1/2) mile or to the headwater, must be protected by
prohibiting the discharge of any pollutants in excess of the concentrations designated for this Water Use
Category in section 8, herein. In addition, within that one half (1/2) mile zone, the Secretary may
establish for any discharge, effluent limitations for the protection of human health that require additional
removal of pollutants than would otherwise be provided by this rule. (If a watershed is not significantly
larger than this zone above the intake, the water supply section may include the entire upstream watershed
to its headwaters.) The one-half (1/2) mile zone described in this section shall not apply to the Ohio River
main channel (between Brown’s Island and the left descending bank) between river mile points 61.0 and
63.5 and mile points 70 and 71. All mixing zone regulations found in section 5 of this rule will apply
except 47 CSR 2 §5.2.h.6. Whether a mixing zone is appropriate, and the proper size of such zone, would
need to be considered on a site-specific basis in accordance with the EPA approved West Virginia mixing
zone regulations in 47 CSR 2 §5.
7.2.b. In the absence of any special application or contrary provision, water quality standards
shall apply at all times when flows are equal to or greater than the minimum mean seven (7) consecutive
day drought flow with a ten (10) year return frequency (7Q10). NOTE: With the exception of section
7.2.c.5 listed herein exceptions do not apply to trout waters nor to the requirements of section 3, herein.
7.2.c. Exceptions: Numeric water quality standards shall not apply: (See section 7.2.d, herein,
for site-specific revisions)
7.2.c.1. When the flow is less than 7Q10;
7.2.c.2. In wet weather streams (or intermittent streams, when they are dry or have no
measurable flow): Provided, that the existing and designated uses of downstream waters are not adversely
affected;
7.2.c.3. In any assigned zone of initial dilution of any mixing zone where a zone of initial
dilution is required by section 5.2.b herein, or in any assigned mixing zone for human health criteria or
aquatic life criteria for which a zone of initial dilution is not assigned; In zones of initial dilution and
certain mixing zones: Provided, That all requirements described in section 5 herein shall apply to all
zones of initial dilution and all mixing zones;
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7.2.c.4. Where, on the basis of natural conditions, the Secretary has established a sitespecific aquatic life water quality criterion that modifies a water quality criterion set out in Appendix E,
Table 1 of this rule. Where a natural condition of a water is demonstrated to be of lower quality than a
water quality criterion for the use classes and subclasses in section 6 of this rule, the Secretary, in his or
her discretion, may establish a site-specific water quality criterion for aquatic life. This alternate criterion
may only serve as the chronic criterion established for that parameter. This alternate criterion must be
met at end of pipe. Where the Secretary decides to establish a site-specific water quality criterion for
aquatic life, the natural condition constitutes the applicable water quality criterion. A site-specific
criterion for natural conditions may only be established through the legislative rulemaking process in
accordance with W. Va. Code §29A-3-1 et seq. and must satisfy the public participation requirements set
forth at 40 C.F.R. 131.20 and 40 C.F.R. Part 25. Site-specific criteria for natural conditions may be
established only for aquatic life criteria. A public notice, hearing and comment period is required before
site-specific criteria for natural conditions are established.
Upon application or on its own initiative, the Secretary will determine whether a natural
condition of a water should be approved as a site-specific water quality criterion. Before he or she
approves a site-specific water quality criterion for a natural condition, the Secretary must find that the
natural condition will fully protect existing and designated uses and ensure the protection of aquatic life.
If a natural condition of a water varies with time, the natural condition will be determined to be the actual
natural condition of the water measured prior to or concurrent with discharge or operation. The Secretary
will, in his or her discretion, determine a natural condition for one or more seasonal or shorter periods to
reflect variable ambient conditions; and require additional or continuing monitoring of natural conditions.
An application for a site-specific criterion to be established on the basis of natural conditions
shall be filed with the Secretary and shall include the following information:
7.2.c.4.A. A U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute map showing the stream segment affected and
showing all existing discharge points and proposed discharge point;
7.2.c.4.B. The alphanumeric code of the affected stream, if known;
7.2.c.4.C. Water quality data for the stream or stream segment. Where adequate data are
unavailable, additional studies may be required by the Secretary;
7.2.c.4.D. General land uses (e.g. mining, agricultural, recreation, residential,
commercial, industrial, etc.) as well as specific land uses adjacent to the waters for the affected segment
or stream;
7.2.c.4.E. The existing and designated uses of the receiving waters into which the
segment in question discharges and the location where those downstream uses begin to occur;
7.2.c.4.F. General physical characteristics of the stream segment, including, but not
limited to width, depth, bottom composition and slope;
7.2.c.4.G. Conclusive information and data of the source of the natural condition that
causes the stream to exceed the water quality standard for the criterion at issue.
7.2.c.4.H. The average flow rate in the segment and the amount of flow at a designated
control point and a statement regarding whether the flow of the stream is ephemeral, intermittent or
perennial;
7.2.c.4.I. An assessment of aquatic life in the stream or stream segment in question and
in the adjacent upstream and downstream segments; and
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7.2.c.4.J. Any additional information or data that the Secretary deems necessary to make
a decision on the application.
7.2.c.5. For the upper Blackwater River from the mouth of Yellow Creek to a point 5.1 miles
upstream, when flow is less than 7Q10. Naturally occurring values for Dissolved Oxygen as established
by data collected by the dischargers within this reach and reviewed by the Secretary shall be the
applicable criteria.
7.2.d. Site-specific applicability of water use categories and water quality criteria - State-wide
water quality standards shall apply except where site-specific numeric criteria, variances or use removals
have been approved following application and hearing, as provided in 46 C.S.R. 6. (See section 8.4 and
section 8.5, herein) The following are approved site-specific criteria, variances and use reclassifications:
7.2.d.1. James River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.2. Potomac River
7.2.d.2.1. A site-specific numeric criterion for aluminum, not to exceed 500 ug/l, shall
apply to the section of Opequon Creek from Turkey Run to the Potomac River.
7.2.d.3. Shenandoah River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.4. Cacapon River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.5. South Branch - (Reserved)
7.2.d.6. North Branch - (Reserved)
7.2.d.7. Monongahela River
7.2.d.7.1. Flow in the main stem of the Monongahela River, as regulated by the Tygart
and Stonewall Jackson Reservoirs, operated by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, is based on a
minimum flow of 425 cfs at Lock and Dam No. 8, river mile point 90.8. This exception does not apply to
tributaries of the Monongahela River.
7.2.d.8. Cheat River
7.2.d.8.1. In the unnamed tributary of Daugherty Run, approximately one mile upstream
of Daugherty Run’s confluence with the Cheat River, a site-specific numeric criterion for iron of 3.5 mg/l
shall apply and the following frequency and duration requirements shall apply to the chronic numeric
criterion for selenium (5ug/l): the four-day average concentration shall not be exceeded more than three
times every three years (36 months), on average. Further, the following site-specific numeric criteria
shall apply to Fly Ash Run of Daugherty Run: acute numeric criterion for aluminum: 888.5 ug/l and
manganese: 5 mg/l. For both the unnamed tributary of Daugherty Run, approximately one mile upstream
of Daugherty Run’s confluence with the Cheat River, and Fly Ash Run, Water Use Category A shall not
apply.
7.2.d.8.2. A variance pursuant to 46 CSR 6, Section 5.1, based on human-caused conditions
which prohibit the full attainment of any designated use and cannot be immediately remedied, shall apply
to WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation’s discharges into Martin Creek
of Preston County and its tributaries, including Glade Run, Fickey Run, and their unnamed tributaries.
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The following existing conditions will serve as instream interim criteria while this variance is in place: pH
range of 3.2-9.0, 10 mg/L total iron, and 15 mg/L dissolved aluminum. Alternative restoration measures,
as described in the variance application submitted by WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of
Special Reclamation, shall be used to achieve significant improvements to existing conditions in these
waters during the variance period. Conditions will be evaluated during each triennial review throughout
the variance period. This variance shall remain in effect until action by the Secretary to revise the
variance or until July 1, 2025, whichever comes first.
7.2.d.9. Blackwater River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.10. West Fork River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.11. Tygart River
7.2.d.11.1. A variance pursuant to 46 CSR 6, Section 5.1, based on human-caused
conditions which prohibit the full attainment of any designated use and cannot be immediately remedied,
shall apply to WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation’s discharges into
Maple Run, Left Fork Little Sandy Creek, and their unnamed tributaries. The following existing
conditions will serve as instream interim criteria while this variance is in place: For Maple Run, pH range
of 3.3-9.0, 2 mg/L total iron, and 12 mg/L dissolved aluminum; for Left Fork Little Sandy Creek, pH
range of 2.5-9.0, 14 mg/L total iron, and 33 mg/L dissolved aluminum. Alternative restoration measures,
as described in the variance application submitted by WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of
Special Reclamation, shall be used to achieve significant improvements to existing conditions in these
waters during the variance period. Conditions will be evaluated and reported upon during each triennial
review throughout the variance period. This variance shall remain in effect until action by the Secretary to
revise the variance or until July 1, 2025, whichever comes first.
7.2.d.12. Buckhannon River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.13. Middle Fork River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.14. Youghiogheny River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.15. Ohio River Main Stem - (Reserved)
7.2.d.16. Ohio River Tributaries.
7.2.d.16.1. Site-specific numeric criteria shall apply to the stretch of Conners Run (0-77A), a tributary of Fish Creek, from its mouth to the discharge from Conner Run impoundment, which
shall not have the Water Use Category A and may contain selenium not to exceed 62 ug/1; and iron not to
exceed 3.5 mg/1 as a monthly average and 7 mg/1 as a daily maximum.
7.2.d.17. Little Kanawha River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.18.

Hughes River - (Reserved)

7.2.d.19. Kanawha River Zone 1 - Main Stem
7.2.d.19.1. For the Kanawha River main stem, Zone 1, the minimum flow shall be 1,960
cfs at the Charleston gauge.
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7.2.d.19.2. Pursuant to 46 CSR 6, a Copper Water Effect Ratio (WER) of 5.62 shall be
applied to The Sanitary Board of the City of Charleston, West Virginia wastewater treatment plant
discharge of total recoverable copper to Kanawha River, Zone 1.
7.2.d.20. Kanawha River Zone 2 and Tributaries.
7.2.d.20.1. For the main stem of the Kanawha River only, the minimum flow shall be
1,896 cfs at mile point 72.
7.2.d.20.2. The stretch between the mouth of Little Scary Creek (K-31) and the Little
Scary impoundment shall not have Water Use Category A. The following site-specific numeric criteria
shall apply to that section: selenium not to exceed 62 ug/1 and copper not to exceed 105 ug/1 as a daily
maximum nor 49 ug/1 as a 4-day average.
7.2.d.21. Pocatalico River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.22. Coal River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.23. Elk River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.24. Gauley River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.25. Meadow River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.26. Cherry River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.27. Cranberry River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.28. Williams River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.29. New River
7.2.d.29.1. In Marr Branch, a tributary of the New River, a site-specific dissolved zinc
criteria defined by the equation CMC=CCC=e0.8541*ln(hardness)+1.151 x CF shall apply for both
chronic and acute exposures
7.2.d.30. Greenbrier River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.31. Bluestone River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.32. Bluestone Lake - (Reserved)
7.2.d.33. East River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.34. Guyandotte River
7.2.d.34.1. Pats Branch from its confluence with the Guyandotte River to a point 1000
feet upstream shall not have Water Use Category A and Category D1 designation.
7.2.d.35. Mud River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.36. Big Sandy River - (Reserved)
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7.2.d.37. Tug Fork River - (Reserved)
§47-2-8. Specific Water Quality Criteria.
8.1. Charts of specific water quality criteria are included in Appendix E, Table 1.
8.1.a. Specific state (i.e. total, total recoverable, dissolved, valence, etc.) of any parameter to be
analyzed shall follow 40 CFR 136, Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for Analysis of Pollutants
Under the Clean Water Act, as amended, June 15, 1990 and March 26, 2007. (See also 47 C.S.R. 10,
section 7.3 - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Program.)
8.1.b. Compliance with aquatic life water quality criteria expressed as dissolved metal shall be
determined based on dissolved metals concentrations.
8.1.b.1. The aquatic life criteria for all metals listed in Appendix E, Table 2 shall be
converted to a dissolved concentration by multiplying each numerical value or criterion equation from
Appendix E, Table 1 by the appropriate conversion factor (CF) from Appendix E, Table 2.
8.1.b.2. Permit limits based on dissolved metal water quality criteria shall be prepared in
accordance with the U.S. EPA document "The Metals Translator: Guidance For Calculating A Total
Recoverable Permit Limit From A Dissolved Criterion, EPA 823-B-96-007 June 1996.
8.1.b.3. NPDES permit applicants may petition the Secretary to develop a site-specific
translator consistent with the provisions in this section. The Secretary may, on a case-by-case basis
require an applicant applying for a translator to conduct appropriate sediment monitoring through
SEM/AVS ratio, bioassay or other approved methods to evaluate effluent limits that prevent toxicity to
aquatic life.
8.1.c. An "X" or numerical value in the use columns of Appendix E, Table 1 shall represent the
applicable criteria.
8.1.d. Charts of water quality criteria in Appendix E, Table 1 shall be applied in accordance with
major stream and use applications, sections 6 and 7, herein.
8.2. Criteria for Toxicants
8.2.a. Toxicants which are carcinogenic have human health criteria (Water Use Categories A and
C) based upon an estimated risk level of one additional cancer case per one million persons (10 -6) and
are indicated in Appendix E, Table 1 with an endnote (b).
8.2.b. For waters other than the Ohio River between river mile points 68.0 and 70.0, a final
determination on the critical design flow for carcinogens is not made in this rule, in order to permit
further review and study of that issue. Following the conclusion of such review and study, the Legislature
may again take up the authorization of this rule for purposes of addressing the critical design flow for
carcinogens: Provided, That until such time as the review and study of the issue is concluded or until such
time as the Legislature may again take up the authorization of this rule, the regulatory requirements for
determining effluent limits for carcinogens shall remain as they were on the date this rule was proposed.
8.2.b.1. For the Ohio River between river mile points 68.0 and 70.0 the critical design flow
for determining effluent limits for carcinogens shall be harmonic mean flow.
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8.3. Criteria for Nutrients
8.3.a. Lakes
8.3.a.1. This subsection establishes nutrient criteria designed to protect Water Use Categories
B and C. The following cool water nutrient criteria shall apply to cool water lakes. (See Appendix F for a
representative list.) The following warm water nutrient criteria shall apply to all other lakes with a
summer residence time greater than 14 days.
8.3.a.2. Total phosphorus shall not exceed 40 µg/l for warm water lakes and 30 µg/l for cool
water lakes based on an average of four or more samples collected during the period May 1 to October 31.
Chlorophyll-a shall not exceed 20 µg/l for warm water lakes and 10 µg/l for cool water lakes based on an
average of four or more samples collected during the period May 1–October 31. In lieu of total
phosphorus and/or chlorophyll-a sampling, impairment may be evidenced at any time by noncompliance
with section 3.2, as determined by the Secretary.
8.4. Variances from Specific Water Quality Criteria. A variance from numeric criteria may be
granted to a discharger if it can be demonstrated that the conditions outlined in paragraphs 6.1.b.1 through
6.1.b.6, herein, limit the attainment of one or more specific water quality criteria. Variances shall apply
only to the discharger to whom they are granted and shall be reviewed by the Secretary at least every
three years. In granting a variance, the requirements for revision of water quality standards in 46 CSR 6
shall be followed.
8.5. Site-specific numeric criteria. The Secretary may establish numeric criteria different from those
set forth in Appendix E, Table 1 for a stream or stream segment upon a demonstration that existing
numeric criteria are either over-protective or under-protective of the aquatic life residing in the stream or
stream segment. A site-specific numeric criterion will be established only where the numeric criterion
will be fully protective of the aquatic life and the existing and designated uses in the stream or stream
segment. The site-specific numeric criterion may be established by conducting a Water Effect Ratio study
pursuant to the procedures outlined in US EPA’s "Interim Guidance on the Determination and Use of
Water-Effect Ratios for Metals" (February 1994); other methods may be used with prior approval by the
Secretary. In adopting site-specific numeric criteria, the requirements for revision of water quality
standards set forth in 46 CSR 6 shall be followed.
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§47-2-9. Establishment Of Safe Concentration Values.
When a specific water quality standard has not been established by these rules and there is a discharge
or proposed discharge into waters of the State, the use of which has been designated a Category B1, B2,
B3 or B4, such discharge may be regulated by the Secretary where necessary to protect State waters
through establishment of a safe concentration value as follows:
9.1. Establishment of a safe concentration value shall be based upon data obtained from relevant
aquatic field studies, standard bioassay test data which exists in substantial available scientific literature,
or data obtained from specific tests utilizing one (1) or more representative important species of aquatic
life designated on a case-by-case basis by the Secretary and conducted in a water environment which is
equal to or closely approximates that of the natural quality of the receiving waters.
9.2. In those cases where it has been determined that there is insufficient available data to establish a
safe concentration value for a pollutant, the safe concentration value shall be determined by applying the
appropriate application factor as set forth below to the 96-hour LC 50 value. Except where the Secretary
determines, based upon substantial available scientific data that an alternate application factor exists for a
pollutant, the following appropriate application factors shall be used in the determination of safe
concentration values:
9.2.a. Concentrations of pollutants or combinations of pollutants that are not persistent and not
cumulative shall not exceed 0.10 (1/10) of the 96-hour LC 50.
9.2.b. Concentrations of pollutants or combinations of pollutants that are persistent or cumulative
shall not exceed 0.01 (1/100) of the 96-hour LC 50.
9.3. Persons seeking issuance of a permit pursuant to these rules authorizing the discharge of a
pollutant for which a safe concentration value is to be established using special bioassay tests pursuant to
subsection 9.1 of this section shall perform such testing as approved by the Secretary and shall submit all
of the following in writing to the Secretary:
9.3.a. A plan proposing the bioassay testing to be performed.
9.3.b. Such periodic progress reports of the testing as may be required by the Secretary.
9.3.c. A report of the completed results of such testing including, but not limited to, all data
obtained during the course of testing, and all calculations made in the recording, collection, interpretation
and evaluation of such data.
9.4. Bioassay testing shall be conducted in accordance with methodologies outlined in the following
documents: U.S. EPA Office of Research and Development Series Publication, Methods for Measuring
the Acute Toxicity (EPA/600/4-90/027F, August 1993, 4th Edition) or Short Term Methods for
Estimating Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters to Freshwater Organisms (EPA/600/489/001), March 1989; Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (18th Edition); or
ASTM Practice E 729-88 for Conducting Acute Toxicity Tests with Fishes, Macroinvertebrates and
Amphibians as published in Volume 11.04 of the 1988 Annual Book of ASTM Standards. Test waters
shall be reconstituted according to recommendations and methodologies specified in the previously cited
references or methodologies approved in writing by the Secretary.
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APPENDIX A
CATEGORY B-2 - TROUT WATERS
This list contains known trout waters and is not intended to exclude any waters which meet the definition in Section 2.19.

River Basin

County

Stream

James River
J

Monroe

South Fork Potts Creek

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Jefferson
"
Berkeley
"
"
"
"
"
"
Morgan

Town Run
Rocky Marsh Run
Opequon Creek
Tuscarora Creek (Above Martinsburg)
Middle Creek (Above Route 30 Bridge)
Mill Creek
Hartland Run
Mill Run
Tillance Creek
Meadow Branch

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

Jefferson
"
"
"
"

Flowing Springs Run (Above Halltown)
Cattail Run
Evitt's Run
Big Bullskin Run
Long Marsh Run

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

Hampshire
"
"
Hardy
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Cold Stream
Edwards Run and Impoundment
Dillons Run
Lost River
Camp Branch
Lower Cove Run
Moores Run
North River (Above Rio)
Waites Run
Trout Run
Trout Pond (Impoundment)

Potomac River
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PC
PC
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
River Basin

"
"

Warden Lake (Impoundment)
Rock Cliff Lake (Impoundment)

Hampshire
"
Hardy
Grant-Pendleton
Grant
"
"
"
Pendleton
"
"
County

Mill Creek
Mill Run
Dumpling Creek
North Fork South Branch
North Fork Lunice Creek
South Fork Lunice Creek
South Mill Creek (Above Hiser)
Spring Run
Hawes Run (Impoundment)
Little Fork
South Branch (Above North Fork)
Stream

Pendleton
"
"
Mineral
"
"
"
"

Senena Creek
Laurel Fork
Big Run
North Fork Patterson Creek
Fort Ashby (Impoundment)
New Creek
New Creek Dam 14 (Impoundment)
Mill Creek (Above Markwood)

M

Monongalia-Marion

Whiteday Creek (Above Smithtown)

MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC

Monongalia
"
"
Preston
"
"
"
"
Tucker
"
"

Morgan Run
Coopers Rock (Impoundment)
Blaney Hollow
Laurel Run
Elsey Run
Saltlick Creek
Buffalo Creek
Wolf Creek
Clover Run
Elklick Run
Horseshoe Run

Potomac River
PSB
PSB
PSB
PNB
PNB
PNB
PNB
PNB
Monongahela River
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MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC

"
"
"
"
"
"
Randolph
"
"
"
"
"

MC
MC
MC

Randolph
"
"

Maxwell Run
Red Creek
Slip Hill Mill Branch
Thomas Park (Impoundment)
Blackwater River (Above Davis)
Blackwater River (Below Davis)
Camp Five Run
Dry Fork (Above Otter Creek)
Glady Fork
Laurel Fork
Gandy Creek (Above Whitmer)
East Fork Glady Fork (Above C & P Compressor
Station)
Shavers Fork (Above Little Black Fork)
Three Spring Run
Spruce Knob Lake (Impoundment)

MW
MW

Harrison
Lewis

Dog Run (Pond)
Stonecoal

MT
MT
MT
MT

Barbour
"
"
Taylor-Barbour

MT
MT
MT
River Basin

Preston
Randolph
"
County

Brushy Fork (Above Valley Furnace)
Teter Creek Lake (Impoundment)
Mill Run
Tygart Lake Tailwaters (Above Route 119
Bridge)
Roaring Creek (Above Little Lick Branch)
Tygart River (Above Huttonsville)
Elkwater Fork
Stream

MT

Randolph

Big Run

MTB
MTB
MTB
MTB

Upshur-Randolph-Lewis
Upshur
Upshur
Upshur-Randolph

Right Fork Buckhannon River
Buckhannon River (Above Beans Mill)
French Creek
Left Fork Right Fork

MTN

Upshur

Right Fork Middle Fork River

MTM

Randolph

Middle Fork River (Above Cassity)

Monongahela River
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MY

Preston

Rhine Creek

Upshur
Upshur-Lewis

Left Fork-Right Fork Little Kanawha River
Little Kanawha River (Above Wildcat)

KE
KE

Braxton
"

KE
KE
KE
KE
KE
KE
KE

Webster
"
"
"
"
"
"

Sutton Reservoir
Sutton Lake Tailwaters (Above Route 38/5
Bridge)
Back Fork
Desert Fork
Fall Run
Laurel Fork
Left Fork Holly River
Sugar Creek
Elk River (Above Webster Springs)

KC
KC

Raleigh
"

Stephens Lake (Impoundment)
Marsh Fork (Above Sundial)

KG
KG

Nicholas
"

KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG

Nicholas
Randolph-Webster
Fayette
Nicholas
"
Greenbrier
"
"
Fayette
Nicholas
Greenbrier-Nicholas
"
"
Greenbrier
Greenbrier-Nicholas

Summersville Reservoir (Impoundment)
Summersville Tailwaters (Above Collison
Creek)
Deer Creek
Gauley River (Above Moust Coal Tipple)
Glade Creek
Hominy Creek
Anglins Creek
Big Clear Creek
Little Clear Creek and Laurel Run
Meadow Creek
Wolf Creek
Cherry River
Laurel Creek
North Fork Cherry River
Summit Lake (Impoundment)
South Fork Cherry River

Little Kanawha River
LK
LK
Kanawha River
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River Basin

County

Stream

Cranberry River

KGC

Pocahontas-WebsterNicholas
Pocahontas

KGW
KGW

Pocahontas
Pocahontas-Webster

Tea Creek
Williams River (Above Dyer)

KN
KN
KN
KN
KN
KN
KN
KN

Raleigh
Summers
Fayette
"
Raleigh
Monroe
"
Fayette

KN
KN
KN

Mercer
"
Monroe

Glade Creek
Meadow Creek
Mill Creek
Laurel Creek (Above Cotton Hill)
Pinch Creek
Rich Creek
Turkey Creek
Dunloup Creek (Downstream from Harvey
Sewage Treatment Plant)
East River (Above Kelleysville)
Pigeon Creek
Laurel Creek

KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG

Monroe
Greenbrier
"
Greenbrier-Monroe
Greenbrier
"
"
Pocahontas
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Kitchen Creek (Above Gap Mills)
Culverson Creek
Milligan Creek
Second Creek (Rt. 219 Bridge to Nickell's Mill)
North Fork Anthony Creek
Spring Creek
Anthony Creek (Above Big Draft)
Watoga Lake
Beaver Creek
Knapp's Creek
Hills Creek
North Fork Deer Creek (Above Route 28/5)
Deer Creek
Sitlington Creek
Stoney Creek
Swago Creek
Buffalo Fork (Impoundment)
Seneca (Impoundment)

Kanawha River
KGC

South Fork Cranberry River
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KNG
KNG

"
"

KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNB
KNB

"
"
"
"
"
Mercer
"

Greenbrier River (Above Hosterman)
West Fork-Greenbrier River (Above the
impoundment at the tannery)
Little River-East Fork
Little River-West Fork
Five Mile Run
Mullenax Run
Abes Run
Marsh Fork
Camp Creek

OG

Wyoming

Pinnacle creek

BST

McDowell

Dry Fork (Above Canebrake)
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APPENDIX B
This list contains known waters used as public water supplies and is not intended to exclude any waters as described in Section 6.2, herein.
River Basin

County

Operating Company

Source

Jefferson

Charlestown Water

Shenandoah River

P
P
P
P

Jefferson
"
"
Berkeley

Turkey Run
Potomac River
Elk Run
Potomac River

P
P
P
P

"

3-M Company
Shepherdstown Water
Harpers Ferry Water
DuPont Potomac River
Works
Berkeley County PSD
Opequon PSD
Hedgesville PSD
Paw Paw Water

PSB
PSB

Hampshire
"

South Branch Potomac River
Mill Run

PSB

Hardy

PSB
PSB

Pendleton
"

Romney Water
Peterkin Conference
Center
Moorefield Municipal
Water
U.S. Naval Radio Sta.
Circleville Water Inc.

PSB
PSB

Grant
"

Mountain Top PSD
Petersburg Municipal
Water

PNB
PNB

Grant
Mineral

PNB
PNB

"
"

Island Creek Coal
Piedmont Municipal
Water
Keyser Water
Fort Ashby PSD

Shenandoah River
S
Potomac River

"
Morgan

Le Feure Spring
Quarry Spring
Speck Spring
Potomac River

South Fork River
South Fork River
North Fork of South Branch,
Potomac River
Mill Creek, Impoundment
South Branch, Potomac
River
Impoundment
Savage River, Maryland
New Creek
Lake

Monongahela River
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M

Monongalia

Morgantown Water Comm.

Colburn Creek & Monongahela
River
Monongahela River

M

"

M
M
M
M
M

Preston
Monongalia
"
"
Preston

Morgantown Ordinance
Works
Preston County PSD
Blacksville # 1 Mine
Loveridge Mine
Consolidation Coal Co.
Mason Town Water

MC
MC
MC
River Basin

Preston
Monongalia
"
County

Fibair Inc.
Cheat Neck PSD
Lakeview County Club
Operating Company

Impoundment
Cheat Lake
Cheat Lake-Lake Lynn
Source

MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC

Monongalia
"
Preston
Preston
"
"
Tucker
"
"
"
"
"
"
Pocahontas
"
Randolph

Union Districk PSD
Cooper's Rock State Park
Kingwood Water
Hopemount State Hosp.
Rowlesburg Water
Albright
Parsons Water
Thomas Municipal
Hamrick PSD
Douglas Water System
Davis Water
Hambleton Water System
Canaan Valley State
Cheat Mt. Sewer
Snowshoe Co. Water
Womelsdorf Water

Cheat Lake-Lake Lynn
Impoundment
Cheat River
Snowy Creek
Keyser Run & Cheat River
Cheat River
Shavers & Elk Lick Fork
Thomas Reservoir
Dry Fork
Long Run
Blackwater River
Roaring Creek
Blackwater River Park
Shavers Lake
Shavers Fork
Yokum Run

MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW

Harrison
"
"
"
"
Lewis

Lumberport Water
Clarksburg Water Bd.
Bridgeport Mun. Water
Salem Water Board
West Milford Water
W.V. Water-Weston
District

Jones Run
West Fork River
Deecons & Hinkle Creek
Dog Run
West Fork River
West Fork River

Deckers Creek
Impoundment
Impoundment
Impoundment
Block Run

Monongahela River
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MW
MW
MW

"
"
"

Jackson's Mill Camp
West Fork River PSD
Kennedy Compresssor
Station
Jane Lew Water Comm.
Bel-Meadow Country
Club
Harrison Power Station
Oakdale Portal
Robinson Port

Impoundment
West Fork River
West Fork River

MW
MW

"
Harrison

MW
MW
MW

"
"
"

MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT

Marion
"
"
"
"
Harrison
Taylor
Barbour
"
"
Randolph
"
"
"

Tygart River
Impoundment
Tygart River
Coal Corp Impoundment
Impoundment
Tygart River
Tygart River-Lake
Tygart River
Impoundment
Tygart River & Mill Run Lake
Tygart River
Tygart River
Tygart River
Tygart River

"
Upshur

Fairmont Water Comm.
Mannington Water
Monongah Water Works
Eastern Assoc.
Four States Water
Shinnston Water Dept.
Grafton Water
Phillippi Water
Bethlehem Mines Corp.
Belington Water Works
Elkins Municipal Water
Beverly Water
Valley Water
Huttonsville Medium
Security Prison
Mill Creek Water
Buckhannon Water Board

MT
MTB
River Basin

County

Operating Company

Source

Ohio River
O Zone 1
O "
O Zone 1
O "
O "
O "
O "
O "
O "

Hancock
Brooke
Brooke
Ohio
Tyler
Pleasants
Cabell
Marshall
Wood

Chester Water & Sewer
City of Weirton
Weirton Steel Division
Wheeling Water
Sistersville Mun. Water
Pleasants Power Station
Huntington Water Corp.
Mobay Chemical Co.
E. I. DuPont

Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River

Hackers Creek
Lake
West Fork River
Impoundment
Impoundment

Mill Creek
Buckhannon River
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O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Zone 2
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Marshall
"
Wetzel
Marshall
Tyler
Doddridge
Mason
Jackson
Wayne
"
"

Meron Water
New Urindahana Water
Pine Grove Water
Consolidated Coal Co.
Middlebourne Water
West Union Mun. Water
Hidden Valley Country
Ripley Water
Wayne Municipal Water
East Lynn Lake
Monterey Coal Co.

Glass House Hollow
Wheeling Creek System
North Fork, Fishing Creek
Impoundment
Middle Island Creek
Middle Island Creek
Lake/Impoundment
Mill Creek
Twelve Pole Creek
East Lynn Lake
Impoundment

LK
LK
LK
LK

Wood
Calhoun
Gilmer
"

Little Kanawha River
Little Kanawha River
Little Kanawha River
Steer Creek

LK
LK
LK

Braxton
Roane
Wirt

Claywood Park PSD
Grantsville Mun. Water
Glenville Utility
Consolidated Gas
Compressor
Burnsville Water Works
Spencer Water
Elizabeth Water

LKH
LKH
LKH

Ritchie
"
"

Cairo Water
Harrisville Water
Pennsboro Water

North Fork Hughes River
North Fork Hughes River
North Fork Hughes River

K
K
K
K
K
K
K

Putnam
"
"
Kanawha
"
Fayette
"

Buffalo Water
Winfield Water
South Putnam PSD
Cedar Grove Water
Pratt Water
Armstrong PSD PO-K1-CO-EL
Kanawha Water Co.-

K
K
K
K

Kanawha
"
Fayette
Fayette

Midland Trail School
Cedar Coal Co.
Elkem Metals Co.
Deepwater PSD

Cross Creek
Poplar Fork & Crooked Creek
Poplar Fork & Crooked Creek
Kanawha River
Kanawha River
Kanawha River & Gum Hollow
Unnamed Tributary Kanawha
Beards Fork
Impoundment
Impoundment
Kanawha River
Kanawha River

Little Kanawha

Little Kanawha River
Spring Creek Mile Tree Reservoir
Little Kanawha River

Kanawha River
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River Basin

County

Operating Company

Source

Fayette
"

Kanawha Falls PSD
W.V. Water-Montgomery

Kanawha River
Kanawha River

Kanawha
Roane

Sissonville PSD
Walton PSD

Pocatalico River
Silcott Fork Dam

KC
KC
KC
KC
KC
KC
KC

Kanawha
"
Lincoln
Boone
"
Raleigh
"

Coal River
Coal River
Coal River
Coal River
Coal River
Marsh Fork
Coal River

KC
KC
KC
KC
KC
KC

Raleigh
"
Boone
"
Raleigh
Boone

St. Albans Water
Washington PSD
Lincoln PSD
Coal River PSD
Whitesville PSD
Armco Mine 10
Armco Steel-Montc.
Stickney
Peabody Coal
Stephens Lake Park
W.V. Water-Madison Dist.
Van PSD
Consol. Coal Co.
Water Ways Park

Clendenin Water
W.V. Water-Kanawha
Valley District
Pinch PSD
Clay Waterworks
Procious PSD
Flatwoods-Canoe Run PSD
Sugar Creek PSD
W.V. Water-Gassaway Dist.
W.V. Water-Sutton Dist.

Elk River
Elk River

Kanawha River
K
K
Pocatalico River
KP
KP
Coal River

Coal River
Lake Stephens
Little Coal River
Pond Fork
Workmans Creek
Coal River

Elk River
KE
KE

Kanawha
"

KE
KE
KE
KE
KE
KE
KE

Kanawha
Clay
"
Braxton
"
"
"

Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
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KE
KE

Webster

W.V. Water-Webster Springs
Holly River State Park

Elk River
Holly River

Nicholas
"
"
Webster
Nicholas
"
Fayette
"
Fayette

Craigsville PSD
Summersville Water
Nettie-Leivasy PSD
Cowen PSD
Wilderness PSD
Richwood Water
Ames Heights Water
Mt. Hope Water
Ansted Municipal Water

Gauley River
Impoundment/ Muddlety Creek
Jim Branch
Gauley River
Anglins Creek & Meadow River
North Fork Cherry River
Mill Creek
Impounded Mine (Surface)
Mill Creek

County

Operating Company

Source

Fayette
"
"
Raleigh
"

Fayette Co. Park
New River Gorge Campground
Fayetteville Water
Beckley Water
Westmoreland Coal Co.

Impoundment
Impoundment
Wolfe Creek
Glade Creek
Farley Branch

Summers
"
"
Mercer
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Jumping Branch-Nimitz
Bluestone Conf. Center
Pipestem State Park
Town of Athens
Bluewell PSD
Bramwell Water
Green Valley-Glenwood PSD
Kelly's Tank
W.V. Water Princeton
Lashmeet PSD
Pinnacle Water Assoc.
W.V. Water Bluefield

Mt. Valley Lake
Bluestone Lake
Impoundment
Impoundment
Impoundment
Impoundment
Bailey Reservoir
Spring
Impoundment/ Brusch Creek
Impoundment
Mine
Impoundment

Gauley River
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KN
KN
KN
River Basin
New River
KN
KN
KN
KN
KN
Bluestone River
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
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Greenbrier River
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG

Summers
"
Greenbrier
"
"
Pocahontas

Greenbrier River & New River
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River

"
"
"
"

W.V. Water Hinton
Big Bend PSD
Alderson Water Dept.
Ronceverte Water
Lewisburg Water
Denmar State Hospital
Water
City of Marlinton Water
Cass Scenic Railroad
Upper Greenbrier PSD
The Hermitage

KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG

Cabell
Lincoln
Logan
"
"
Logan
"
Mingo
Wyoming
"
Wyoming
Raleigh

Salt Rock PSD
West Hamlin Water
Logan Water Board
Man Water Works
Buffalo Creek PSD
Chapmanville
Logan PSD
Gilbert Water
Oceana Water
Glen Rogers PSD
Pineville Water
Raleigh Co. PSD-Amigo

Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River
Buffalo Creek/ Mine/Wells
Guyandotte River
Whitman Creek/ Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River
Laurel Fork
Impoundment
Pinnacle Creek
Tommy Creek

Cabell
"
County

Milton Water Works
Culloden PSD
Operating Company

Guyandotte River
Indian Fork Creek
Source

Putnam
Putnam

Hurricane Municipal Water
Lake Washington PSD

Impoundment
Lake Washington

Knapp Creek
Leatherbark Creek
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River

Guyandotte River
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OMG
OMG
River Basin
Guyandotte River
OMG
OMG
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Big Sandy River
BS
BS

Wayne
"

Kenova Municipal Water
Fort Gay Water

Big Sandy River
Tug Fork

BST
BST
BST
BST
BST
BST

Mingo
"
"
"
McDowell
"

Kermit Water
Matewan Water
A & H Coal Co., Inc.
Williamson Water
City of Welch
City of Gary

Tug Fork
Tug Fork
Impoundment
Impoundment
Impoundment/Wells
Impoundment/Mine
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APPENDIX C
CATEGORY E-3 - POWER PRODUCTION
This list contains known power production facilities and is not intended to exclude any waters as described in Section 6.6.c, herein.
River Basin

County

Station Name

Operating Company

Monongalia
Marion
Preston

Fort Martin Power Station
Rivesville Station
Albright Station

Monongahela Power
Monongahela Power
Monongahela Power

Grant

Mt. Storm Power Station

Virginia Electric & Power Company

Wetzel
Marshall
"
Pleasants
"
Mason
"
"
Putnam
Kanawha
"
"
"

Hannibal (Hydro)
Kammer
Mitchell
Pleasants Station
Willow Island Station
Phillip Sporn Plant
Racine (Hydro)
Mountaineer
Winfield (Hydro)
Marmet (Hydro)
London (Hydro)
Kanawha River
John E. Amos

Ohio Power
Ohio Power
Ohio Power
Monongahela Power
Monongahela Power
Central Operating (AEP)
Ohio Power
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.

Monongahela River
M
M
MC
Potomac
Ohio River
O - Zone 1
O " "
O " "
O " "
O " "
O " "
O " "
O " "
K
K
K
K
K
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APPENDIX D
CATEGORY C - WATER CONTACT RECREATION
This list contains waters known to be used for water contact recreation and is not intended to exclude any waters as described in section 6.4, herein.
River Basin

Stream Code

Stream

County

Shenandoah

S

Shenandoah River

Jefferson

Potomac

P
P
P
P
P-9

Potomac River
" "
" "
" "
Sleepy Creek &
Meadow Branch
North Fork of
Indian Run

Jefferson
Hampshire
Berkeley
Morgan
Berkeley

South Branch of
Potomac River
"
"
"
"
Hawes Run
Spring Run
North Fork South Branch
Potomac River
North Branch of
Potomac River
North Fork
Patterson Creek
Linton Creek
Stoney River-Mt. Storm
Lake
Cacapon River

Hampshire

P-9-G-1

South Branch

PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB-21-X
PSB-25-C-2
PSB-28

North Branch

PNB
PNB-4-EE
PNB-7-H
PNB-17
PC

Morgan

Hardy
Grant
Pendleton
Grant
Grant
Mineral
Grant
Grant
Grant
Hampshire
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Monongalia
Cheat

MC
MC
MC-6

Monongalia/Preston
Preston
Monongalia

MC-12

Cheat Lake/Cheat river
Alpine Lake
Coopers Rock Lake/
Quarry Run
Big Sandy Creek

MSC

Shavers Fork

Randolph

MTN
MW

Middle Fork River
West Fork River

Barbour/Randolph/ Upshur
Harrison

MW-18

Stonecoal Creek/
Stonecoal Lake

Lewis

River Basin

Stream Code

Stream

County

Ohio

O

Ohio River

Brooke/Cabell/
Hancock/Jackson/
Marshall/Mason/Ohio/
Pleasants/Tyler/
Wayne/Wood/Wetzel

O-2-H

Beech Fork of
Twelvepole Creek/Beech
Fork Lake
East Fork of
Twelvepole Creek/East
Lynn Lake
Fourpole Creek
Old Town Creek/
McClintic Ponds

Wayne

OMI

Middle Island Creek/
Crystal Lake

Doddridge

OG
OG

Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River/
R. D. Bailey Lake

Cabell
Wyoming

OGM

Mud River

Cabell

O-2-Q

O-3
O-21

Preston

Wayne

Cabell
Mason
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Little Kanawha

LK

Little Kanawha River/
Burnsville Lake

Braxton

Kanawha

K

Kanawha River

K-1

Unnamed Tributary
Krodel Lake

Fayette/Kanawha/
Mason/Putnam
Mason

KC
KC-45-Q

Coal River
Stephens Branch/
Lake Stephens

Kanawha
Raleigh

KE

Elk River

KE

Sutton Lake

Kanawha/Clay/
Braxton/Webster/ Randolph
Braxton

KN

New River

KN-26-F

Little Beaver Creek

KNG

Greenbrier River

KNG-23-E-1

Little Devil Creek/
Moncove Lake
Anthony Creek
Meadow Creek/
Lake Sherwood

KNG-28
KNG-28-P

River Basin

Kanawha

Fayette/Raleigh/
Summers
Raleigh
Greenbrier/
Pocahontas/Summers
Monroe
Greenbrier
Greenbrier

Stream Code

Stream

County

KNB

Bluestone River/
Bluestone Lake

Summers

KG
KG

Gauley River
Gauley River/
Summersville Lake

Webster
Nicholas

KGW

Williams River

Webster
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4

8.1 Dissolved Aluminum (ug/l)
For water with pH <6.5 or >9.0

B2

ACUTE1

CHRON2

ACUTE1

CHRON2

750xCF5

750xCF5

750xCF5

87xCF5

8.1.1 Dissolved Aluminum (ug/l)
For water with pH ≥ 6.5 and ≤ 9.0, the four-day
average concentration of dissolved aluminum
determined by the following equatione:

X

C³

A4

4300

14

ALL OTHER
USES

X

Al = e(1.3695[ln(hardness)]+0.9121) x CF5
8.1.2 Dissolved Aluminum (ug/l)
For water with pH ≥ 6.5 and ≤ 9.0, the one-hour
average concentration of dissolved aluminum
determined by the following equatione:

X

X

Al = e(1.3695[ln(hardness)]+1.8268) x CF5
8.2. Acute and chronic aquatic life criteria for
ammonia shall be determined using the National
Criterion for Ammonia in Fresh Waterd from
USEPA’s 1999 Update of Ambient Water Quality
Criteria for Ammonia (EPA-822-R-99-014,
December 1999)

X

X

X

X

8.3 Antimony (ug/l)
8.4 Arsenic (ug/l)
8.4.1 Dissolved Trivalent Arsenic (ug/l)

10
340

150

340
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

C³
CHRON2

8.5 Barium (mg/l)

1.0

8.6 Beryllium (ug/l)
8.7 Cadmium (ug/l)
Hardness
(mg/l CaCO3)
0 - 35
36 - 75
76 - 150
> 150

A4

130

130

4.0

Soluble Cd
X

1.0
2.0
5.0
10.0

8.7.1 10 ug/l in the Ohio River (O Zone 1) main
stem (see section 7.1.d, herein)

X

8.7.2 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved cadmium determined by the following
equation:
Cd = e(0.7409[ln(hardness)]-4.719) x CF5
8.7.3 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved cadmium determined by the following
equation:
Cd = e(1.0166[ln(hardness)]-3.924) x CF5

X

X

X

X

8.8 Chloride (mg/l)

860

230

860

230

8.9.1 Chromium, dissolved hexavalent (ug/l):

16

11

16

7.2

8.9.2 Chromium, trivalent (ug/l) The one-hour
average concentration of dissolved trivalent
chromium determined by the following equation:

X

X

CrIII = e(0.8190[ln(hardness)]+3.7256) x CF5
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

8.9.3 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved trivalent chromium determined by the
following concentration:
CrIII = e(0.8190[ln(hardness)]+0.6848) x CF5

ACUTE1

C³

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

CHRON2

X

X

8.10 Copper (ug/l)

1000

8.10.1 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved copper determined by the following
equationa:
Cu = e(0.8545[ln(hardness)]-1.702) x CF5

X

8.10.2 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved copper determined by the following
equationa:
Cu = e(0.9422[ln(hardness)]-1.700) x CF5

X

8.11 Cyanide (ug/l)
(As free cyanide HCN+CN-)

22

X

X

5.0

8.12 Dissolved Oxygenc: not less than 5 mg/l at
any time.

X

8.12.1 Ohio River main stem - the average
concentration shall not be less than 5.0 mg/l per
calendar day and shall not be less than 4.0 mg/l at
any time or place outside any established mixing
zone - provided that a minimum of 5.0 mg/l at any
time is maintained during the April 15-June 15
spawning season.

X

22

8.12.2 Not less than 7.0 mg/l in spawning areas
and in no case less than 6.0 mg/l at any time.

5.0

X
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
C³

A4

8.13 Fecal Coliform:
Maximum allowable level of fecal coliform
content for Water Contact Recreation (either MPN
or MF) shall not exceed 200/100 ml as a monthly
geometric mean based on not less than 5 samples
per month; nor to exceed
400 /100 ml in more than ten percent of all
samples taken during the month.

X

X

8.13.1 Ohio River main stem (zone 1) - During
the non-recreational season (November through
April only) the maximum allowable level of fecal
coliform for the Ohio River (either MPN or MF)
shall not exceed 2000/100 ml as a monthly
geometric mean based on not less than 5 samples
per month.

X

X

B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

ALL OTHER
USES

CHRON2

8.14 Fluoride (mg/l)
1.4
8.14.1 Not to exceed 2.0 for category D1 uses.

X

8.15 Ironc (mg/l)

1.5

1.0

8.16 Lead (ug/l)

50

8.16.1 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved lead determined by the following
equationa:
Pb = e(1.273[ln(hardness)]-4.705)x CF5
8.16.2 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved lead determined by the following
equationa:
Pb = e(1.273[ln(hardness)]-1.46) x CF5

1.5

X

X

X

X
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

C³
CHRON2

8.17 Manganese (mg/l) ( see §6.2.d)

1.0

8.18 Mercury
The total organism body burden of any aquatic
species shall not exceed 0.5 ug/g as
methylmercury.
8.18.1 Total mercury in any unfiltered water
sample (ug/l):

2.4

2.4
.012

8.18.2 Methylmercury (water column) (ug/l):

8.19.1 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved nickel determined by the following
equationa:
Ni = e(0.846[ln(hardness)]+0.0584) x CF5

X

0.5

0.15

0.14

4600

510

X

X

X

8.20 Nitrate (as Nitrate-N) (mg/l)
8.21 Nitrite (as Nitrite-N) (mg/l)

0.5

.012

Nickel (ug/l)

8.19.2 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved nickel determined by the following
equationa:
Ni = e(0.846[ln(hardness)]+2.255) x CF5

A4

10
1.0

.060

8.22 Nutrients
Chlorophyll –a (µg/l) (see §47-2-8.3)
Total Phosphorus (µg/l) (see §47-2-8.3)
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4

B2

C³

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

ACUTE1

CHRON2

ACUTE1

CHRON2

Chlordaneb (ng/l)

2400

4.3

2400

4.3

0.46

0.46

0.46

DDTb (ng/l)

1100

1.0

1100

1.0

0.024

0.024

0.024

Aldrinb (ng/l)

3.0

0.071

0.071

0.071

8.23 Organics

3.0

Dieldrinb (ng/l)

2500

1.9

2500

1.9

0.071

0.071

0.071

Endrin (ng/l)

180

2.3

180

2.3

2.3

2.3

2.3

Toxapheneb (ng/l)

730

0.2

730

0.2

0.73

0.73

0.73

14.0

14.0

0.045

0.044

0.045

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

Dioxin (2,3,7,8- TCDD) (pg/l)

0.014

0.013

0.014

Acrylonitrileb (ug/l)

0.66

0.059

Benzeneb (ug/l)

51

0.66

1,2-dichlorobenzene (mg/l)

17

2.7

1,3-dichlorobenzene (mg/l)

2.6

0.4

1,4-dichlorobenzene (mg/l)

2.6

0.4

2,4-dinitrotolueneb (ug/l)

9.1

0.11

Hexachlorobenzeneb (ng/l)

0.77

0.72

Carbon tetrachlorideb (ug/l)

4.4

0.25

Chloroform (ug/l)

470

5.7

Bromoformb (ug/l)

140

4.3

PCBb (ng/l)
Methoxychlor (ug/l)
b

b
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
C³

A4

17

0.55

Methyl Bromide (ug/l)

1500

47

Methylene Chlorideb (ug/l)

590

4.6

1,2-dichloroethaneb (ug/l)

99

0.035

B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

Dichlorobromomethaneb (ug/l)

ACUTE1

CHRON2

1,1,1- trichloroethaneb (mg/l)

12

1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (ug/l)

11

0.17

1,1-dichloroethyleneb (ug/l)

3.2

0.03

Trichloroethyleneb (ug/l)

81

2.7

8.85

0.8

Toluene (mg/l)

200

6.8

Acenaphthene (ug/l)

990

670

Anthracene (ug/l)

40,000

8,300

Benzo(a) Anthraceneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Benzo(a) Pyreneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Benzo(b) Fluorantheneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Benzo(k) Fluorantheneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Chryseneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Dibenzo(a,h)Anthraceneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Fluorene (ug/l)

5300

1100

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)Pyreneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Tetrachloroethyleneb (ug/l)
b
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
C³

A4

Pyrene (ug/l)

4000

830

2-Chloronaphthalene (ug/l)

1600

1000

525

2.0

alpa-BHC (alpha- Hexachlorocyclohexane)b (ug/l)

0.013

.0039

beta-BHC(beta- Hexachlorocyclohexane)b (ug/l)

0.046

0.014

0.063

0.019

Chlorobenzene (mg/l)

21

0.68

Ethylbenzene (mg/l)

29

3.1

0.21

0.21

2-methyl-4,6-Dinitrophenol (ug/l)

765

13.4

Fluoranthene (ug/l)

370

300

X

X

B1, B4
ACUTE1

Phthalate esters6 (ug/l)

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

3.0

CHRON2

3.0

Vinyl chlorideb (chloroethene) (ug/l)

gamma-BHC (gamma- Hexachlorocyclohexane)b (ug/l)

Heptachlorb (ng/l)

2.0

520

ALL OTHER
USES

0.08

2.0

3.8

520

0.08

3.8

8.23.1
When the specified criteria for organic chemicals
listed in §8.23 are less than the practical laboratory
quantification level, instream values will be
calculated from discharge concentrations and flow
rates, where applicable.
8.24 pHc
No values below 6.0 nor above 9.0. Higher values
due to photosynthetic activity may be tolerated.

X

X

X
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
C³

A4

4,600,000

21,000

8.25.2 2-Chlorophenol (ug/l)

400

120

8.25.3 2,4-Dichlorophenol (ug/l)

790

93

8.25.4

2,4-Dimethylphenol (ug/l)

2300

540

8.25.5

2,4-Dinitrophenol (ug/l)

14,000

70

8.2

0.28

6.5

2.1

X

X

B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

ALL OTHER
USES

CHRON2

8.25 Phenolic Materials
8.25.1 Phenol (ug/l)

8.25.6 Pentachlorophenolb (ug/l)
8.25.6.a The one-hour average concentration of
pentachlorophenol determined by the following
equation: exp(1.005(pH)-4.869)

X

X

8.25.6.b The 4-day average concentration of
pentachlorophenol determined by the following
equation:
exp(1.005(pH)-5.134).
8.25.7

X

X

2,4,6-Trichlorophenolb (ug/l)

8.26 Radioactivity:
Gross Beta activity not to exceed 1000 picocuries
per liter (pCi/l), nor shall activity from dissolved
strontium-90 exceed 10 pCi/l, nor shall activity
from dissolved alpha emitters exceed 3 pCi/l.

X

X
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1
8.26.1
Gross total alpha particle activity (including
radium-226 but excluding radon and uranium shall
not exceed 15 pCi/l and combined radium-226 and
radium-228 shall not exceed 5pCi/l; provided that
the specific determination of radium-226 and
radium-228 are not required if dissolved particle
activity does not exceed 5pCi/l; the concentration
of tritium shall not exceed 20,000 pCi/l; the
concentration of total strontium-90 shall not
exceed 8 pCi/l in the Ohio River main stem.

8.27 Selenium (ug/l) Water Column
Concentration f

B2

CHRON2

X

ACUTE1

5

5

X

X

15.8

15.8

8.27.1 Selenium (ug/g) g (based on instantaneous
measurement)

or
11.3 ug/g Fish Muscle (skinless, boneless filet)

8.27.2 Selenium (ug/g) Fish Egg/Ovary
Concentration h (based on instantaneous
measurement)

46

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

X

X

X

CHRON2

X

8.0 ug/g Fish Whole-Body Concentration

C³

50

47CSR2
APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1
8.28 Silver (ug/l)
Hardness
0-50
51-100
101-200
>201

Silver
1
4
12
24

8.28.1
0-50
51-100
101-200
201-400
401-500
501-600

1
4
12
24
30
43

8.28.2 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved silver determined by the following
equation:
Ag=e(1.72[ln(hardness)]-6.59) x CF5

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

C³
CHRON2

X

X

X

X
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A4

X

ALL OTHER
USES

47CSR2
APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

8.29 Temperature
Temperature rise shall be limited to no more than
5oF above natural temperature, not to exceed 87oF
at any time during months of May through
November and not to exceed 73oF at any time
during the months of December through April.
During any month of the year, heat should not be
added to a stream in excess of the amount that will
raise the temperature of the water more than 5oF
above natural temperature. In lakes and reservoirs,
the temperature of the epilimnion should not be
raised more than 3oF by the addition of heat of
artificial origin. The normal daily and seasonable
temperature fluctuations that existed before the
addition of heat due to other natural causes should
be maintained.

X

8.29.1 For the Kanawha River Main Stem (K-1):
Temperature rise shall be limited to no more than
5oF above natural temperature, not to exceed 90oF
in any case.

X

8.29.2 No heated effluents will be discharged in
the vicinity of spawning areas. The maximum
temperatures for cold waters are expressed in the
following table:
Daily
Hourly
Mean oF
Max oF
Oct-Apr
50
55
Sep-&May 58
62
Jun-Aug
66
70

ACUTE1

CHRON2

X
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C³

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

47CSR2
APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1
8.29.3 For Ohio River Main Stem (01) (see section
7.1.d, herein):
Period
Inst.
Dates
Ave.
Max.
Jan 1-31
45oF
50oF
February
45
50
March 1-15
51
56
March 16-31 54
59
April 1-15
58
64
April 16-30
64
69
May 1-15
68
73
May 16-31
75
80
June 1-15
80
85
June 16-30
83
87
July 1-31
84
89
August 1-31 84
89
Sept 1-15
84
87
Sept 16-30
82
86
Oct 1-15
77
82
Oct 16-31
72
77
Nov 1-30
67
72
Dec 1-31
52
57

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

A4

6.3

1.7

X

X

CHRON2

X

8.30 Thallium (ug/l)
8.31 Threshold odorc
Not to exceed a threshold odor number of 8 at
104oF as a daily average.
8.32 Total Residual Chlorine (ug/l - measured by
amperometric or equivalent method)

C³

X

19

X

11

8.32.1 No chlorinated discharge allowed

X

49

ALL OTHER
USES

47CSR2
APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

C³

A4

X

X

X

X

CHRON2

8.33 Turbidity
No point or non-point source to West Virginia's
waters shall contribute a net load of suspended
matter such that the turbidity exceeds 10 NTU's
over background turbidity when the background is
50 NTU or less, or have more than a 10% increase
in turbidity (plus 10 NTU minimum) when the
background turbidity is more than 50 NTUs. This
limitation shall apply to all earth disturbance
activities and shall be determined by measuring
stream quality directly above and below the area
where drainage from such activity enters the
affected stream. Any earth disturbing activity
continuously or intermittently carried on by the
same or associated persons on the same stream or
tributary segment shall be allowed a single net
loading increase.

X

8.33.1 This rule shall not apply to those activities
at which Best Management Practices in
accordance with the State's adopted 208 Water
Quality Management Plan are being utilized,
maintained and completed on a site-specific basis
as determined by the appropriate 208 cooperative
or an approved Federal or State Surface Mining
Permit is in effect. This exemption shall not apply
to Trout Waters.

X

8.34 Zinc (ug/l)
The four-day average concentration of dissolved
zinc determined by the following equationa:
Zn = e(0.8473[ln(hardness)]+0.884) x CF5

X

X

X

50

ALL OTHER
USES

47CSR2
APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1
8.34.1 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved zinc determined by the following
equationa:
Zn = e(0.8473[ln(hardness)]+0.884) x CF5

B2

CHRON2

X

ACUTE1

C³

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

CHRON2

X

1

One hour average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every three years on the average, unless otherwise noted.
Four-day average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every three years on the average, unless otherwise noted.
3
These criteria have been calculated to protect human health from toxic effects through fish consumption, unless otherwise noted. Concentration not to be exceeded,
unless otherwise noted.
4
These criteria have been calculated to protect human health from toxic and/or organoleptic effects through drinking water and fish consumption, unless otherwise
noted. Concentration not to be exceeded, unless otherwise noted.
5
The appropriate Conversion Factor (CF) is a value used as a multiplier to derive the dissolved aquatic life criterion is found in Appendix E, Table 2.
6
Phthalate esters are determined by the summation of the concentrations of Butylbenzyl Phthalate, Diethyl Phthalate, Dimethyl Phthalate, Di-n-Butyl Phthalate and Din-Octyl Phthalate.
a
Hardness as calcium carbonate (mg/l). The minimum hardness allowed for use in this equation shall not be less than 25 mg/l, even if the actual ambient hardness is
less than 25 mg/l. The maximum hardness value for use in this equation shall not exceed 400 mg/l even if the actual hardness is greater than 400 mg/l.
b
Known or suspected carcinogen. Human health standards are for a risk level of 10 -6.
c
May not be applicable to wetlands (B4) - site-specific criteria are desirable.
d
The early life stage equation in the National Criterion shall be used to establish chronic criteria throughout the state unless the applicant demonstrates that no early life
stages of fish occur in the affected water(s).
e
Hardness as calcium carbonate (mg/l). The minimum hardness allowed for use in this equation shall not be less than 26 mg/l, even if the actual ambient hardness is less
than 26 mg/l. The maximum hardness value for use in this equation shall not exceed 200 mg/l even if the actual hardness is greater than 200 mg/l.
f
Water column values take precedence over fish tissue values when new inputs of selenium occur in waters previously unimpacted by selenium, until equilibrium is
reached between the water column and fish tissue.
g
Overrides any water column concentration when water concentrations and either fish whole body or fish muscle (skinless, boneless filet) are measured, except in
situations described in footnote f
h
Overrides any fish whole-body, fish muscle (skinless, boneless filet), or water column concentration when fish egg/ovary concentrations are measured, except in
situations described in footnote f
2
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47CSR2

APPENDIX E
TABLE 2
Conversion Factors
Metal

Acute

Chronic

Aluminum

1.000

1.000

Arsenic (III)

1.000

1.000

1.136672-[(ln hardness)(0.041838)]

1.101672-[(ln hardness)(0.041838)]

Chromium (III)

0.316

0.860

Chromium(VI)

0.982

0.962

Copper

0.960

0.960

1.46203-[(ln hardness)(0.145712)]

1.46203-[(ln hardness)(0.145712)]

Nickel

0.998

0.997

Silver

0.85

N/A

Zinc

0.978

0.986

Cadmium

Lead
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47CSR2

APPENDIX F
COOL WATER LAKES
This list contains lakes to be managed for cool water fisheries and is not intended to exclude any waters which meet the definition in
Section 2.2.

River Basin

County

Lake

Hardy Lost River
Hardy Lost River
Pendleton
Mineral

Trout Pond (Impoundment)
Rock Cliff Lake (Impoundment)
Hawes Run (Impoundment)
New Creek Dam 14(Impoundment)

Monongalia
Monongalia
Tucker
Randolph
Taylor
Lewis

Coopers Rock (Impoundment)
Cheat Lake
Thomas Park (Impoundment)
Spruce Knob Lake (Impoundment)
Tygart Lake
Stonecoal Lake

Raleigh
Nicholas
Greenbrier
Pocahontas
Pocahontas
Pocahontas
Pocahontas

Stephens Lake (Impoundment)
Summersville Reservoir (Impoundment)
Summit Lake (Impoundment)
Watoga Lake
Buffalo Fork (Impoundment)
Seneca (Impoundment)
Handley Pond

Wyoming/Mingo

RD Bailey Lake

Potomac River
PC
PC
PSB
PNB
Monongahela River
MC
MC
MC
MC
MT
MW
Kanawha River
KC
KG
KG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KCG
Guyandotte River
OG
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4.

Materials for Revision of 47CSR2
House Bill 117, authorizing promulgation of 47 C.S.R. 2
Amended rule with strikethrough/underline revisions, as revised
during 2016 Legislative session
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WEST VIRGINIA LEGISLATURE
2016 FIRST EXTRAORDINARY SESSION

ENROLLED

Committee Substitute
for

House Bill 117
BY MR. SPEAKER (MR. ARMSTEAD) AND DELEGATE MILEY
BY REQUEST OF THE EXECUTIVE
[Passed June 2, 2016; in effect from passage.]
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1

AN ACT to amend and reenact article three, chapter sixty-four of the Code of West Virginia, 1931,

2

as amended, relating generally to administrative rules of the Department of Environmental

3

Protection; legislatively mandating or authorizing for the promulgation of certain legislative

4

rules by various executive or administrative agencies of the state; authorizing certain of

5

the agencies to promulgate certain legislative rules in the form that the rules were filed in

6

the State Register; authorizing certain of the agencies to promulgate certain legislative

7

rules with various modifications presented to and recommended by the Legislative Rule-

8

Making Review Committee; repealing certain legislative, procedural or interpretive rules

9

promulgated by certain agencies, boards and commissions which are no longer authorized

10

or are obsolete; repealing certain legislative, procedural and interpretive rules

11

promulgated by certain agencies and boards under the Department of Environmental

12

Protection; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection legislative rule relating

13

to requiring the submission of emission statements for volatile organic compound

14

emissions and oxides; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection legislative

15

rule relating to bona fide future use; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection

16

legislative rule relating to abandoned wells; repealing the Department of Environmental

17

Protection legislative rule relating to the Environmental Excellence Program; repealing the

18

Department of Environmental Protection legislative rule relating to oil and gas operations

19

– solid waste; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection legislative rule

20

relating to the Recycling Assistance Fund Grant Program; repealing the Department of

21

Environmental Protection legislative rule relating to commercial hazardous waste

22

management facility siting fees; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection

23

legislative rule relating to groundwater protection standards; repealing the Department of

24

Environmental Protection legislative rule relating to Underground Storage Tank Insurance

25

Trust Fund; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection legislative rule relating

26

to hazardous waste management; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection
1
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27

legislative rule relating to solid waste management; repealing the Department of

28

Environmental Protection legislative rule relating to waste tire management; repealing the

29

Department of Environmental Protection legislative rule relating to sewage sludge

30

management; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection legislative rule

31

relating to Hazardous Waste Emergency Response Fund regulations; repealing the

32

Department of Environmental Protection interpretive rule relating to initial inspection,

33

certification and spill prevention response plan requirements; repealing the Department of

34

Environmental Protection legislative rule relating to the Office of the Environmental

35

Advocate; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection legislative rule relating

36

to coal refuse; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection procedural rule

37

relating to administrative procedures and civil administrative penalty assessment – Water

38

Resources Protection Act; repealing the Department of Environmental Protection

39

procedural rule relating to procedures and practice before the Department of Energy;

40

authorizing the Department of Environmental Protection to promulgate a legislative rule

41

relating to the control of annual nitrogen oxide emissions; authorizing the Department of

42

Environmental Protection to promulgate a legislative rule relating to the control of air

43

pollution from combustion of solid waste; authorizing the Department of Environmental

44

Protection to promulgate a legislative rule relating to the control of air pollution from

45

hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal facilities; authorizing the Department of

46

Environmental Protection to promulgate a legislative rule relating to emission standards

47

for hazardous air pollutants; authorizing the Department of Environmental Protection to

48

promulgate a legislative rule relating to control of ozone season nitrogen oxides emissions;

49

authorizing the Department of Environmental Protection to promulgate a legislative rule

50

relating to control of annual sulfur dioxide emissions; authorizing the Department of

51

Environmental Protection to promulgate a legislative rule relating to surface mining

52

reclamation; authorizing the Department of Environmental Protection to promulgate a
2
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53

legislative rule relating to administrative proceedings and civil penalty assessment;

54

authorizing the Department of Environmental Protection to promulgate a legislative rule

55

relating to above ground storage tank fee assessments; authorizing the Department of

56

Environmental Protection to promulgate a legislative rule relating to above ground storage

57

tank administrative proceedings and civil penalty assessment; authorizing the Department

58

of Environmental Protection to promulgate a legislative rule relating to requirements

59

governing water quality standards; authorizing the Department of Environmental

60

Protection to promulgate a legislative rule relating to above ground storage tanks,

61

authorizing the Department of Environmental Protection to promulgate a legislative rule

62

relating to horizontal well development; repealing the Commercial Hazardous Waste

63

Management Facility Siting Board legislative rule relating to certification requirements;

64

repealing the Environmental Quality Board legislative rule relating to requirements

65

governing water quality standards; repealing the Environmental Quality Board procedural

66

rule relating to requests for information; repealing the Environmental Quality Board

67

procedural rule relating to rules governing the notice of open meetings under the Open

68

Governmental Proceedings Act; repealing the Miner Training, Education and Certification

69

Board legislative rule relating to certification of blasters for surface coal mines and surface

70

areas of underground mines; repealing the Miner Training, Education and Certification

71

Board legislative rule relating to standards for certification of blasters for surface coal

72

mines and surface areas of underground mines; repealing the Miner Training, Education

73

and Certification Board procedural rule relating to temporary suspension of certificates

74

issued to persons pending full hearing before the board of appeals; repealing the Water

75

Resources Board legislative rule relating to the State National Pollutant Discharge

76

Elimination System Program; repealing the Water Resources Board legislative rule

77

relating to requirements governing the State National Pollutant Discharge Elimination

78

System; repealing the Air Quality Board procedural rule relating to requests for
3
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79

information; and repealing the Oil and Gas Inspectors Examining Board procedural rule

80

relating to matters pertaining to the rules and regulations dealing with the Oil and Gas

81

Inspectors Examining Board.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:

1
2

That article 3, chapter 64 of the Code of West Virginia, 1931, as amended, be amended
and reenacted to read as follows:

ARTICLE

3.

AUTHORIZATION

FOR

DEPARTMENT

OF

ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION TO PROMULGATE LEGISLATIVE RULES AND REPEAL OF
UNAUTHORIZED

AND

OBSOLETE

LEGISLATIVE

RULES

OF

THE

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
§64-3-1. Department of Environmental Protection.
3

(a) The legislative rule effective on July 7, 1993, authorized under the authority of section

4

five, article twenty, chapter sixteen of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

5

Protection (requiring the submission of emission statements for volatile organic compound

6

emissions and oxides, 45 CSR 29), is repealed.

7

(b) The legislative rule effective on July 1, 1993, authorized under the authority of section

8

one, article one, chapter twenty-two-b of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

9

Protection (bona fide future use, 38 CSR 21), is repealed.

10

(c) The legislative rule effective on July 1, 1993, authorized under the authority of section

11

thirteen, article one, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

12

Protection (abandoned wells, 38 CSR 22), is repealed.

13

(d) The legislative rule effective on July 1, 2008, authorized under the authority of section

14

four, article twenty-five, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of

15

Environmental Protection (Environmental Excellence Program, 60 CSR 8), is repealed.

16

(e) The legislative rule effective on June 12, 1987, authorized under the authority of

4
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17

section three, article one, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of

18

Environmental Protection (oil and gas operations – solid waste, 35 CSR 2), is repealed.

19

(f) The legislative rule effective on May 1, 2000, authorized under the authority of section

20

five-a, article eleven, chapter twenty of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

21

Protection (Recycling Assistance Fund Grant Program, 58 CSR 5), is repealed.

22

(g) The legislative rule effective on June 1, 1994, authorized under the authority of section

23

six, article five, chapter twenty-two-c of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

24

Protection (commercial hazardous waste management facility siting fees, 33 CSR 21), is

25

repealed.

26

(h) The legislative rule effective on April 25, 1984, authorized under the authority of article

27

eighteen, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental Protection

28

(groundwater protection standards, 33 CSR 23), is repealed.

29

(i) The legislative rule effective on July 1, 1999, authorized under the authority of section

30

six, article seventeen, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of

31

Environmental Protection (Underground Storage Tank Insurance Trust Fund, 33 CSR 32), is

32

repealed.

33

(j) The legislative rule effective on June 1, 1996, authorized under the authority of section

34

one, article eighteen, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

35

Protection (hazardous waste management, 47 CSR 35), is repealed.

36

(k) The legislative rule effective on June 2, 1996, authorized under the authority of section

37

five, article fifteen, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

38

Protection (solid waste management, 47 CSR 38), is repealed.

39

(l) The legislative rule effective on June 2, 1996, authorized under the authority of section

40

three, article one, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

41

Protection (waste tire management, 47 CSR 38G), is repealed.

42

(m) The legislative rule effective on May 1, 1996, authorized under the authority of section
5
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43

twenty, article fifteen, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

44

Protection (sewage sludge management, 47 CSR 38D), is repealed.

45

(n) The legislative rule effective on April 14, 1997, authorized under the authority of section

46

five, article five-g, chapter twenty of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

47

Protection (Hazardous Waste Emergency Response Fund regulations, 47 CSR 40B), is repealed.

48

(o) The interpretive rule effective on November 20, 2014, authorized under the authority

49

of section twenty-three, article thirty, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department

50

of Environmental Protection (initial inspection, certification and spill prevention response plan

51

requirements, 47 CSR 62), is repealed.

52

(p) The legislative rule effective on July 1, 1997, authorized under the authority of section

53

three, article one, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

54

Protection (Office of the Environmental Advocate, 60 CSR 1), is repealed.

55

(q) The legislative rule effective on June 13, 1985, authorized under the authority of article

56

six, chapter twenty of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental Protection (coal

57

refuse, 38 CSR 2B), is repealed.

58

(r) The procedural rule effective on May 16, 2005, authorized under the authority of section

59

six, article one, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Department of Environmental

60

Protection (administrative procedures and civil administrative penalty assessment – Water

61

Resources Protection Act, 60 CSR 6), is repealed.

62

(s) The procedural rule effective on January 30, 1983, authorized under the authority of

63

section one, article three, chapter twenty-two-a of this code, relating to the Department of

64

Environmental Protection (procedures and practice before the Department of Energy, 38 CSR 1),

65

is repealed.

66

(t) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 24, 2015, authorized under the

67

authority of section four, article five, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the Department

68

of Environmental Protection, Air Quality (control of annual nitrogen oxide emissions, 45 CSR 39),
6
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69

is authorized.

70

(u) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 24, 2015, authorized under the

71

authority of section four, article five, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the Department

72

of Environmental Protection, Air Quality (control of air pollution from combustion of solid waste,

73

45 CSR 18), is authorized.

74

(v) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 24, 2015, authorized under the

75

authority of section four, article five, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the Department

76

of Environmental Protection, Air Quality (control of air pollution from hazardous waste treatment,

77

storage and disposal facilities, 45 CSR 25), is authorized.

78

(w) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 24, 2015, authorized under the

79

authority of section four, article five, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the Department

80

of Environmental Protection, Air Quality (emission standards for hazardous air pollutants, 45 CSR

81

34), is authorized.

82

(x) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 24, 2015, authorized under the

83

authority of section four, article five, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the Department

84

of Environmental Protection, Air Quality (control of ozone season nitrogen oxides emissions, 45

85

CSR 40), is authorized.

86

(y) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 24, 2015, authorized under the

87

authority of section four, article five, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the Department

88

of Environmental Protection, Air Quality (control of annual sulfur dioxide emissions, 45 CSR 41),

89

is authorized.

90

(z) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 27, 2015, authorized under the

91

authority of section thirteen, article three, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the

92

Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Mining and Reclamation (surface mining

93

reclamation, 38 CSR 2), is authorized with the following amendments set forth below:

7
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94

On page 48, subdivision 3.27, after the word “ongoing” by inserting the following: “Once

95

an operation has received a waiver of the renewal requirement, it is exempt from the restriction

96

contained in paragraph 11.4.a.2 of this rule regarding changing from full permit bonding to

97

incremental bonding, and the operation may submit a bonding revision to the Secretary for

98

approval.”

99

And,

100

On page 135, paragraph 11.4.a.2.after the words “terms of the permit” by adding the

101

following proviso: “Provided, That operations that have received a waiver of the renewal

102

requirement are exempt, and the operation may submit a bonding revision to the Secretary for

103

approval.”

104

(aa) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 27, 2015, authorized under the

105

authority of section twenty-two, article eleven, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the

106

Department of Environmental Protection, Water and Waste Management (administrative

107

proceedings and civil penalty assessment, 47 CSR 30B), is authorized.

108

(bb) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 31, 2015, authorized under the

109

authority of section five, article thirty, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the Department

110

of Environmental Protection, Water and Waste Management (above ground storage tank fee

111

assessments, 47 CSR 64), is authorized.

112

(cc) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 31, 2015, authorized under the

113

authority of section five, article thirty, chapter twenty-two, of this code, relating to the Department

114

of Environmental Protection, Department of Environmental Protection, Water and Waste

115

Management (above ground storage tank administrative proceedings and civil penalty

116

assessment, 47 CSR 65), is authorized.

117

(dd) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 31, 2015, authorized under the

118

authority of section four, article eleven, chapter twenty-two, of this code, modified by the

119

Department of Environmental Protection, Water and Waste Management to meet the objections
8
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120

of the Legislative Rule-making Review Committee and refiled in the State Register on November

121

24, 2015, relating to the Department of Environmental Protection, Water and Waste Management

122

(requirements governing water quality standards, 47 CSR 2), is authorized with the following

123

amendments set forth below:

124
125

On page 46, in the column labeled “parameter”, immediately following “8.27.1 Selenium
(ug/g)” by inserting the following: “g (based on instantaneous measurement)

126

8.0 ug/g Fish Whole-body Concentration or

127

11.3 ug/g Fish muscle (skinless, boneless filet)”;

128

On page 46, in the column labeled “parameter”, immediately following “8.27.2 Selenium

129

(ug/g) Fish Egg/Ovary Concentrationh” by inserting the following: “(based on instantaneous

130

measurement)”

131
132
133
134
135
136

On page 47, in the columns labeled “Chron2” by inserting the following in each of the two
vacant spaces: “X”;
On page 51, note g., after the words “concentration when” by striking the words “both fish
tissue and”;
On page 51, note g, immediately following the words “water concentrations” by inserting
the following: “and either whole body or fish muscle (skinless, boneless filet)”;

137

On page 51, note h, immediately following the word “any” by inserting the following: “fish”;

138

And,

139

On page 51, note h, immediately following the word “whole-body” by inserting the

140

following: “fish muscle (skinless, boneless filet)”;

141

(ee) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 31, 2015, authorized under the

142

authority of section five, article thirty, chapter twenty-two, of this code, modified by the Department

143

of Environmental Protection, Water and Waste Management to meet the objections of the

144

Legislative Rule-making Review Committee and refiled in the State Register on November 24,

145

2015, relating to the Department of Environmental Protection, Water and Waste Management
9
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146

(above ground storage tanks, 47 CSR 63), is authorized with the following amendments set forth

147

below:

148
149
150
151

On page one, paragraph 1.5.a.2., after the word “equipment;” by striking out the word
“and”;
On page one, paragraph 1.5.a.3., after the word “motors”, by changing the period to a
semicolon;

152

On page one, after paragraph 1.5.a.3., by adding the following new paragraphs:

153

“1.5.a.4. Tanks containing blasting agents or explosives as defined in 199 CSR 1; and

154

1.5.a.5. Aboveground storage tanks that contain water treatment chemicals used for

155

maintaining compliance with NPDES permit effluent limits in treatment systems that are located

156

at facilities subject to either the Groundwater Protection Rules for Coal Mining Operations (38

157

CSR 2F) or a Coal Mining NPDES permit issued pursuant to 47 CSR 30 are not Level 1 tanks for

158

the purpose of this rule unless the tank is located within a zone of critical concern.”

159

And,

160

On page forty-one, after paragraph 8.2.e.4., by adding the following new subdivision:

161

“8.2.f. For any new regulated AST to be constructed in karst terrain, which are areas

162

generally underlain by limestone or dolomite, in which the topography is formed chiefly by the

163

dissolving of rock and which may be characterized by sinkholes, sinking streams, closed

164

depressions, subterranean drainage and caves, as such areas are identified, mapped and

165

published by the West Virginia Geological and Economic Survey, the tank owner must submit to

166

the Secretary documentation of the new construction design criteria and engineering

167

specifications to indicate that surface or subsurface conditions will not result in excessive settling

168

or unstable support of the proposed regulated AST, as approved by a professional engineering

169

or an individual certified by API or STI to perform installations or a person holding certification

170

under another program.”
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171

(ff) The legislative rule filed in the State Register on July 31, 2015, authorized under the

172

authority of section six, article six-a, chapter twenty-two, of this code, modified by the Department

173

of Environmental Protection, Oil and Gas to meet the objections of the Legislative Rule-making

174

Review Committee and refiled in the State Register on November 23, 2015 relating to the

175

Department of Environmental Protection, Oil and Gas (horizontal well development, 35 CSR 8),

176

is authorized.
§64-3-2. Commercial Hazardous Waste Management Facility Siting Board.

1

The legislative rule effective on May 19, 1994, authorized under the authority of section

2

three, article ten, chapter twenty of this code, relating to the Commercial Hazardous Waste

3

Management Facility Siting Board (certification requirements, 57 CSR 1), is repealed.
§64-3-3. Environmental Quality Board.

1

(a) The legislative rule effective on June 30, 2005, authorized under the authority of

2

section four, article three, chapter twenty-two-b of this code, relating to the Environmental Quality

3

Board (requirements governing water quality standards, 46 CSR 1), is repealed.

4

(b) The procedural rule effective on February 19, 1996, authorized under the authority of

5

section three, article three, chapter twenty-nine-a of this code, relating to the Environmental

6

Quality Board (requests for information, 46 CSR 8), is repealed.

7

(c) The procedural rule effective on July 27, 1984, authorized under the authority of section

8

three, article one, chapter twenty-two-b of this code, relating to the Environmental Quality Board

9

(rules governing the notice of open meetings under the Open Governments Proceedings Act, 46

10

CSR 5), is repealed.
§64-3-4. Miner Training, Education and Certification Board.

1

(a) The legislative rule effective on June 1, 1992, authorized under the authority of section

2

six, article nine, chapter twenty-two of this code, relating to the Miner Training, Education and

3

Certification Board (certification of blasters for surface coal mines and surface areas of

4

underground mines, 48 CSR 5), is repealed.
11
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5

(b) The legislative rule effective on July 1, 1993, authorized under the authority of section

6

six, article nine, chapter twenty-nine of this code, relating to the Miner Training, Education and

7

Certification Board (standards for certification of blasters for surface coal mines and surface areas

8

of underground mines, 56 CSR 5), is repealed.

9

(c) The procedural rule effective on September 11, 1983, authorized under the authority

10

of section eight, article three, chapter twenty-nine-a of this code, relating to the Miner Training,

11

Education and Certification Board (temporary suspension of certificates issued to persons

12

pending full hearing before the board of appeals, 48 CSR 16), is repealed.
§64-3-5 Water Resources Board.

1

(a) The legislative rule effective on August 25, 1993, authorized under the authority of

2

article five-a, chapter twenty of this code, relating to the Water Resources Board (State National

3

Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Program, 46 CSR 2), is repealed.

4

(b) The legislative rule effective on July 1, 1987, authorized under the authority of article

5

five-a, chapter twenty of this code, relating to the Water Resources Board (requirements

6

governing the State National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, 46 CSR 3), is repealed.
§64-3-6. Air Quality Board.

1

The procedural rule effective on February 2, 1996, authorized under the authority of

2

section three, article three, chapter twenty-nine-a of this code, relating to the Air Quality Board

3

(requests for information, 52 CSR 2), is repealed.
§64-3-7. Oil and Gas Inspectors Examining Board.

1

The procedural rule effective on January 18, 2009, authorized under the authority of

2

section three, article seven, chapter twenty-two-c of this code, relating to the Oil and Gas

3

Inspectors Examining Board (matters pertaining to the rules and regulations dealing with the Oil

4

and Gas Inspectors Examining Board, 40 CSR 1), is repealed.
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TITLE 47
LEGISLATIVE RULE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
WATER RESOURCES
SERIES 2
REQUIREMENTS GOVERNING WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

§47-2-1. General.
1.1. Scope. -- These rules establish requirements governing the discharge or deposit of sewage,
industrial wastes and other wastes into the waters of the state and establish water quality standards for the
waters of the State standing or flowing over the surface of the State. It is declared to be the public policy
of the State of West Virginia to maintain reasonable standards of purity and quality of the water of the
State consistent with (1) public health and public enjoyment thereof; (2) the propagation and protection of
animal, bird, fish, and other aquatic and plant life; and (3) the expansion of employment opportunities,
maintenance and expansion of agriculture and the provision of a permanent foundation for healthy
industrial development. (See W. Va. Code §22-11-2.)
1.2. Authority. -- W. Va. Code §§22-11-4(a)(16); 22-11-7b.
1.3. Filing Date. -- May 4, 2015.
1.4. Effective Date. -- June 1, 2015.
§47-2-2. Definitions.
The following definitions in addition to those set forth in W. Va. Code §22-11-3, shall apply to these
rules unless otherwise specified herein, or unless the context in which used clearly requires a different
meaning:
2.1. "Conventional treatment" is the treatment of water as approved by the West Virginia Bureau for
Public Health to assure that the water is safe for human consumption.
2.2. Lakes
2.2a. “Cool water lakes” are lentic water bodies that have a summer hydraulic residence time
greater than 14 days, and are either managed by the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources for the
support of cool water fish species or support cool water fish species, such as walleye and trout. “Cool
water lakes” do not include those waters that receive stockings of trout, but that do not support year-round
trout populations. (See Appendix F for a representative list.)
2.2.b. “Warm water lakes” are lentic water bodies that have a summer hydraulic residence time
greater than 14 days, and are either managed by the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources for the
support of warm water fish species or support warm water fish species, such as bass and catfish.
2.3. "Cumulative" means a pollutant which increases in concentration in an organism by successive
additions at different times or in different ways (bio-accumulation).
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2.4. "Designated uses" are those uses specified in water quality standards for each water or segment
whether or not they are being attained. (See sections 6.2 - 6.6, herein)
2.5. "Dissolved metal" is operationally defined as that portion of metal which passes through a 0.45
micron filter.
2.6. "Existing uses" are those uses actually attained in a water on or after November 28, 1975,
whether or not they are included in the water quality standards.
2.7. The "Federal Act" means the Clean Water Act (also known as the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act) 33 U.S.C. §1251 - 1387.
2.8. "High quality waters" are those waters whose quality is equal to or better than the minimum
levels necessary to achieve the national water quality goal uses.
2.9. "Intermittent streams" are streams which have no flow during sustained periods of no
precipitation and which do not support aquatic life whose life history requires residence in flowing waters
for a continuous period of at least six (6) months.
2.10. "Outstanding national resource waters" are those waters whose unique character, ecological or
recreational value or pristine nature constitutes a valuable national or State resource.
2.11. "Natural" or "naturally occurring" values or "natural temperature" shall mean for all of the
waters of the state:
2.11.a. Those water quality values which exist unaffected by -- or unaffected as a consequence
of -- any water use by any person; and
2.11.b. Those water quality values which exist unaffected by the discharge, or direct or indirect
deposit of, any solid, liquid or gaseous substance from any point source or non-point source.
2.12. "Non-point source" shall mean any source other than a point source from which pollutants may
reach the waters of the state.
2.13. "Persistent" shall mean a pollutant and its transformation products which under natural
conditions degrade slowly in an aquatic environment.
2.14. "Point source" shall mean any discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, including, but not
limited to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock or
vessel or other floating craft, from which pollutants are or may be discharged. This term does not include
agricultural stormwater discharges and return flows from irrigated agriculture.
2.15. "Representative important species of aquatic life" shall mean those species of aquatic life whose
protection and propagation will assure the sustained presence of a balanced aquatic community. Such
species are representative in the sense that maintenance of water quality criteria will assure both the
natural completion of the species' life cycles and the overall protection and sustained propagation of the
balanced aquatic community.
2.16. “Secretary” shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Environmental Protection or such
other person to whom the Secretary has delegated authority or duties pursuant to W. Va. Code §§22-1-6
or 22-1-8.
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2.17. The "State Act" or "State Law" shall mean the West Virginia Water Pollution Control Act, W.
Va. Code §22-11-1 et seq.
2.18. "Total recoverable" refers to the digestion procedure for certain heavy metals as referenced in
40 CFR 136, as amended June 15, 1990 and March 26, 2007, Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for
the Analysis of Pollutants Under the Clean Water Act.
2.19. "Trout waters" are waters which sustain year-round trout populations. Excluded are those
waters which receive annual stockings of trout but which do not support year-round trout populations.
2.20. "Water quality criteria" shall mean levels of parameters or stream conditions that are required
to be maintained by these regulations. Criteria may be expressed as a constituent concentration, levels, or
narrative statement, representing a quality of water that supports a designated use or uses.
2.21. "Water quality standards" means the combination of water uses to be protected and the water
quality criteria to be maintained by these rules.
2.22. "Wetlands" are those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a
frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally
include swamps, marshes, bogs and similar areas.
2.23. "Wet weather streams" are streams that flow only in direct response to precipitation or whose
channels are at all times above the water table.
§47-2-3. Conditions Not Allowable In State Waters.
3.1. Certain characteristics of sewage, industrial wastes and other wastes cause pollution and are
objectionable in all waters of the state. Therefore, the Secretary does hereby proclaim that the following
general conditions are not to be allowed in any of the waters of the state.
3.2. No sewage, industrial wastes or other wastes present in any of the waters of the state shall cause
therein or materially contribute to any of the following conditions thereof:
3.2.a. Distinctly visible floating or settleable solids, suspended solids, scum, foam or oily slicks;
3.2.b. Deposits or sludge banks on the bottom;
3.2.c. Odors in the vicinity of the waters;
3.2.d. Taste or odor that would adversely affect the designated uses of the affected waters;
3.2.e. Materials in concentrations which are harmful, hazardous or toxic to man, animal or
aquatic life;
3.2.f. Distinctly visible color;
3.2.g. Algae blooms or concentrations of bacteria which may impair or interfere with the
designated uses of the affected waters;
3.2.h. Requiring an unreasonable degree of treatment for the production of potable water by
modern water treatment processes as commonly employed; and
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3.2.i. Any other condition, including radiological exposure, which adversely alters the integrity of
the waters of the State including wetlands; no significant adverse impact to the chemical, physical,
hydrologic, or biological components of aquatic ecosystems shall be allowed.
§47-2-4. Antidegradation Policy.
4.1. It is the policy of the State of West Virginia that the waters of the state shall be maintained and
protected as follows:
4.1.a. Tier 1 Protection. Existing water uses and the level of water quality necessary to protect
the existing uses shall be maintained and protected. Existing uses are those uses actually attained in a
water on or after November 28, 1975, whether or not they are included as designated uses within these
water quality standards.
4.1.b. Tier 2 Protection. The existing high quality waters of the state must be maintained at their
existing high quality unless it is determined after satisfaction of the intergovernmental coordination of the
state’s continuing planning process and opportunity for public comment and hearing that allowing lower
water quality is necessary to accommodate important economic or social development in the area in
which the waters are located. If limited degradation is allowed, it shall not result in injury or interference
with existing stream water uses or in violation of state or federal water quality criteria that describe the
base levels necessary to sustain the national water quality goal uses of protection and propagation of fish,
shellfish and wildlife and recreating in and on the water.
In addition, the Secretary shall assure that all new and existing point sources shall achieve the
highest established statutory and regulatory requirements applicable to them and shall assure the
achievement of cost-effective and reasonable best management practices (BMPs) for non-point source
control. If BMPs are demonstrated to be inadequate to reduce or minimize water quality impacts, the
Secretary may require that more appropriate BMPs be developed and applied.
4.1.b.1. High quality waters are those waters meeting the definition at section 2.8 herein.
4.1.b.2. High quality waters may include but are not limited to the following:
4.1.b.2.A. Streams designated by the West Virginia Legislature under the West Virginia
Natural Stream Preservation Act, pursuant to W. Va. Code §22-13-5; and
4.1.b.2.B. Streams listed in West Virginia High Quality Streams, Fifth Edition, prepared
by the Wildlife Resources Division, Department of Natural Resources (1986).
4.1.b.2.C. Streams or stream segments which receive annual stockings of trout but which
do not support year-round trout populations.
4.1.c. Tier 3 Protection. In all cases, waters which constitute an outstanding national resource
shall be maintained and protected and improved where necessary. Outstanding national resource waters
include, but are not limited to, all streams and rivers within the boundaries of Wilderness Areas
designated by The Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. §1131 et seq.) within the State, all Federally designated
rivers under the “Wild and Scenic Rivers Act”, 16 U.S.C. §1271 et seq.; all streams and other bodies of
water in state parks which are high quality waters or naturally reproducing trout streams; waters in
national parks and forests which are high quality waters or naturally reproducing trout streams; waters
designated under the “National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978”, as amended; and pursuant to
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subsection 7.1 of 60CSR5, those waters whose unique character, ecological or recreational value, or
pristine nature constitutes a valuable national or state resource.
Additional waters may be nominated for inclusion in that category by any interested party or by
the Secretary on his or her own initiative. To designate a nominated water as an outstanding national
resource water, the Secretary shall follow the public notice and hearing provisions as provided in 46
C.S.R. 6.
4.1.d. All applicable requirements of section 316(a) of the Federal Act shall apply to
modifications of the temperature water quality criteria provided for in these rules.
§47-2-5. 7.1.ds.
5.1. In the permit review and planning process or upon the request of a permit applicant or permittee,
the Secretary may establish on a case-by-case basis an appropriate mixing zone.
5.2. The following guidelines and conditions are applicable to all mixing zones:
5.2.a. The Secretary will assign, on a case-by-case basis, definable geometric limits for mixing
zones for a discharge or a pollutant or pollutants within a discharge. Applicable limits shall include, but
may not be limited to, the linear distances from the point of discharge, surface area involvement, volume
of receiving water, and shall take into account other nearby mixing zones. Mixing zones shall take into
account the mixing conditions in the receiving stream (i.e: whether complete or incomplete mixing
conditions exist). Mixing zones will not be allowed until applicable limits are assigned by the Secretary
in accordance with this section.
5.2.b. Concentrations of pollutants which exceed the acute criteria for protection of aquatic life
set forth in Appendix E, Table 1 shall not exist at any point within an assigned mixing zone or in the
discharge itself unless a zone of initial dilution is assigned. A zone of initial dilution may be assigned on
a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the Secretary. The zone of initial dilution is the area within the
mixing zone where initial dilution of the effluent with the receiving water occurs, and where the
concentration of the effluent will be its greatest in the water column. Where a zone of initial dilution is
assigned by the Secretary, the size of the zone shall be determined using one of the four alternatives
outlined in section 4.3.3 of US EPA’s Technical Support Document for Water Quality-based Toxics
Control (EPA/505/2-90-001 PB91-127415, March 1991). Concentrations of pollutants shall not exceed
the acute criteria at the edge of the assigned zone of initial dilution. Chronic criteria for the protection of
aquatic life may be exceeded within the mixing zone but shall be met at the edge of the assigned mixing
zone.
5.2.c. Concentrations of pollutants which exceed the criteria for the protection of human health
set forth in Appendix E, Table 1 shall not be allowed at any point unless a mixing zone has been assigned
by the Secretary after consultation with the Commissioner of the West Virginia Bureau for Public Health.
Human health criteria may be exceeded within an assigned mixing zone, but shall be met at the edge of
the assigned mixing zone. Mixing zones for human health criteria shall be sized to prevent significant
human health risks and shall be developed using reasonable assumptions about exposure pathways. In
assessing the potential human health risks of establishing a mixing zone upstream from a drinking water
intake, the Secretary shall consider the cumulative effects of multiple discharges and mixing zones on the
drinking water intake. No mixing zone for human health criteria shall be established on a stream which
has a seven (7) day, ten (10) year return frequency of 5 cfs or less.
5.2.d. Mixing zones, including zones of initial dilution, shall not interfere with fish spawning or
nursery areas or fish migration routes; shall not overlap public water supply intakes or bathing areas;
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cause lethality to or preclude the free passage of fish or other aquatic life; nor harm any threatened or
endangered species, as listed in the Federal Endangered Species Act, 15 U.S.C. §1531 et seq.
5.2.e. The mixing zone shall not exceed one-third (1/3) of the width of the receiving stream, and
in no case shall the mixing zone exceed one-half (1/2) of the cross-sectional area of the receiving stream.
5.2.f. In lakes and other surface impoundments, the volume of a mixing zone shall not affect in
excess of ten (10) percent of the volume of that portion of the receiving waters available for mixing.
5.2.g. A mixing zone shall be limited to an area or volume which will not adversely alter the
existing or designated uses of the receiving water, nor be so large as to adversely affect the integrity of the
water.
5.2.h. Mixing zones shall not:
5.2.h.1. Be used for, or considered as, a substitute for technology-based requirements of the
Act and other applicable state and federal laws.
5.2.h.2. Extend downstream at any time a distance more than five times the width of the
receiving watercourse at the point of discharge.
5.2.h.3. Cause or contribute to any of the conditions prohibited in section 3, herein.
5.2.h.4. Be granted where instream waste concentration of a discharge is greater than 80%.
5.2.h.5. Overlap one another.
5.2.h.6. Overlap any 1/2 mile zone described in section 7.2.a.2 herein.
5.2.i. In the case of thermal discharges, a successful demonstration conducted under section
316(a) of the Act shall constitute compliance with all provisions of this section.
5.2.j. The Secretary may waive the requirements of subsections 5.2.e and 5.2.h.2 above if a
discharger provides an acceptable demonstration of:
5.2.j.1. Information defining the actual boundaries of the mixing zone in question; and
5.2.j.2. Information and data proving no violation of subsections 5.2.d and 5.2.g above by the
mixing zone in question.
5.2.k. Upon implementation of a mixing zone in a permit, the permittee shall provide
documentation that demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the mixing zone is in compliance
with the provisions outlined in subsections 5.2.b, 5.2.c, 5.2.e, and 5.2.h.2, herein.
5.2.l. In order to facilitate a determination or assessment of a mixing zone pursuant to this section,
the Secretary may require a permit applicant or permittee to submit such information as deemed
necessary.
§47-2-6. Water Use Categories.
6.1. These rules establish general Water Use Categories and Water Quality Standards for the waters
of the State. Unless otherwise designated by these rules, at a minimum all waters of the State are
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designated for the Propagation and Maintenance of Fish and Other Aquatic Life (Category B) and for
Water Contact Recreation (Category C) consistent with Federal Act goals. Incidental utilization for
whatever purpose may or may not constitute a justification for assignment of a water use category to a
particular stream segment.
6.1.a. Waste assimilation and transport are not recognized as designated uses. The classification
of the waters must take into consideration the use and value of water for public water supplies, protection
and propagation of fish, shellfish and wildlife, recreation in and on the water, agricultural, industrial and
other purposes including navigation.
Subcategories of a use may be adopted and appropriate criteria set to reflect varying needs of
such subcategories of uses, for example to differentiate between trout water and other waters.
6.1.b. At a minimum, uses are deemed attainable if they can be achieved by the imposition of
effluent limits required under section 301(b) and section 306 of the Federal Act and use of cost-effective
and reasonable best management practices for non-point source control. Seasonal uses may be adopted as
an alternative to reclassifying a water or segment thereof to uses requiring less stringent water quality
criteria. If seasonal uses are adopted, water quality criteria will be adjusted to reflect the seasonal uses;
however, such criteria shall not preclude the attainment and maintenance of a more protective use in
another season. A designated use which is not an existing use may be removed, or subcategories of a use
may be established if it can be demonstrated that attaining the designated use is not feasible because:
6.1.b.1. Application of effluent limitations for existing sources more stringent than those
required pursuant to section 301 (b) and section 306 of the Federal Act in order to attain the existing
designated use would result in substantial and widespread adverse economic and social impact; or
6.1.b.2. Naturally-occurring pollutant concentrations prevent the attainment of the use; or
6.1.b.3. Natural, ephemeral, intermittent or low flow conditions of water levels prevent the
attainment of the use, unless these conditions may be compensated for by the discharge of sufficient
volume of effluent discharges to enable uses to be met; or
6.1.b.4. Human-caused conditions or sources of pollution prevent the attainment of the use
and cannot be remedied or would cause more environmental damage to correct than to leave in place; or
6.1.b.5. Dams, diversions or other types of hydrologic modifications preclude the attainment
of the use, and it is not feasible to restore the water to its original condition or to operate such
modification in a way that would result in the attainment of the use; or
6.1.b.6. Physical conditions related to the natural features of the water, such as the lack of a
proper substrate, cover, flow, depth, pools, riffles, and the like, unrelated to water quality, preclude
attainment of aquatic life protection uses.
6.1.c. The State shall take into consideration the quality of downstream waters and shall assure
that its water quality standards provide for the attainment of the water quality standards of downstream
waters.
6.1.d. In establishing a less restrictive use or uses, or subcategory of use or uses, and the water
quality criteria based upon such uses, the Secretary shall follow the requirements for revision of water
quality standards as required by W. Va. Code §22-11-7b and section 303 of the Federal Act and the
regulations thereunder. Any revision of water quality standards shall be made with the concurrence of
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EPA. The Secretary’s administrative procedural regulations for applying for less restrictive uses or
criteria shall be followed.
6.2. Category A -- Water Supply, Public. -- This category is used to describe waters which, after
conventional treatment, are used for human consumption. This category includes streams on which the
following are located:
6.2.a. All community domestic water supply systems;
6.2.b. All non-community domestic water supply systems, (i.e. hospitals, schools, etc.);
6.2.c. All private domestic water systems;
6.2.d. All other surface water intakes where the water is used for human consumption. (See
Appendix B for partial listing of Category A waters; see section 7.2.a.2, herein for additional
requirements for Category A waters.) The manganese human health criterion shall only apply within the
five-mile zone immediately upstream above a known public or private water supply used for human
consumption.
6.3. Category B -- Propagation and maintenance of fish and other aquatic life. -This category includes:
6.3.a. Category B1 -- Warm water fishery streams. -- Streams or stream segments which
contain populations composed of all warm water aquatic life.
6.3.b. Category B2 -- Trout Waters. -- As defined in section 2.19, herein (See Appendix A for
a representative list.)
6.3.c. Category B4 -- Wetlands. -- As defined in section 2.22, herein; certain numeric stream
criteria may not be appropriate for application to wetlands (see Appendix E, Table 1).
6.4. Category C -- Water contact recreation. -- This category includes swimming, fishing, water
skiing and certain types of pleasure boating such as sailing in very small craft and outboard motor boats.
(See Appendix D for a representative list of category C waters.)
6.5. Category D. -- Agriculture and wildlife uses.
6.5.a. Category D1 -- Irrigation. -- This category includes all stream segments used for
irrigation.
6.5.b. Category D2 -- Livestock watering. -- This category includes all stream segments used
for livestock watering.
6.5.c. Category D3 -- Wildlife. -- This category includes all stream segments and wetlands
used by wildlife.
6.6. Category E -- Water supply industrial, water transport, cooling and power. -- This category
includes cooling water, industrial water supply, power production, commercial and pleasure vessel
activity, except those small craft included in Category C.
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6.6.a. Category E1 -- Water Transport. -- This category includes all stream segments modified
for water transport and having permanently maintained navigation aides.
6.6.b. Category E2 -- Cooling Water. -- This category includes all stream segments having
one (1) or more users for industrial cooling.
6.6.c. Category E3 -- Power production. -- This category includes all stream segments
extending from a point 500 feet upstream from the intake to a point one half (1/2) mile below the
wastewater discharge point. (See Appendix C for representative list.)
6.6.d. Category E4 -- Industrial. -- This category is used to describe all stream segments with
one (1) or more industrial users. It does not include water for cooling.
§47-2-7. West Virginia Waters.
7.1. Major River Basins and their Alphanumeric System. All streams and their tributaries in West
Virginia shall be individually identified using an alphanumeric system as identified in the "Key to West
Virginia Stream Systems and Major Tributaries" (1956) as published by the Conservation Commission of
West Virginia and revised by the West Virginia Department of Natural Resources, Division of Wildlife
(1985).
7.1.a. J - James River Basin. All tributaries to the West Virginia - Virginia State line.
7.1.b. P - Potomac River Basin. All tributaries of the main stem of the Potomac River to the
West Virginia - Maryland - Virginia State line to the confluence of the North Branch and the South
Branch of the Potomac River and all tributaries arising in West Virginia excluding the major tributaries
hereinafter designated:
7.1.b.1. S - Shenandoah River and all its tributaries arising in West Virginia to the West
Virginia - Virginia State line.
7.1.b.2. PC - Cacapon River and all its tributaries.
7.1.b.3. PSB - South Branch and all its tributaries.
7.1.b.4. PNB - North Branch and all tributaries to the North Branch arising in West Virginia.
7.1.c. M - Monongahela River Basin. The Monongahela River Basin main stem and all its
tributaries excluding the following major tributaries which are designated as follows:
7.1.c.1. MC - Cheat River and all its tributaries except those listed below:
7.1.c.1.A. MCB - Blackwater River and all its tributaries.
7.1.c.2. MW - West Fork River and all its tributaries.
7.1.c.3. MT - Tygart River and all its tributaries except those listed below:
7.1.c.3.A. MTB - Buckhannon River and all its tributaries.
7.1.c.3.B. MTM - Middle Fork River and all its tributaries.
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7.1.c.4. MY - Youghigheny River and all its tributaries to the West Virginia - Maryland
State line.
7.1.d. O Zone 1 - Ohio River - Main Stem. The main stem of the Ohio River from the Ohio Pennsylvania - West Virginia state line to the Ohio - Kentucky - West Virginia State line.
7.1.e. O Zone 2 - Ohio River - Tributaries. All tributaries of the Ohio River excluding the
following major tributaries:
7.1.e.1. LK - Little Kanawha River. The Little Kanawha River and all its tributaries
excluding the following major tributary which is designated as follows:
7.1.e.1.A. LKH - Hughes River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.2. K - Kanawha River Zone 1. The main stem of the Kanawha River from mile point 0,
at its confluence with the Ohio River, to mile point 72 near Diamond, West Virginia.
7.1.e.3. K - Kanawha River Zone 2. The main stem of the Kanawha River from mile point
72 near Diamond, West Virginia and all its tributaries from mile point 0 to the headwaters excluding the
following major tributaries which are designated as follows:
7.1.e.3.A. KP - Pocatalico River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.B. KC - Coal River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.C. KE - Elk River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.D. KG - Gauley River. The Gauley River and all its tributaries excluding the
following major tributaries which are designated as follows:
7.1.e.3.D.1. KG-19 - Meadow River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.D.2. KG-34 - Cherry River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.D.3. KGC - Cranberry River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.D.4. KGW - Williams River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.E. KN - New River. The New River from its confluence with the Gauley River
to the Virginia - West Virginia State line and all tributaries excluding the following major tributaries
which are designated as follows:
7.1.e.3.E.1. KNG - Greenbrier River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.E.2. KNB - Bluestone River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.E.3. KN-60 - East River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.3.E.4. K(L)-81-(1) - Bluestone Lake.
7.1.e.4. OG - Guyandotte River. The Guyandotte River and all its tributaries excluding the
following major tributary which is designated as follows:
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7.1.e.4.1. OGM - Mud River and all its tributaries.
7.1.e.5. BS - Big Sandy River. The Big Sandy River to the Kentucky - Virginia - West
Virginia State lines and all its tributaries arising in West Virginia excluding the following major tributary
which is designated as follows:
7.1.e.5.1 BST - Tug Fork and all its tributaries.
7.2. Applicability of Water Quality Standards. The following shall apply at all times unless a
specific exception is granted in this section:
7.2.a. Water Use Categories as described in section 6, herein.
7.2.a.1. Based on meeting those Section 6 definitions, tributaries or stream segments may be
classified for one or more Water Use Categories. When more than one use exists, they shall be protected
by criteria for the use category requiring the most stringent protection.
7.2.a.2. Each segment extending upstream from the intake of a water supply public (Water
Use Category A), for a distance of one half (1/2) mile or to the headwater, must be protected by
prohibiting the discharge of any pollutants in excess of the concentrations designated for this Water Use
Category in section 8, herein. In addition, within that one half (1/2) mile zone, the Secretary may
establish for any discharge, effluent limitations for the protection of human health that require additional
removal of pollutants than would otherwise be provided by this rule. (If a watershed is not significantly
larger than this zone above the intake, the water supply section may include the entire upstream watershed
to its headwaters.) The one-half (1/2) mile zone described in this section shall not apply to the Ohio River
main channel (between Brown’s Island and the left descending bank) between river mile points 61.0 and
63.5 and mile points 70 and 71. All mixing zone regulations found in section 5 of this rule will apply
except 47 CSR 2 §5.2.h.6. Whether a mixing zone is appropriate, and the proper size of such zone, would
need to be considered on a site-specific basis in accordance with the EPA approved West Virginia mixing
zone regulations in 47 CSR 2 §5.
7.2.b. In the absence of any special application or contrary provision, water quality standards
shall apply at all times when flows are equal to or greater than the minimum mean seven (7) consecutive
day drought flow with a ten (10) year return frequency (7Q10). NOTE: With the exception of section
7.2.c.5 listed herein exceptions do not apply to trout waters nor to the requirements of section 3, herein.
7.2.c. Exceptions: Numeric water quality standards shall not apply: (See section 7.2.d, herein,
for site-specific revisions)
7.2.c.1. When the flow is less than 7Q10;
7.2.c.2. In wet weather streams (or intermittent streams, when they are dry or have no
measurable flow): Provided, that the existing and designated uses of downstream waters are not adversely
affected;
7.2.c.3. In any assigned zone of initial dilution of any mixing zone where a zone of initial
dilution is required by section 5.2.b herein, or in any assigned mixing zone for human health criteria or
aquatic life criteria for which a zone of initial dilution is not assigned; In zones of initial dilution and
certain mixing zones: Provided, That all requirements described in section 5 herein shall apply to all
zones of initial dilution and all mixing zones;
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7.2.c.4. Where, on the basis of natural conditions, the Secretary has established a sitespecific aquatic life water quality criterion that modifies a water quality criterion set out in Appendix E,
Table 1 of this rule. Where a natural condition of a water is demonstrated to be of lower quality than a
water quality criterion for the use classes and subclasses in section 6 of this rule, the Secretary, in his or
her discretion, may establish a site-specific water quality criterion for aquatic life. This alternate criterion
may only serve as the chronic criterion established for that parameter. This alternate criterion must be
met at end of pipe. Where the Secretary decides to establish a site-specific water quality criterion for
aquatic life, the natural condition constitutes the applicable water quality criterion. A site-specific
criterion for natural conditions may only be established through the legislative rulemaking process in
accordance with W. Va. Code §29A-3-1 et seq. and must satisfy the public participation requirements set
forth at 40 C.F.R. 131.20 and 40 C.F.R. Part 25. Site-specific criteria for natural conditions may be
established only for aquatic life criteria. A public notice, hearing and comment period is required before
site-specific criteria for natural conditions are established.
Upon application or on its own initiative, the Secretary will determine whether a natural
condition of a water should be approved as a site-specific water quality criterion. Before he or she
approves a site-specific water quality criterion for a natural condition, the Secretary must find that the
natural condition will fully protect existing and designated uses and ensure the protection of aquatic life.
If a natural condition of a water varies with time, the natural condition will be determined to be the actual
natural condition of the water measured prior to or concurrent with discharge or operation. The Secretary
will, in his or her discretion, determine a natural condition for one or more seasonal or shorter periods to
reflect variable ambient conditions; and require additional or continuing monitoring of natural conditions.
An application for a site-specific criterion to be established on the basis of natural conditions
shall be filed with the Secretary and shall include the following information:
7.2.c.4.A. A U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute map showing the stream segment affected and
showing all existing discharge points and proposed discharge point;
7.2.c.4.B. The alphanumeric code of the affected stream, if known;
7.2.c.4.C. Water quality data for the stream or stream segment. Where adequate data are
unavailable, additional studies may be required by the Secretary;
7.2.c.4.D. General land uses (e.g. mining, agricultural, recreation, residential,
commercial, industrial, etc.) as well as specific land uses adjacent to the waters for the affected segment
or stream;
7.2.c.4.E. The existing and designated uses of the receiving waters into which the
segment in question discharges and the location where those downstream uses begin to occur;
7.2.c.4.F. General physical characteristics of the stream segment, including, but not
limited to width, depth, bottom composition and slope;
7.2.c.4.G. Conclusive information and data of the source of the natural condition that
causes the stream to exceed the water quality standard for the criterion at issue.
7.2.c.4.H. The average flow rate in the segment and the amount of flow at a designated
control point and a statement regarding whether the flow of the stream is ephemeral, intermittent or
perennial;
7.2.c.4.I. An assessment of aquatic life in the stream or stream segment in question and
in the adjacent upstream and downstream segments; and
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7.2.c.4.J. Any additional information or data that the Secretary deems necessary to make
a decision on the application.
7.2.c.5. For the upper Blackwater River from the mouth of Yellow Creek to a point 5.1 miles
upstream, when flow is less than 7Q10. Naturally occurring values for Dissolved Oxygen as established
by data collected by the dischargers within this reach and reviewed by the Secretary shall be the
applicable criteria.
7.2.d. Site-specific applicability of water use categories and water quality criteria - State-wide
water quality standards shall apply except where site-specific numeric criteria, variances or use removals
have been approved following application and hearing, as provided in 46 C.S.R. 6. (See section 8.4 and
section 8.5, herein) The following are approved site-specific criteria, variances and use reclassifications:
7.2.d.1. James River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.2. Potomac River
7.2.d.2.1. A site-specific numeric criterion for aluminum, not to exceed 500 ug/l, shall
apply to the section of Opequon Creek from Turkey Run to the Potomac River.
7.2.d.3. Shenandoah River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.4. Cacapon River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.5. South Branch - (Reserved)
7.2.d.6. North Branch - (Reserved)
7.2.d.7. Monongahela River
7.2.d.7.1. Flow in the main stem of the Monongahela River, as regulated by the Tygart
and Stonewall Jackson Reservoirs, operated by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, is based on a
minimum flow of 425 cfs at Lock and Dam No. 8, river mile point 90.8. This exception does not apply to
tributaries of the Monongahela River.
7.2.d.8. Cheat River
7.2.d.8.1. In the unnamed tributary of Daugherty Run, approximately one mile upstream
of Daugherty Run’s confluence with the Cheat River, a site-specific numeric criterion for iron of 3.5 mg/l
shall apply and the following frequency and duration requirements shall apply to the chronic numeric
criterion for selenium (5ug/l): the four-day average concentration shall not be exceeded more than three
times every three years (36 months), on average. Further, the following site-specific numeric criteria
shall apply to Fly Ash Run of Daugherty Run: acute numeric criterion for aluminum: 888.5 ug/l and
manganese: 5 mg/l. For both the unnamed tributary of Daugherty Run, approximately one mile upstream
of Daugherty Run’s confluence with the Cheat River, and Fly Ash Run, Water Use Category A shall not
apply.
7.2.d.8.2. A variance pursuant to 46 CSR 6, Section 5.1, based on human-caused conditions
which prohibit the full attainment of any designated use and cannot be immediately remedied, shall apply
to WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation’s discharges into Martin Creek
of Preston County and its tributaries, including Glade Run, Fickey Run, and their unnamed tributaries.
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The following existing conditions will serve as instream interim criteria while this variance is in place: pH
range of 3.2-9.0, 10 mg/L total iron, and 15 mg/L dissolved aluminum. Alternative restoration measures,
as described in the variance application submitted by WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of
Special Reclamation, shall be used to achieve significant improvements to existing conditions in these
waters during the variance period. Conditions will be evaluated during each triennial review throughout
the variance period. This variance shall remain in effect until action by the Secretary to revise the
variance or until July 1, 2025, whichever comes first.
7.2.d.9. Blackwater River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.10. West Fork River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.11. Tygart River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.11.1. A variance pursuant to 46 CSR 6, Section 5.1, based on human-caused
conditions which prohibit the full attainment of any designated use and cannot be immediately remedied,
shall apply to WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation’s discharges into
Maple Run, Left Fork Little Sandy Creek, and their unnamed tributaries. The following existing
conditions will serve as instream interim criteria while this variance is in place: For Maple Run, pH range
of 3.3-9.0, 2 mg/L total iron, and 12 mg/L dissolved aluminum; for Left Fork Little Sandy Creek, pH
range of 2.5-9.0, 14 mg/L total iron, and 33 mg/L dissolved aluminum. Alternative restoration measures,
as described in the variance application submitted by WV DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office of
Special Reclamation, shall be used to achieve significant improvements to existing conditions in these
waters during the variance period. Conditions will be evaluated and reported upon during each triennial
review throughout the variance period. This variance shall remain in effect until action by the Secretary to
revise the variance or until July 1, 2025, whichever comes first.
7.2.d.12. Buckhannon River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.13. Middle Fork River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.14. Youghiogheny River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.15. Ohio River Main Stem - (Reserved)
7.2.d.16. Ohio River Tributaries.
7.2.d.16.1. Site-specific numeric criteria shall apply to the stretch of Conners Run (0-77A), a tributary of Fish Creek, from its mouth to the discharge from Conner Run impoundment, which
shall not have the Water Use Category A and may contain selenium not to exceed 62 ug/1; and iron not to
exceed 3.5 mg/1 as a monthly average and 7 mg/1 as a daily maximum.
7.2.d.17. Little Kanawha River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.18.

Hughes River - (Reserved)

7.2.d.19. Kanawha River Zone 1 - Main Stem
7.2.d.19.1. For the Kanawha River main stem, Zone 1, the minimum flow shall be 1,960
cfs at the Charleston gauge.
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7.2.d.19.2. Pursuant to 46 CSR 6, a Copper Water Effect Ratio (WER) of 5.62 shall be
applied to The Sanitary Board of the City of Charleston, West Virginia wastewater treatment plant
discharge of total recoverable copper to Kanawha River, Zone 1.
7.2.d.20. Kanawha River Zone 2 and Tributaries.
7.2.d.20.1. For the main stem of the Kanawha River only, the minimum flow shall be
1,896 cfs at mile point 72.
7.2.d.20.2. The stretch between the mouth of Little Scary Creek (K-31) and the Little
Scary impoundment shall not have Water Use Category A. The following site-specific numeric criteria
shall apply to that section: selenium not to exceed 62 ug/1 and copper not to exceed 105 ug/1 as a daily
maximum nor 49 ug/1 as a 4-day average.
7.2.d.21. Pocatalico River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.22. Coal River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.23. Elk River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.24. Gauley River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.25. Meadow River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.26. Cherry River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.27. Cranberry River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.28. Williams River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.29. New River
7.2.d.29.1. In Marr Branch, a tributary of the New River, a site-specific dissolved zinc
criteria defined by the equation CMC=CCC=e0.8541*ln(hardness)+1.151 x CF shall apply for both
chronic and acute exposures
7.2.d.30. Greenbrier River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.31. Bluestone River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.32. Bluestone Lake - (Reserved)
7.2.d.33. East River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.34. Guyandotte River
7.2.d.34.1. Pats Branch from its confluence with the Guyandotte River to a point 1000
feet upstream shall not have Water Use Category A and Category D1 designation.
7.2.d.35. Mud River - (Reserved)
7.2.d.36. Big Sandy River - (Reserved)
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7.2.d.37. Tug Fork River - (Reserved)
§47-2-8. Specific Water Quality Criteria.
8.1. Charts of specific water quality criteria are included in Appendix E, Table 1.
8.1.a. Specific state (i.e. total, total recoverable, dissolved, valence, etc.) of any parameter to be
analyzed shall follow 40 CFR 136, Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for Analysis of Pollutants
Under the Clean Water Act, as amended, June 15, 1990 and March 26, 2007. (See also 47 C.S.R. 10,
section 7.3 - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Program.)
8.1.b. Compliance with aquatic life water quality criteria expressed as dissolved metal shall be
determined based on dissolved metals concentrations.
8.1.b.1. The aquatic life criteria for all metals listed in Appendix E, Table 2 shall be
converted to a dissolved concentration by multiplying each numerical value or criterion equation from
Appendix E, Table 1 by the appropriate conversion factor (CF) from Appendix E, Table 2.
8.1.b.2. Permit limits based on dissolved metal water quality criteria shall be prepared in
accordance with the U.S. EPA document "The Metals Translator: Guidance For Calculating A Total
Recoverable Permit Limit From A Dissolved Criterion, EPA 823-B-96-007 June 1996.
8.1.b.3. NPDES permit applicants may petition the Secretary to develop a site-specific
translator consistent with the provisions in this section. The Secretary may, on a case-by-case basis
require an applicant applying for a translator to conduct appropriate sediment monitoring through
SEM/AVS ratio, bioassay or other approved methods to evaluate effluent limits that prevent toxicity to
aquatic life.
8.1.c. An "X" or numerical value in the use columns of Appendix E, Table 1 shall represent the
applicable criteria.
8.1.d. Charts of water quality criteria in Appendix E, Table 1 shall be applied in accordance with
major stream and use applications, sections 6 and 7, herein.
8.2. Criteria for Toxicants
8.2.a. Toxicants which are carcinogenic have human health criteria (Water Use Categories A and
C) based upon an estimated risk level of one additional cancer case per one million persons (10 -6) and
are indicated in Appendix E, Table 1 with an endnote (b).
8.2.b. For waters other than the Ohio River between river mile points 68.0 and 70.0, a final
determination on the critical design flow for carcinogens is not made in this rule, in order to permit
further review and study of that issue. Following the conclusion of such review and study, the Legislature
may again take up the authorization of this rule for purposes of addressing the critical design flow for
carcinogens: Provided, That until such time as the review and study of the issue is concluded or until such
time as the Legislature may again take up the authorization of this rule, the regulatory requirements for
determining effluent limits for carcinogens shall remain as they were on the date this rule was proposed.
8.2.b.1. For the Ohio River between river mile points 68.0 and 70.0 the critical design flow
for determining effluent limits for carcinogens shall be harmonic mean flow.
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8.3. Criteria for Nutrients
8.3.a. Lakes
8.3.a.1. This subsection establishes nutrient criteria designed to protect Water Use Categories
B and C. The following cool water nutrient criteria shall apply to cool water lakes. (See Appendix F for a
representative list.) The following warm water nutrient criteria shall apply to all other lakes with a
summer residence time greater than 14 days.
8.3.a.2. Total phosphorus shall not exceed 40 µg/l for warm water lakes and 30 µg/l for cool
water lakes based on an average of four or more samples collected during the period May 1 to October 31.
Chlorophyll-a shall not exceed 20 µg/l for warm water lakes and 10 µg/l for cool water lakes based on an
average of four or more samples collected during the period May 1–October 31. In lieu of total
phosphorus and/or chlorophyll-a sampling, impairment may be evidenced at any time by noncompliance
with section 3.2, as determined by the Secretary.
8.4. Variances from Specific Water Quality Criteria. A variance from numeric criteria may be
granted to a discharger if it can be demonstrated that the conditions outlined in paragraphs 6.1.b.1 through
6.1.b.6, herein, limit the attainment of one or more specific water quality criteria. Variances shall apply
only to the discharger to whom they are granted and shall be reviewed by the Secretary at least every
three years. In granting a variance, the requirements for revision of water quality standards in 46 CSR 6
shall be followed.
8.5. Site-specific numeric criteria. The Secretary may establish numeric criteria different from those
set forth in Appendix E, Table 1 for a stream or stream segment upon a demonstration that existing
numeric criteria are either over-protective or under-protective of the aquatic life residing in the stream or
stream segment. A site-specific numeric criterion will be established only where the numeric criterion
will be fully protective of the aquatic life and the existing and designated uses in the stream or stream
segment. The site-specific numeric criterion may be established by conducting a Water Effect Ratio study
pursuant to the procedures outlined in US EPA’s "Interim Guidance on the Determination and Use of
Water-Effect Ratios for Metals" (February 1994); other methods may be used with prior approval by the
Secretary. In adopting site-specific numeric criteria, the requirements for revision of water quality
standards set forth in 46 CSR 6 shall be followed.
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§47-2-9. Establishment Of Safe Concentration Values.
When a specific water quality standard has not been established by these rules and there is a discharge
or proposed discharge into waters of the State, the use of which has been designated a Category B1, B2,
B3 or B4, such discharge may be regulated by the Secretary where necessary to protect State waters
through establishment of a safe concentration value as follows:
9.1. Establishment of a safe concentration value shall be based upon data obtained from relevant
aquatic field studies, standard bioassay test data which exists in substantial available scientific literature,
or data obtained from specific tests utilizing one (1) or more representative important species of aquatic
life designated on a case-by-case basis by the Secretary and conducted in a water environment which is
equal to or closely approximates that of the natural quality of the receiving waters.
9.2. In those cases where it has been determined that there is insufficient available data to establish a
safe concentration value for a pollutant, the safe concentration value shall be determined by applying the
appropriate application factor as set forth below to the 96-hour LC 50 value. Except where the Secretary
determines, based upon substantial available scientific data that an alternate application factor exists for a
pollutant, the following appropriate application factors shall be used in the determination of safe
concentration values:
9.2.a. Concentrations of pollutants or combinations of pollutants that are not persistent and not
cumulative shall not exceed 0.10 (1/10) of the 96-hour LC 50.
9.2.b. Concentrations of pollutants or combinations of pollutants that are persistent or cumulative
shall not exceed 0.01 (1/100) of the 96-hour LC 50.
9.3. Persons seeking issuance of a permit pursuant to these rules authorizing the discharge of a
pollutant for which a safe concentration value is to be established using special bioassay tests pursuant to
subsection 9.1 of this section shall perform such testing as approved by the Secretary and shall submit all
of the following in writing to the Secretary:
9.3.a. A plan proposing the bioassay testing to be performed.
9.3.b. Such periodic progress reports of the testing as may be required by the Secretary.
9.3.c. A report of the completed results of such testing including, but not limited to, all data
obtained during the course of testing, and all calculations made in the recording, collection, interpretation
and evaluation of such data.
9.4. Bioassay testing shall be conducted in accordance with methodologies outlined in the following
documents: U.S. EPA Office of Research and Development Series Publication, Methods for Measuring
the Acute Toxicity (EPA/600/4-90/027F, August 1993, 4th Edition) or Short Term Methods for
Estimating Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters to Freshwater Organisms (EPA/600/489/001), March 1989; Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (18th Edition); or
ASTM Practice E 729-88 for Conducting Acute Toxicity Tests with Fishes, Macroinvertebrates and
Amphibians as published in Volume 11.04 of the 1988 Annual Book of ASTM Standards. Test waters
shall be reconstituted according to recommendations and methodologies specified in the previously cited
references or methodologies approved in writing by the Secretary.
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APPENDIX A
CATEGORY B-2 - TROUT WATERS
This list contains known trout waters and is not intended to exclude any waters which meet the definition in Section 2.19.

River Basin

County

Stream

James River
J

Monroe

South Fork Potts Creek

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Jefferson
"
Berkeley
"
"
"
"
"
"
Morgan

Town Run
Rocky Marsh Run
Opequon Creek
Tuscarora Creek (Above Martinsburg)
Middle Creek (Above Route 30 Bridge)
Mill Creek
Hartland Run
Mill Run
Tillance Creek
Meadow Branch

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

Jefferson
"
"
"
"

Flowing Springs Run (Above Halltown)
Cattail Run
Evitt's Run
Big Bullskin Run
Long Marsh Run

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

Hampshire
"
"
Hardy
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Cold Stream
Edwards Run and Impoundment
Dillons Run
Lost River
Camp Branch
Lower Cove Run
Moores Run
North River (Above Rio)
Waites Run
Trout Run
Trout Pond (Impoundment)

Potomac River
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PC
PC
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB
River Basin

"
"

Warden Lake (Impoundment)
Rock Cliff Lake (Impoundment)

Hampshire
"
Hardy
Grant-Pendleton
Grant
"
"
"
Pendleton
"
"
County

Mill Creek
Mill Run
Dumpling Creek
North Fork South Branch
North Fork Lunice Creek
South Fork Lunice Creek
South Mill Creek (Above Hiser)
Spring Run
Hawes Run (Impoundment)
Little Fork
South Branch (Above North Fork)
Stream

Pendleton
"
"
Mineral
"
"
"
"

Senena Creek
Laurel Fork
Big Run
North Fork Patterson Creek
Fort Ashby (Impoundment)
New Creek
New Creek Dam 14 (Impoundment)
Mill Creek (Above Markwood)

M

Monongalia-Marion

Whiteday Creek (Above Smithtown)

MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC

Monongalia
"
"
Preston
"
"
"
"
Tucker
"
"

Morgan Run
Coopers Rock (Impoundment)
Blaney Hollow
Laurel Run
Elsey Run
Saltlick Creek
Buffalo Creek
Wolf Creek
Clover Run
Elklick Run
Horseshoe Run

Potomac River
PSB
PSB
PSB
PNB
PNB
PNB
PNB
PNB
Monongahela River
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MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC

"
"
"
"
"
"
Randolph
"
"
"
"
"

MC
MC
MC

Randolph
"
"

Maxwell Run
Red Creek
Slip Hill Mill Branch
Thomas Park (Impoundment)
Blackwater River (Above Davis)
Blackwater River (Below Davis)
Camp Five Run
Dry Fork (Above Otter Creek)
Glady Fork
Laurel Fork
Gandy Creek (Above Whitmer)
East Fork Glady Fork (Above C & P Compressor
Station)
Shavers Fork (Above Little Black Fork)
Three Spring Run
Spruce Knob Lake (Impoundment)

MW
MW

Harrison
Lewis

Dog Run (Pond)
Stonecoal

MT
MT
MT
MT

Barbour
"
"
Taylor-Barbour

MT
MT
MT
River Basin

Preston
Randolph
"
County

Brushy Fork (Above Valley Furnace)
Teter Creek Lake (Impoundment)
Mill Run
Tygart Lake Tailwaters (Above Route 119
Bridge)
Roaring Creek (Above Little Lick Branch)
Tygart River (Above Huttonsville)
Elkwater Fork
Stream

MT

Randolph

Big Run

MTB
MTB
MTB
MTB

Upshur-Randolph-Lewis
Upshur
Upshur
Upshur-Randolph

Right Fork Buckhannon River
Buckhannon River (Above Beans Mill)
French Creek
Left Fork Right Fork

MTN

Upshur

Right Fork Middle Fork River

MTM

Randolph

Middle Fork River (Above Cassity)

Monongahela River
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MY

Preston

Rhine Creek

Upshur
Upshur-Lewis

Left Fork-Right Fork Little Kanawha River
Little Kanawha River (Above Wildcat)

KE
KE

Braxton
"

KE
KE
KE
KE
KE
KE
KE

Webster
"
"
"
"
"
"

Sutton Reservoir
Sutton Lake Tailwaters (Above Route 38/5
Bridge)
Back Fork
Desert Fork
Fall Run
Laurel Fork
Left Fork Holly River
Sugar Creek
Elk River (Above Webster Springs)

KC
KC

Raleigh
"

Stephens Lake (Impoundment)
Marsh Fork (Above Sundial)

KG
KG

Nicholas
"

KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG

Nicholas
Randolph-Webster
Fayette
Nicholas
"
Greenbrier
"
"
Fayette
Nicholas
Greenbrier-Nicholas
"
"
Greenbrier
Greenbrier-Nicholas

Summersville Reservoir (Impoundment)
Summersville Tailwaters (Above Collison
Creek)
Deer Creek
Gauley River (Above Moust Coal Tipple)
Glade Creek
Hominy Creek
Anglins Creek
Big Clear Creek
Little Clear Creek and Laurel Run
Meadow Creek
Wolf Creek
Cherry River
Laurel Creek
North Fork Cherry River
Summit Lake (Impoundment)
South Fork Cherry River

Little Kanawha River
LK
LK
Kanawha River
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River Basin

County

Stream

Cranberry River

KGC

Pocahontas-WebsterNicholas
Pocahontas

KGW
KGW

Pocahontas
Pocahontas-Webster

Tea Creek
Williams River (Above Dyer)

KN
KN
KN
KN
KN
KN
KN
KN

Raleigh
Summers
Fayette
"
Raleigh
Monroe
"
Fayette

KN
KN
KN

Mercer
"
Monroe

Glade Creek
Meadow Creek
Mill Creek
Laurel Creek (Above Cotton Hill)
Pinch Creek
Rich Creek
Turkey Creek
Dunloup Creek (Downstream from Harvey
Sewage Treatment Plant)
East River (Above Kelleysville)
Pigeon Creek
Laurel Creek

KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG

Monroe
Greenbrier
"
Greenbrier-Monroe
Greenbrier
"
"
Pocahontas
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Kitchen Creek (Above Gap Mills)
Culverson Creek
Milligan Creek
Second Creek (Rt. 219 Bridge to Nickell's Mill)
North Fork Anthony Creek
Spring Creek
Anthony Creek (Above Big Draft)
Watoga Lake
Beaver Creek
Knapp's Creek
Hills Creek
North Fork Deer Creek (Above Route 28/5)
Deer Creek
Sitlington Creek
Stoney Creek
Swago Creek
Buffalo Fork (Impoundment)
Seneca (Impoundment)

Kanawha River
KGC

South Fork Cranberry River
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KNG
KNG

"
"

KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNB
KNB

"
"
"
"
"
Mercer
"

Greenbrier River (Above Hosterman)
West Fork-Greenbrier River (Above the
impoundment at the tannery)
Little River-East Fork
Little River-West Fork
Five Mile Run
Mullenax Run
Abes Run
Marsh Fork
Camp Creek

OG

Wyoming

Pinnacle creek

BST

McDowell

Dry Fork (Above Canebrake)
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APPENDIX B
This list contains known waters used as public water supplies and is not intended to exclude any waters as described in Section 6.2, herein.
River Basin

County

Operating Company

Source

Jefferson

Charlestown Water

Shenandoah River

P
P
P
P

Jefferson
"
"
Berkeley

Turkey Run
Potomac River
Elk Run
Potomac River

P
P
P
P

"

3-M Company
Shepherdstown Water
Harpers Ferry Water
DuPont Potomac River
Works
Berkeley County PSD
Opequon PSD
Hedgesville PSD
Paw Paw Water

PSB
PSB

Hampshire
"

South Branch Potomac River
Mill Run

PSB

Hardy

PSB
PSB

Pendleton
"

Romney Water
Peterkin Conference
Center
Moorefield Municipal
Water
U.S. Naval Radio Sta.
Circleville Water Inc.

PSB
PSB

Grant
"

Mountain Top PSD
Petersburg Municipal
Water

PNB
PNB

Grant
Mineral

PNB
PNB

"
"

Island Creek Coal
Piedmont Municipal
Water
Keyser Water
Fort Ashby PSD

Shenandoah River
S
Potomac River

"
Morgan

Le Feure Spring
Quarry Spring
Speck Spring
Potomac River

South Fork River
South Fork River
North Fork of South Branch,
Potomac River
Mill Creek, Impoundment
South Branch, Potomac
River
Impoundment
Savage River, Maryland
New Creek
Lake

Monongahela River
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M

Monongalia

Morgantown Water Comm.

Colburn Creek & Monongahela
River
Monongahela River

M

"

M
M
M
M
M

Preston
Monongalia
"
"
Preston

Morgantown Ordinance
Works
Preston County PSD
Blacksville # 1 Mine
Loveridge Mine
Consolidation Coal Co.
Mason Town Water

MC
MC
MC
River Basin

Preston
Monongalia
"
County

Fibair Inc.
Cheat Neck PSD
Lakeview County Club
Operating Company

Impoundment
Cheat Lake
Cheat Lake-Lake Lynn
Source

MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC

Monongalia
"
Preston
Preston
"
"
Tucker
"
"
"
"
"
"
Pocahontas
"
Randolph

Union Districk PSD
Cooper's Rock State Park
Kingwood Water
Hopemount State Hosp.
Rowlesburg Water
Albright
Parsons Water
Thomas Municipal
Hamrick PSD
Douglas Water System
Davis Water
Hambleton Water System
Canaan Valley State
Cheat Mt. Sewer
Snowshoe Co. Water
Womelsdorf Water

Cheat Lake-Lake Lynn
Impoundment
Cheat River
Snowy Creek
Keyser Run & Cheat River
Cheat River
Shavers & Elk Lick Fork
Thomas Reservoir
Dry Fork
Long Run
Blackwater River
Roaring Creek
Blackwater River Park
Shavers Lake
Shavers Fork
Yokum Run

MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW

Harrison
"
"
"
"
Lewis

Lumberport Water
Clarksburg Water Bd.
Bridgeport Mun. Water
Salem Water Board
West Milford Water
W.V. Water-Weston
District

Jones Run
West Fork River
Deecons & Hinkle Creek
Dog Run
West Fork River
West Fork River

Deckers Creek
Impoundment
Impoundment
Impoundment
Block Run

Monongahela River
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MW
MW
MW

"
"
"

Jackson's Mill Camp
West Fork River PSD
Kennedy Compresssor
Station
Jane Lew Water Comm.
Bel-Meadow Country
Club
Harrison Power Station
Oakdale Portal
Robinson Port

Impoundment
West Fork River
West Fork River

MW
MW

"
Harrison

MW
MW
MW

"
"
"

MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT

Marion
"
"
"
"
Harrison
Taylor
Barbour
"
"
Randolph
"
"
"

Tygart River
Impoundment
Tygart River
Coal Corp Impoundment
Impoundment
Tygart River
Tygart River-Lake
Tygart River
Impoundment
Tygart River & Mill Run Lake
Tygart River
Tygart River
Tygart River
Tygart River

"
Upshur

Fairmont Water Comm.
Mannington Water
Monongah Water Works
Eastern Assoc.
Four States Water
Shinnston Water Dept.
Grafton Water
Phillippi Water
Bethlehem Mines Corp.
Belington Water Works
Elkins Municipal Water
Beverly Water
Valley Water
Huttonsville Medium
Security Prison
Mill Creek Water
Buckhannon Water Board

MT
MTB
River Basin

County

Operating Company

Source

Ohio River
O Zone 1
O "
O Zone 1
O "
O "
O "
O "
O "
O "

Hancock
Brooke
Brooke
Ohio
Tyler
Pleasants
Cabell
Marshall
Wood

Chester Water & Sewer
City of Weirton
Weirton Steel Division
Wheeling Water
Sistersville Mun. Water
Pleasants Power Station
Huntington Water Corp.
Mobay Chemical Co.
E. I. DuPont

Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River
Ohio River

Hackers Creek
Lake
West Fork River
Impoundment
Impoundment

Mill Creek
Buckhannon River
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O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Zone 2
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Marshall
"
Wetzel
Marshall
Tyler
Doddridge
Mason
Jackson
Wayne
"
"

Meron Water
New Urindahana Water
Pine Grove Water
Consolidated Coal Co.
Middlebourne Water
West Union Mun. Water
Hidden Valley Country
Ripley Water
Wayne Municipal Water
East Lynn Lake
Monterey Coal Co.

Glass House Hollow
Wheeling Creek System
North Fork, Fishing Creek
Impoundment
Middle Island Creek
Middle Island Creek
Lake/Impoundment
Mill Creek
Twelve Pole Creek
East Lynn Lake
Impoundment

LK
LK
LK
LK

Wood
Calhoun
Gilmer
"

Little Kanawha River
Little Kanawha River
Little Kanawha River
Steer Creek

LK
LK
LK

Braxton
Roane
Wirt

Claywood Park PSD
Grantsville Mun. Water
Glenville Utility
Consolidated Gas
Compressor
Burnsville Water Works
Spencer Water
Elizabeth Water

LKH
LKH
LKH

Ritchie
"
"

Cairo Water
Harrisville Water
Pennsboro Water

North Fork Hughes River
North Fork Hughes River
North Fork Hughes River

K
K
K
K
K
K
K

Putnam
"
"
Kanawha
"
Fayette
"

Buffalo Water
Winfield Water
South Putnam PSD
Cedar Grove Water
Pratt Water
Armstrong PSD PO-K1-CO-EL
Kanawha Water Co.-

K
K
K
K

Kanawha
"
Fayette
Fayette

Midland Trail School
Cedar Coal Co.
Elkem Metals Co.
Deepwater PSD

Cross Creek
Poplar Fork & Crooked Creek
Poplar Fork & Crooked Creek
Kanawha River
Kanawha River
Kanawha River & Gum Hollow
Unnamed Tributary Kanawha
Beards Fork
Impoundment
Impoundment
Kanawha River
Kanawha River

Little Kanawha

Little Kanawha River
Spring Creek Mile Tree Reservoir
Little Kanawha River

Kanawha River
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River Basin

County

Operating Company

Source

Fayette
"

Kanawha Falls PSD
W.V. Water-Montgomery

Kanawha River
Kanawha River

Kanawha
Roane

Sissonville PSD
Walton PSD

Pocatalico River
Silcott Fork Dam

KC
KC
KC
KC
KC
KC
KC

Kanawha
"
Lincoln
Boone
"
Raleigh
"

Coal River
Coal River
Coal River
Coal River
Coal River
Marsh Fork
Coal River

KC
KC
KC
KC
KC
KC

Raleigh
"
Boone
"
Raleigh
Boone

St. Albans Water
Washington PSD
Lincoln PSD
Coal River PSD
Whitesville PSD
Armco Mine 10
Armco Steel-Montc.
Stickney
Peabody Coal
Stephens Lake Park
W.V. Water-Madison Dist.
Van PSD
Consol. Coal Co.
Water Ways Park

Clendenin Water
W.V. Water-Kanawha
Valley District
Pinch PSD
Clay Waterworks
Procious PSD
Flatwoods-Canoe Run PSD
Sugar Creek PSD
W.V. Water-Gassaway Dist.
W.V. Water-Sutton Dist.

Elk River
Elk River

Kanawha River
K
K
Pocatalico River
KP
KP
Coal River

Coal River
Lake Stephens
Little Coal River
Pond Fork
Workmans Creek
Coal River

Elk River
KE
KE

Kanawha
"

KE
KE
KE
KE
KE
KE
KE

Kanawha
Clay
"
Braxton
"
"
"

Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
Elk River
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KE
KE

Webster

W.V. Water-Webster Springs
Holly River State Park

Elk River
Holly River

Nicholas
"
"
Webster
Nicholas
"
Fayette
"
Fayette

Craigsville PSD
Summersville Water
Nettie-Leivasy PSD
Cowen PSD
Wilderness PSD
Richwood Water
Ames Heights Water
Mt. Hope Water
Ansted Municipal Water

Gauley River
Impoundment/ Muddlety Creek
Jim Branch
Gauley River
Anglins Creek & Meadow River
North Fork Cherry River
Mill Creek
Impounded Mine (Surface)
Mill Creek

County

Operating Company

Source

Fayette
"
"
Raleigh
"

Fayette Co. Park
New River Gorge Campground
Fayetteville Water
Beckley Water
Westmoreland Coal Co.

Impoundment
Impoundment
Wolfe Creek
Glade Creek
Farley Branch

Summers
"
"
Mercer
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Jumping Branch-Nimitz
Bluestone Conf. Center
Pipestem State Park
Town of Athens
Bluewell PSD
Bramwell Water
Green Valley-Glenwood PSD
Kelly's Tank
W.V. Water Princeton
Lashmeet PSD
Pinnacle Water Assoc.
W.V. Water Bluefield

Mt. Valley Lake
Bluestone Lake
Impoundment
Impoundment
Impoundment
Impoundment
Bailey Reservoir
Spring
Impoundment/ Brusch Creek
Impoundment
Mine
Impoundment

Gauley River
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KG
KN
KN
KN
River Basin
New River
KN
KN
KN
KN
KN
Bluestone River
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
KNB
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Greenbrier River
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG

Summers
"
Greenbrier
"
"
Pocahontas

Greenbrier River & New River
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River

"
"
"
"

W.V. Water Hinton
Big Bend PSD
Alderson Water Dept.
Ronceverte Water
Lewisburg Water
Denmar State Hospital
Water
City of Marlinton Water
Cass Scenic Railroad
Upper Greenbrier PSD
The Hermitage

KNG
KNG
KNG
KNG

Cabell
Lincoln
Logan
"
"
Logan
"
Mingo
Wyoming
"
Wyoming
Raleigh

Salt Rock PSD
West Hamlin Water
Logan Water Board
Man Water Works
Buffalo Creek PSD
Chapmanville
Logan PSD
Gilbert Water
Oceana Water
Glen Rogers PSD
Pineville Water
Raleigh Co. PSD-Amigo

Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River
Buffalo Creek/ Mine/Wells
Guyandotte River
Whitman Creek/ Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River
Laurel Fork
Impoundment
Pinnacle Creek
Tommy Creek

Cabell
"
County

Milton Water Works
Culloden PSD
Operating Company

Guyandotte River
Indian Fork Creek
Source

Putnam
Putnam

Hurricane Municipal Water
Lake Washington PSD

Impoundment
Lake Washington

Knapp Creek
Leatherbark Creek
Greenbrier River
Greenbrier River

Guyandotte River
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OG
OMG
OMG
River Basin
Guyandotte River
OMG
OMG
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Big Sandy River
BS
BS

Wayne
"

Kenova Municipal Water
Fort Gay Water

Big Sandy River
Tug Fork

BST
BST
BST
BST
BST
BST

Mingo
"
"
"
McDowell
"

Kermit Water
Matewan Water
A & H Coal Co., Inc.
Williamson Water
City of Welch
City of Gary

Tug Fork
Tug Fork
Impoundment
Impoundment
Impoundment/Wells
Impoundment/Mine
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APPENDIX C
CATEGORY E-3 - POWER PRODUCTION
This list contains known power production facilities and is not intended to exclude any waters as described in Section 6.6.c, herein.
River Basin

County

Station Name

Operating Company

Monongalia
Marion
Preston

Fort Martin Power Station
Rivesville Station
Albright Station

Monongahela Power
Monongahela Power
Monongahela Power

Grant

Mt. Storm Power Station

Virginia Electric & Power Company

Wetzel
Marshall
"
Pleasants
"
Mason
"
"
Putnam
Kanawha
"
"
"

Hannibal (Hydro)
Kammer
Mitchell
Pleasants Station
Willow Island Station
Phillip Sporn Plant
Racine (Hydro)
Mountaineer
Winfield (Hydro)
Marmet (Hydro)
London (Hydro)
Kanawha River
John E. Amos

Ohio Power
Ohio Power
Ohio Power
Monongahela Power
Monongahela Power
Central Operating (AEP)
Ohio Power
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.
Appalachian Power Co.

Monongahela River
M
M
MC
Potomac
Ohio River
O - Zone 1
O " "
O " "
O " "
O " "
O " "
O " "
O " "
K
K
K
K
K
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APPENDIX D
CATEGORY C - WATER CONTACT RECREATION
This list contains waters known to be used for water contact recreation and is not intended to exclude any waters as described in section 6.4, herein.
River Basin

Stream Code

Stream

County

Shenandoah

S

Shenandoah River

Jefferson

Potomac

P
P
P
P
P-9

Potomac River
" "
" "
" "
Sleepy Creek &
Meadow Branch
North Fork of
Indian Run

Jefferson
Hampshire
Berkeley
Morgan
Berkeley

South Branch of
Potomac River
"
"
"
"
Hawes Run
Spring Run
North Fork South Branch
Potomac River
North Branch of
Potomac River
North Fork
Patterson Creek
Linton Creek
Stoney River-Mt. Storm
Lake
Cacapon River

Hampshire

P-9-G-1

South Branch

PSB
PSB
PSB
PSB-21-X
PSB-25-C-2
PSB-28

North Branch

PNB
PNB-4-EE
PNB-7-H
PNB-17
PC

Morgan

Hardy
Grant
Pendleton
Grant
Grant
Mineral
Grant
Grant
Grant
Hampshire
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Monongalia
Cheat

MC
MC
MC-6

Monongalia/Preston
Preston
Monongalia

MC-12

Cheat Lake/Cheat river
Alpine Lake
Coopers Rock Lake/
Quarry Run
Big Sandy Creek

MSC

Shavers Fork

Randolph

MTN
MW

Middle Fork River
West Fork River

Barbour/Randolph/ Upshur
Harrison

MW-18

Stonecoal Creek/
Stonecoal Lake

Lewis

River Basin

Stream Code

Stream

County

Ohio

O

Ohio River

Brooke/Cabell/
Hancock/Jackson/
Marshall/Mason/Ohio/
Pleasants/Tyler/
Wayne/Wood/Wetzel

O-2-H

Beech Fork of
Twelvepole Creek/Beech
Fork Lake
East Fork of
Twelvepole Creek/East
Lynn Lake
Fourpole Creek
Old Town Creek/
McClintic Ponds

Wayne

OMI

Middle Island Creek/
Crystal Lake

Doddridge

OG
OG

Guyandotte River
Guyandotte River/
R. D. Bailey Lake

Cabell
Wyoming

OGM

Mud River

Cabell

O-2-Q

O-3
O-21

Preston

Wayne

Cabell
Mason
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Little Kanawha

LK

Little Kanawha River/
Burnsville Lake

Braxton

Kanawha

K

Kanawha River

K-1

Unnamed Tributary
Krodel Lake

Fayette/Kanawha/
Mason/Putnam
Mason

KC
KC-45-Q

Coal River
Stephens Branch/
Lake Stephens

Kanawha
Raleigh

KE

Elk River

KE

Sutton Lake

Kanawha/Clay/
Braxton/Webster/ Randolph
Braxton

KN

New River

KN-26-F

Little Beaver Creek

KNG

Greenbrier River

KNG-23-E-1

Little Devil Creek/
Moncove Lake
Anthony Creek
Meadow Creek/
Lake Sherwood

KNG-28
KNG-28-P

River Basin

Kanawha

Fayette/Raleigh/
Summers
Raleigh
Greenbrier/
Pocahontas/Summers
Monroe
Greenbrier
Greenbrier

Stream Code

Stream

County

KNB

Bluestone River/
Bluestone Lake

Summers

KG
KG

Gauley River
Gauley River/
Summersville Lake

Webster
Nicholas

KGW

Williams River

Webster
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4

8.1 Dissolved Aluminum (ug/l)
For water with pH <6.5 or >9.0

B2

ACUTE1

CHRON2

ACUTE1

CHRON2

750xCF5

750xCF5

750xCF5

87xCF5

8.1.1 Dissolved Aluminum (ug/l)
For water with pH ≥ 6.5 and ≤ 9.0, the four-day
average concentration of dissolved aluminum
determined by the following equatione:

X

C³

A4

4300

14

ALL OTHER
USES

X

Al = e(1.3695[ln(hardness)]+0.9121) x CF5
8.1.2 Dissolved Aluminum (ug/l)
For water with pH ≥ 6.5 and ≤ 9.0, the one-hour
average concentration of dissolved aluminum
determined by the following equatione:

X

X

Al = e(1.3695[ln(hardness)]+1.8268) x CF5
8.2. Acute and chronic aquatic life criteria for
ammonia shall be determined using the National
Criterion for Ammonia in Fresh Waterd from
USEPA’s 1999 Update of Ambient Water Quality
Criteria for Ammonia (EPA-822-R-99-014,
December 1999)

X

X

X

X

8.3 Antimony (ug/l)
8.4 Arsenic (ug/l)
8.4.1 Dissolved Trivalent Arsenic (ug/l)

10
340

150

340
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

C³
CHRON2

8.5 Barium (mg/l)

1.0

8.6 Beryllium (ug/l)
8.7 Cadmium (ug/l)
Hardness
(mg/l CaCO3)
0 - 35
36 - 75
76 - 150
> 150

A4

130

130

4.0

Soluble Cd
X

1.0
2.0
5.0
10.0

8.7.1 10 ug/l in the Ohio River (O Zone 1) main
stem (see section 7.1.d, herein)

X

8.7.2 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved cadmium determined by the following
equation:
Cd = e(0.7409[ln(hardness)]-4.719) x CF5
8.7.3 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved cadmium determined by the following
equation:
Cd = e(1.0166[ln(hardness)]-3.924) x CF5

X

X

X

X

8.8 Chloride (mg/l)

860

230

860

230

8.9.1 Chromium, dissolved hexavalent (ug/l):

16

11

16

7.2

8.9.2 Chromium, trivalent (ug/l) The one-hour
average concentration of dissolved trivalent
chromium determined by the following equation:

X

X

CrIII = e(0.8190[ln(hardness)]+3.7256) x CF5
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ALL OTHER
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

8.9.3 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved trivalent chromium determined by the
following concentration:
CrIII = e(0.8190[ln(hardness)]+0.6848) x CF5

ACUTE1

C³

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

CHRON2

X

X

8.10 Copper (ug/l)

1000

8.10.1 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved copper determined by the following
equationa:
Cu = e(0.8545[ln(hardness)]-1.702) x CF5

X

8.10.2 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved copper determined by the following
equationa:
Cu = e(0.9422[ln(hardness)]-1.700) x CF5

X

8.11 Cyanide (ug/l)
(As free cyanide HCN+CN-)

22

X

X

5.0

8.12 Dissolved Oxygenc: not less than 5 mg/l at
any time.

X

8.12.1 Ohio River main stem - the average
concentration shall not be less than 5.0 mg/l per
calendar day and shall not be less than 4.0 mg/l at
any time or place outside any established mixing
zone - provided that a minimum of 5.0 mg/l at any
time is maintained during the April 15-June 15
spawning season.

X

22

8.12.2 Not less than 7.0 mg/l in spawning areas
and in no case less than 6.0 mg/l at any time.

5.0

X
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
C³

A4

8.13 Fecal Coliform:
Maximum allowable level of fecal coliform
content for Water Contact Recreation (either MPN
or MF) shall not exceed 200/100 ml as a monthly
geometric mean based on not less than 5 samples
per month; nor to exceed
400 /100 ml in more than ten percent of all
samples taken during the month.

X

X

8.13.1 Ohio River main stem (zone 1) - During
the non-recreational season (November through
April only) the maximum allowable level of fecal
coliform for the Ohio River (either MPN or MF)
shall not exceed 2000/100 ml as a monthly
geometric mean based on not less than 5 samples
per month.

X

X

B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

ALL OTHER
USES

CHRON2

8.14 Fluoride (mg/l)
1.4
8.14.1 Not to exceed 2.0 for category D1 uses.

X

8.15 Ironc (mg/l)

1.5

1.0

8.16 Lead (ug/l)

50

8.16.1 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved lead determined by the following
equationa:
Pb = e(1.273[ln(hardness)]-4.705)x CF5
8.16.2 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved lead determined by the following
equationa:
Pb = e(1.273[ln(hardness)]-1.46) x CF5

1.5

X

X

X

X
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USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

C³
CHRON2

8.17 Manganese (mg/l) ( see §6.2.d)

1.0

8.18 Mercury
The total organism body burden of any aquatic
species shall not exceed 0.5 ug/g as
methylmercury.
8.18.1 Total mercury in any unfiltered water
sample (ug/l):

2.4

2.4
.012

8.18.2 Methylmercury (water column) (ug/l):

8.19.1 The four-day average concentration of
dissolved nickel determined by the following
equationa:
Ni = e(0.846[ln(hardness)]+0.0584) x CF5

X

0.5

0.15

0.14

4600

510

X

X

X

8.20 Nitrate (as Nitrate-N) (mg/l)
8.21 Nitrite (as Nitrite-N) (mg/l)

0.5

.012

Nickel (ug/l)

8.19.2 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved nickel determined by the following
equationa:
Ni = e(0.846[ln(hardness)]+2.255) x CF5

A4

10
1.0

.060

8.22 Nutrients
Chlorophyll –a (µg/l) (see §47-2-8.3)
Total Phosphorus (µg/l) (see §47-2-8.3)
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USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4

B2

C³

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

ACUTE1

CHRON2

ACUTE1

CHRON2

Chlordaneb (ng/l)

2400

4.3

2400

4.3

0.46

0.46

0.46

DDTb (ng/l)

1100

1.0

1100

1.0

0.024

0.024

0.024

Aldrinb (ng/l)

3.0

0.071

0.071

0.071

8.23 Organics

3.0

Dieldrinb (ng/l)

2500

1.9

2500

1.9

0.071

0.071

0.071

Endrin (ng/l)

180

2.3

180

2.3

2.3

2.3

2.3

Toxapheneb (ng/l)

730

0.2

730

0.2

0.73

0.73

0.73

14.0

14.0

0.045

0.044

0.045

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

Dioxin (2,3,7,8- TCDD) (pg/l)

0.014

0.013

0.014

Acrylonitrileb (ug/l)

0.66

0.059

Benzeneb (ug/l)

51

0.66

1,2-dichlorobenzene (mg/l)

17

2.7

1,3-dichlorobenzene (mg/l)

2.6

0.4

1,4-dichlorobenzene (mg/l)

2.6

0.4

2,4-dinitrotolueneb (ug/l)

9.1

0.11

Hexachlorobenzeneb (ng/l)

0.77

0.72

Carbon tetrachlorideb (ug/l)

4.4

0.25

Chloroform (ug/l)

470

5.7

Bromoformb (ug/l)

140

4.3

PCBb (ng/l)
Methoxychlor (ug/l)
b

b
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PARAMETER
C³

A4

17

0.55

Methyl Bromide (ug/l)

1500

47

Methylene Chlorideb (ug/l)

590

4.6

1,2-dichloroethaneb (ug/l)

99

0.035

B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

Dichlorobromomethaneb (ug/l)

ACUTE1

CHRON2

1,1,1- trichloroethaneb (mg/l)

12

1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (ug/l)

11

0.17

1,1-dichloroethyleneb (ug/l)

3.2

0.03

Trichloroethyleneb (ug/l)

81

2.7

8.85

0.8

Toluene (mg/l)

200

6.8

Acenaphthene (ug/l)

990

670

Anthracene (ug/l)

40,000

8,300

Benzo(a) Anthraceneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Benzo(a) Pyreneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Benzo(b) Fluorantheneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Benzo(k) Fluorantheneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Chryseneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Dibenzo(a,h)Anthraceneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Fluorene (ug/l)

5300

1100

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)Pyreneb (ug/l)

0.018

0.0038

Tetrachloroethyleneb (ug/l)
b
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USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
C³

A4

Pyrene (ug/l)

4000

830

2-Chloronaphthalene (ug/l)

1600

1000

525

2.0

alpa-BHC (alpha- Hexachlorocyclohexane)b (ug/l)

0.013

.0039

beta-BHC(beta- Hexachlorocyclohexane)b (ug/l)

0.046

0.014

0.063

0.019

Chlorobenzene (mg/l)

21

0.68

Ethylbenzene (mg/l)

29

3.1

0.21

0.21

2-methyl-4,6-Dinitrophenol (ug/l)

765

13.4

Fluoranthene (ug/l)

370

300

X

X

B1, B4
ACUTE1

Phthalate esters6 (ug/l)

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

3.0

CHRON2

3.0

Vinyl chlorideb (chloroethene) (ug/l)

gamma-BHC (gamma- Hexachlorocyclohexane)b (ug/l)

Heptachlorb (ng/l)

2.0

520

ALL OTHER
USES

0.08

2.0

3.8

520

0.08

3.8

8.23.1
When the specified criteria for organic chemicals
listed in §8.23 are less than the practical laboratory
quantification level, instream values will be
calculated from discharge concentrations and flow
rates, where applicable.
8.24 pHc
No values below 6.0 nor above 9.0. Higher values
due to photosynthetic activity may be tolerated.

X

X

X
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USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
C³

A4

4,600,000

21,000

8.25.2 2-Chlorophenol (ug/l)

400

120

8.25.3 2,4-Dichlorophenol (ug/l)

790

93

8.25.4

2,4-Dimethylphenol (ug/l)

2300

540

8.25.5

2,4-Dinitrophenol (ug/l)

14,000

70

8.2

0.28

6.5

2.1

X

X

B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

ALL OTHER
USES

CHRON2

8.25 Phenolic Materials
8.25.1 Phenol (ug/l)

8.25.6 Pentachlorophenolb (ug/l)
8.25.6.a The one-hour average concentration of
pentachlorophenol determined by the following
equation: exp(1.005(pH)-4.869)

X

X

8.25.6.b The 4-day average concentration of
pentachlorophenol determined by the following
equation:
exp(1.005(pH)-5.134).
8.25.7

X

X

2,4,6-Trichlorophenolb (ug/l)

8.26 Radioactivity:
Gross Beta activity not to exceed 1000 picocuries
per liter (pCi/l), nor shall activity from dissolved
strontium-90 exceed 10 pCi/l, nor shall activity
from dissolved alpha emitters exceed 3 pCi/l.

X

X

45
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APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1
8.26.1
Gross total alpha particle activity (including
radium-226 but excluding radon and uranium shall
not exceed 15 pCi/l and combined radium-226 and
radium-228 shall not exceed 5pCi/l; provided that
the specific determination of radium-226 and
radium-228 are not required if dissolved particle
activity does not exceed 5pCi/l; the concentration
of tritium shall not exceed 20,000 pCi/l; the
concentration of total strontium-90 shall not
exceed 8 pCi/l in the Ohio River main stem.

8.27 Selenium (ug/l) Water Column
Concentration f

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

X

20

20

5

8.27.1 Selenium (ug/g) g (based on instantaneous
measurement)
8.0 ug/g Fish Whole-Body Concentration
or

X

X

15.8

15.8

11.3 ug/g Fish Muscle (skinless, boneless filet)

8.27.2 Selenium (ug/g) Fish Egg/Ovary
Concentration h (based on instantaneous
measurement)

46

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

X

X

X

CHRON2

X

5

C³

50
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USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1
8.28 Silver (ug/l)
Hardness
0-50
51-100
101-200
>201

Silver
1
4
12
24

8.28.1
0-50
51-100
101-200
201-400
401-500
501-600

1
4
12
24
30
43

8.28.2 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved silver determined by the following
equation:
Ag=e(1.72[ln(hardness)]-6.59) x CF5

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

C³
CHRON2

X

X

X

X

47

A4

X

ALL OTHER
USES

47CSR2
APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

8.29 Temperature
Temperature rise shall be limited to no more than
5oF above natural temperature, not to exceed 87oF
at any time during months of May through
November and not to exceed 73oF at any time
during the months of December through April.
During any month of the year, heat should not be
added to a stream in excess of the amount that will
raise the temperature of the water more than 5oF
above natural temperature. In lakes and reservoirs,
the temperature of the epilimnion should not be
raised more than 3oF by the addition of heat of
artificial origin. The normal daily and seasonable
temperature fluctuations that existed before the
addition of heat due to other natural causes should
be maintained.

X

8.29.1 For the Kanawha River Main Stem (K-1):
Temperature rise shall be limited to no more than
5oF above natural temperature, not to exceed 90oF
in any case.

X

8.29.2 No heated effluents will be discharged in
the vicinity of spawning areas. The maximum
temperatures for cold waters are expressed in the
following table:
Daily
Hourly
Mean oF
Max oF
Oct-Apr
50
55
Sep-&May 58
62
Jun-Aug
66
70

ACUTE1

CHRON2

X
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C³

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

47CSR2
APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1
8.29.3 For Ohio River Main Stem (01) (see section
7.1.d, herein):
Period
Inst.
Dates
Ave.
Max.
Jan 1-31
45oF
50oF
February
45
50
March 1-15
51
56
March 16-31 54
59
April 1-15
58
64
April 16-30
64
69
May 1-15
68
73
May 16-31
75
80
June 1-15
80
85
June 16-30
83
87
July 1-31
84
89
August 1-31 84
89
Sept 1-15
84
87
Sept 16-30
82
86
Oct 1-15
77
82
Oct 16-31
72
77
Nov 1-30
67
72
Dec 1-31
52
57

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

A4

6.3

1.7

X

X

CHRON2

X

8.30 Thallium (ug/l)
8.31 Threshold odorc
Not to exceed a threshold odor number of 8 at
104oF as a daily average.
8.32 Total Residual Chlorine (ug/l - measured by
amperometric or equivalent method)

C³

X

19

X

11

8.32.1 No chlorinated discharge allowed

X
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ALL OTHER
USES
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USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1

B2

CHRON2

ACUTE1

C³

A4

X

X

X

X

CHRON2

8.33 Turbidity
No point or non-point source to West Virginia's
waters shall contribute a net load of suspended
matter such that the turbidity exceeds 10 NTU's
over background turbidity when the background is
50 NTU or less, or have more than a 10% increase
in turbidity (plus 10 NTU minimum) when the
background turbidity is more than 50 NTUs. This
limitation shall apply to all earth disturbance
activities and shall be determined by measuring
stream quality directly above and below the area
where drainage from such activity enters the
affected stream. Any earth disturbing activity
continuously or intermittently carried on by the
same or associated persons on the same stream or
tributary segment shall be allowed a single net
loading increase.

X

8.33.1 This rule shall not apply to those activities
at which Best Management Practices in
accordance with the State's adopted 208 Water
Quality Management Plan are being utilized,
maintained and completed on a site-specific basis
as determined by the appropriate 208 cooperative
or an approved Federal or State Surface Mining
Permit is in effect. This exemption shall not apply
to Trout Waters.

X

8.34 Zinc (ug/l)
The four-day average concentration of dissolved
zinc determined by the following equationa:
Zn = e(0.8473[ln(hardness)]+0.884) x CF5

X

X

X

50

ALL OTHER
USES

47CSR2
APPENDIX E, TABLE 1
USE DESIGNATION
AQUATIC LIFE

HUMAN HEALTH

PARAMETER
B1, B4
ACUTE1
8.34.1 The one-hour average concentration of
dissolved zinc determined by the following
equationa:
Zn = e(0.8473[ln(hardness)]+0.884) x CF5

B2

CHRON2

X

ACUTE1

C³

A4

ALL OTHER
USES

CHRON2

X

1

One hour average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every three years on the average, unless otherwise noted.
Four-day average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every three years on the average, unless otherwise noted.
3
These criteria have been calculated to protect human health from toxic effects through fish consumption, unless otherwise noted. Concentration not to be exceeded,
unless otherwise noted.
4
These criteria have been calculated to protect human health from toxic and/or organoleptic effects through drinking water and fish consumption, unless otherwise
noted. Concentration not to be exceeded, unless otherwise noted.
5
The appropriate Conversion Factor (CF) is a value used as a multiplier to derive the dissolved aquatic life criterion is found in Appendix E, Table 2.
6
Phthalate esters are determined by the summation of the concentrations of Butylbenzyl Phthalate, Diethyl Phthalate, Dimethyl Phthalate, Di-n-Butyl Phthalate and Din-Octyl Phthalate.
a
Hardness as calcium carbonate (mg/l). The minimum hardness allowed for use in this equation shall not be less than 25 mg/l, even if the actual ambient hardness is
less than 25 mg/l. The maximum hardness value for use in this equation shall not exceed 400 mg/l even if the actual hardness is greater than 400 mg/l.
b
Known or suspected carcinogen. Human health standards are for a risk level of 10 -6.
c
May not be applicable to wetlands (B4) - site-specific criteria are desirable.
d
The early life stage equation in the National Criterion shall be used to establish chronic criteria throughout the state unless the applicant demonstrates that no early life
stages of fish occur in the affected water(s).
e
Hardness as calcium carbonate (mg/l). The minimum hardness allowed for use in this equation shall not be less than 26 mg/l, even if the actual ambient hardness is less
than 26 mg/l. The maximum hardness value for use in this equation shall not exceed 200 mg/l even if the actual hardness is greater than 200 mg/l.
f
Water column values take precedence over fish tissue values when new inputs of selenium occur in waters previously unimpacted by selenium, until equilibrium is
reached between the water column and fish tissue.
g
Overrides any water column concentration when water concentrations and either fish whole body or fish muscle (skinless, boneless filet) are measured, except in
situations described in footnote f
h
Overrides any fish whole-body, fish muscle (skinless, boneless filet), or water column concentration when fish egg/ovary concentrations are measured, except in
situations described in footnote f
2
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APPENDIX E
TABLE 2
Conversion Factors
Metal

Acute

Chronic

Aluminum

1.000

1.000

Arsenic (III)

1.000

1.000

1.136672-[(ln hardness)(0.041838)]

1.101672-[(ln hardness)(0.041838)]

Chromium (III)

0.316

0.860

Chromium(VI)

0.982

0.962

Copper

0.960

0.960

1.46203-[(ln hardness)(0.145712)]

1.46203-[(ln hardness)(0.145712)]

Nickel

0.998

0.997

Silver

0.85

N/A

Zinc

0.978

0.986

Cadmium

Lead
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APPENDIX F
COOL WATER LAKES
This list contains lakes to be managed for cool water fisheries and is not intended to exclude any waters which meet the definition in
Section 2.2.

River Basin

County

Lake

Hardy Lost River
Hardy Lost River
Pendleton
Mineral

Trout Pond (Impoundment)
Rock Cliff Lake (Impoundment)
Hawes Run (Impoundment)
New Creek Dam 14(Impoundment)

Monongalia
Monongalia
Tucker
Randolph
Taylor
Lewis

Coopers Rock (Impoundment)
Cheat Lake
Thomas Park (Impoundment)
Spruce Knob Lake (Impoundment)
Tygart Lake
Stonecoal Lake

Raleigh
Nicholas
Greenbrier
Pocahontas
Pocahontas
Pocahontas
Pocahontas

Stephens Lake (Impoundment)
Summersville Reservoir (Impoundment)
Summit Lake (Impoundment)
Watoga Lake
Buffalo Fork (Impoundment)
Seneca (Impoundment)
Handley Pond

Wyoming/Mingo

RD Bailey Lake

Potomac River
PC
PC
PSB
PNB
Monongahela River
MC
MC
MC
MC
MT
MW
Kanawha River
KC
KG
KG
KNG
KNG
KNG
KCG
Guyandotte River
OG
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Public Comment Materials
Public Hearing Transcript
Written & Oral comments
DEP Response to Comments
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Division of Water & Waste Management
601 57th Street, Southeast
Charleston, WV 25304
Phone: (304) 926-0440
Fax: (304) 926-0463

Earl Ray Tomblin, Governor
Randy C. Huffman, Cabinet Secretary
www.dep.wv.gov

Division of Water and Waste Management
Water Quality Standards Program
Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards Rule
On June 16, 2015, the Division of Water & Waste Management (DWWM) commenced a forty-five
day public comment period and subsequently held a public hearing on July 21, 2015 to accept
oral comments on proposed revisions to the WV legislative rule “Requirements Governing Water
Quality Standards,” 47CSR2. DWWM proposed the following revisions (summarized):
7.2.d.8.2.

Site-specific variance for specified streams in Cheat River watershed

7.2.d.11.1.

Site-specific variance for specified streams in Tygart River watershed

8.1.1 – 8.1.2

Revision to aquatic life aluminum criterion

8.27 – 8.27.2

Revision to aquatic life selenium criterion

Public Notice, Hearing, and Comments
The following sections are included:

1. Statement of Notices to Public
2. Written & Oral comments
3. DEP response to comments

Promoting a healthy environment.

1. Notices to Public
The public was noticed of WV Water Quality Standards proposed rule changes in several ways. DEP
Public Information Office (PIO) sent out notices via its email-based mailing list on June 16 and 17,
2015. On June 18, notice of proposed changes to 47CSR2 was published in the WV State Register.
A legal ad regarding proposed rule changes was published in The Charleston Gazette newspaper
on June 19, 2015. News Releases were sent to press from DEP PIO on July 1 and July 14, 2015; as a
result, several news articles throughout West Virginia were written regarding the upcoming public
hearing.

2

2. Written and Oral Comments
Comments were accepted orally at a public hearing held at DEP Headquarters in Charleston, WV
on Tuesday, July 21, 2015, from 6-8PM. Sixty-seven people signed a registration sheet, and sixteen
people spoke at the hearing. Written comments were accepted by mail, direct email to Water
Quality Standards program staff, hand-delivery, and via DEP’s web-based public comment system,
provided by DEP Public Information Office. Comments were accepted until July 31, 2015;
comments received post-marked by that date were also accepted.

This section includes:

Transcript & Sign-in sheet from public hearing
Written Comments on revisions to 47CSR2

3

In Re:

PUBLIC HEARING ON DIVISION OF
WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMNT’S PROPOSED REVISION
TO LEGISLATIVE RULE 47CSR2, REQIUREMENTS
GOVERNING WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

_________________________________________________________
JULY 21, 2015
6:00 P.M.
_________________________________________________________

WEST VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
601 57TH STREET, S.E.
CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA

_________________________________________________________

Dena A. Belisle
Certified Court Reporter

CAPITOL CITY REPORTING
“PROFESSIONAL STENOMASK FOR THE RECORD”

POST OFFICE BOX 11394, CHARLESTON WEST VIRGINIA 25339  (304) 344-9505 FAX (304) 344-9506

Public Hearing

7/21/2015

2

APPEARANCES
ON BEHALF OF THE WEST
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
JACOB GLANCE
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
601 57TH STREET, S.E.
CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA 25304

CAPITOL CITY REPORTING
Post Office Box 11394
Charleston, West Virginia 25339

(304) 344-9505

Public Hearing

7/21/2015

P R O C E E D I N G S

1
2

3

MR. GLANCE:

Good evening.

Before we get

3

started, I’d like to remind everyone if you haven’t

4

signed the sign-in sheet and you want to speak, sign

5

up in the back there by Mr. Ramey.

6

sheets left to sign up on.

There’s several

I’m Jake Glance from the Department of

7
8

Environmental Protection, Public Information office.

9

I’m the facilitator for tonight’s public hearing to

10

discuss the Division of Water and Waste Management’s

11

Proposed Revisions to Legislative Rule 47CSR2,

12

Requirements Governing Water Quality Standards.
Also here tonight from the DEP are Scott

13
14

Mandirola, Cabinet Secretary and Director of the

15

Division of Water and Waste Management; Laura Cooper,

16

the Assistant Director of Water Quality Standards

17

within the Division of Water and Waste Management;

18

Mike Sheehan, the Assistant Director of the DEP’s

19

Division of Land Restoration; and Chris Smith, an

20

environmental resource analyst in water quality

21

standards.

22

The Rule 47CSR2 establishes requirements

23

governing standards of surface water quality from

24

water to the state.

CAPITOL CITY REPORTING
Post Office Box 11394
Charleston, West Virginia 25339

These standards are developed to

(304) 344-9505

Public Hearing

7/21/2015

4

1

help protect and preserve water quality necessary to

2

meet and maintain designated or assigned uses such as

3

swimming, recreation, public water supply and/or

4

aquatic life.

5

The DEP’s proposed revisions to the rule

6

include changes to aquatic life criteria for aluminum

7

and selenium, and also the inclusion of two site-

8

specific water quality standard variances.

9

The purpose of tonight’s hearing is to

10

give you the opportunity to share your comments with

11

DEP about this proposed rule.

12

being recorded by a court reporter to give you -- so

13

that the comments that are shared can be part of the

14

public rulemaking record.

15

up, even though I’m going to say your name to bring

16

you up, when you get up to the podium, if you can say

17

your name and she might ask you to spell your name

18

just so we get it right.

19

Tonight’s hearing is

I do ask when you do come

To ensure that we successfully achieve

20

the purpose of this hearing, we ask that everyone be

21

respectful and considerate of each other by refraining

22

from interrupting others while they’re speaking and

23

keeping your comments on topic so that our time

24

together is used most efficiently.
CAPITOL CITY REPORTING
Post Office Box 11394
Charleston, West Virginia 25339

(304) 344-9505

Public Hearing

7/21/2015

5

We do have several people who are signed

1
2

up to speak with the potential that more could come

3

in, so we are going to limit each person’s speaking

4

time to five minutes.
For those wishing to speak, when I call

5
6

you up to provide your comments, please state your

7

name and say if you’re representing any groups or

8

organizations.

9

would like to submit in addition to or in lieu of your

If you have written comments that you

10

spoken comments, please hand them to me after you

11

speak or at the conclusion of this hearing.
If you did not sign up to speak when you

12
13

come in, again you can still sign up in the back of

14

the room near the sign that says public comments and

15

please sign in.

16

hearing format -- yes, sir?
UNKNOWN SPEAKER:

17
18

If no one has any questions about the

Written comments may be

sent to you after tonight?
MR. GLANCE:

19

Yes.

If you want to talk to

20

me after the meeting, I’ll give you the address and

21

also the email.

22

format?

23

is Rupie Phillips.

24

Okay.

So any other questions about the
We’ll get started.
Come on up.

MR. PHILLIPS:
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1

name is Rupie Phillips.

2

County representing the 24 t h District.

3

tell you, I’m so glad to see so many friends here in

4

stripes.

5

the house bill that kicked this all off.

6

own inspired me, Christopher Jeffrey, about two-and-a-

7

half years ago to get this started, along with Roger

8

Horton and I pushed.

9

something so I could introduce it and, yes, I’m the

That’s great.

I’m a delegate out of Logan
I would like to

I am also the lead sponsor of
One of your

I pushed Jason Bostic to get me

10

one who told the tree huggers, you know, the coal

11

association to give me a vehicle and I put it in four-

12

wheel drive and I drove it to the top.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is very

13
14

important that this issue goes through.

I’m not real

15

happy with the proposed limits, but I think it’s a

16

start.

17

district is affected.

18

coal industry too.

19

hurts.

20

job.

21

legislate the coal industry out of business, he’ll

22

regulate them out of business.

23

I’m ready to fight.

24

today and I proposed a resolution down there to draw

All you all coalminers are affected.

My

I’m actually in sales in the

My job is affected.

It hurts.

Every day I get calls, I need a job.

It

I need a

And Obama said it himself, if you can’t
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1

the line in the sand down there and 15 states agreed

2

to tell Obama no on his EPA.
I’m so glad to see you all tonight.

3

But

4

at any rate, the selenium level, you know, and

5

everybody knows it, if you bottle the water, if

6

anybody’s got a bottle –- I see a bottle back here --

7

there of 50 parts per billion and they want to limit

8

it to less than five parts per billion.

9

absurd.

That is

Your body has got to have selenium.

Why

10

don’t you drink water that’s less than five parts per

11

billion and see what it does to your body, the ones

12

that’s here that’s against this.

13

Back in the spring, I looked at Secretary

14

Huffman, I ask him every time I see him.

15

Rupie how is it going, where we at, it’s going good.

16

It’s going good.

17

and I said, hey, if you don’t have something now –-

18

this was three sessions ago in the past -- if you

19

don’t have something soon, don’t worry about it,

20

because there’s not going to be any coalmines here to

21

affect, because we are getting shut down.

22

He said,

I looked at him back in the spring

But I hope and pray a new administration

23

will change and we can get it back to where we need it

24

and protect our coal jobs.
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stick together.

2

political speech because like I said it affects my

3

job.

4

and these other issues, don’t give up.

5

together.

Stick

Thank you.
MR. GLANCE:

Next up is Larry Orr and

after Larry, we’ll have Connie Gratop Lewis.
MR. ORR:

8
9

And this ain’t no

The families that are hurting over this issue

6
7

I’m with you.

8

Orr.

Thank you.

My name is Larry

I’m the past Chairman of the West Virginia

10

Council of Trout Unlimited.

My son, Lee, is the

11

current chairman.

12

the 1500 dues paying members of Trout Unlimited in

13

West Virginia.

I’m speaking on behalf of him and

West Virginia Council of Trout Unlimited

14
15

is a conservation organization.

We're not an

16

environmentalist organization.

17

protect -- is to conserve, protect and restore the

18

cold-water fisheries of West Virginia.

19

protect and restore.

Our mission is to

Conserve,

Water is the most important natural

20
21

resource in West Virginia, not coal, not oil, not gas,

22

not timber or the product of any of the extractive

23

industries.

24

resource.

Water is the most important natural
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West Virginia Council of Trout Unlimited

1
2

opposes weakening the standards on aluminum and

3

selenium.

4

reason for proposing the weakening of the standards is

5

to reduce mining costs.

6

the current standards in order to protect water

7

quality, then let the industry bear those costs.

These are both known toxins and the only

If it costs more to mine with

8

Thank you for your consideration.

9

MR. GLANCE:

10

Connie is up next and after

Connie will be Leroy Stanley.
MS. LEWIS:

11

I’m Connie Gratop Lewis of

12

Charleston.

I’m a legislative coordinator for the

13

West Virginia Environmental Council and I wish to

14

speak to the rule that is being proposed.
The West Virginia Environmental Council

15
16

is not satisfied with the limits as they have been

17

proposed.

18

used in creating the selenium standard is the right

19

science for West Virginia streams.

We do not believe that the science that was

We do not believe that the aluminum

20
21

standard is protective of human health, which should

22

be of interest to all of us, even as we desperately

23

try to hang on to any jobs that remain within the

24

industry.
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I understand your pain as the coal

1
2

industry is in a time of contraction.

Where I come

3

from, the UAW was once the largest union and the auto

4

industry was the largest employer.

5

devastation in my hometown and I also see now that new

6

industries are coming in using the skills that the

7

auto workers had and that the glass workers had and

8

that my hometown is in a time of fitful but steady

9

resurgence.

I saw the

I know that the coalminers are tough and

10

that they can, in fact, recover from this if they are

11

given the opportunity to do so.

12

join us at some point in the future when we work to

13

diversify and strengthen the economy of the state.

14

Thank you.
MR. GLANCE:

15

I hope that you will

By the way, if anybody has

16

come in and wants to speak, if you would sign up in

17

the back just on the kind of the rightmost column,

18

just put yes if you know that you want to have your

19

comments heard.
MR. STANLEY:

20

I’m Leroy Stanley.

21

retired construction worker.

22

y, S-t-a-n-l-e-y.

23

issue.

24

Association where the Tygart River runs in north

I’m a

I spell my name L-e-r-o-

We’re here today on a different

We’re here today to save the Tygart Watershed
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central West Virginia.

2

MR. GLANCE:

3

MR. STANLEY:

You need to speak up.
The Tygart River runs from

4

north central West Virginia.

It’s one of the two,

5

three rivers to make up the Mon.

6

to Pittsburgh and then the Ohio River.

7

ago, we decided that we was going to do some things

8

with the acid mine drainage that had been done, not

9

now, not in coalmines going on now, but 90 years ago

It goes all the way
About 14 years

10

this one stream that’s in issue here today was

11

impacted with acid mine drainage, we’re going to try

12

to put lime dosers on it.

13

four years ago on another stream which was highly

14

impacted with acid mine drainage at Three Fork Creek

15

and it worked.

16

dosers.

17

swallow camels, you know what I mean.

18

questioning this process.

19

this water standard issue that's here today.

20

to see all of my friend coalminers here.

21

We did this same process

A lot of people don't like lime

Some of the people like to strain gnats and
They're

This has nothing to do with
I'm glad

But we have two watershed groups involved

22

in this cleaning this stream up.

23

the Tygart and the other one is Laurel Mountain.

24

got a signed letter here I’d like to read into the
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record and then submit it for evidence.
We believe the DEP has been working

2
3

diligently to try to recover this stream.

Yesterday I

4

was on that other stream that I spoke of, Three Fork

5

Creek, and it’s loaded with trout now.

6

dosers on it and cure what they did 100 years ago and

7

that has nothing to do with now, you understand.

8

want to put these dosers on Three Fork Creek, or on

9

Sandy Creek like we did on Three Fork Creek.

Put these lime

We

Number

10

one, it’s going to improve drinking water for half a

11

million West Virginians in north central West

12

Virginia, not counting when the water gets over there

13

towards Pittsburgh, over there in western

14

Pennsylvania, the same water.

15

Virginias, because of the aluminum, the iron,

16

manganese and other things that’s in the river is

17

going to fall out.

18

the iron does, the sulfur.

19

mining coal in north central West Virginia.

20

present coal companies and coalmines are taking care

21

of it or are attempting to take care of it and this is

22

a way to cure something that happened long before

23

anybody in this room was born.

24

this.

Half a million West

It precipitates, just like rain,
We have that problem in
The

We’re going to cure

DEP wants to try them lime dosers temporarily
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1

and see how they work.

The Save the Tygart Watershed

2

Association and Laurel Mountain, there’s a slew of

3

coalminers that belong to it too.

4

we’re not against coal.

5

that was done long before -- long before any of us was

6

born, I say again.

7

lime, a natural substance, in the water and then the

8

iron and the sulfur fall out, within they say a

9

quarter a mile.

They know that

We’re trying to fix something

This process involves putting

We haven’t seen it.

We see it

10

falling out from Three Fork Creek.

It falls out very

11

close to the doser and then you have clean water.

12

state buys this lime and puts it in these dosers.

The

The coalmine, which is Leer Number One, I

13
14

think, Taylor County, they invited us over, a couple

15

months ago.

16

It didn't bother me a bit.

17

But what I’m saying is, we need this process to go

18

forward and clean up this old mine water, to clean up

19

this old mine water.

20
21

We went through the mines and everything.
I’ve been there before.

MR. GLANCE:

Sir, you might want to

MR. STANLEY:

Okay.

wrap it up.

22

Just a minute.

23

me finish.

This old mine water we’re going to take

24

care of and this is a good proven, effective way of
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1

having it both ways, clean water, doing away with the

2

sulfur and the iron and all that.
MR. GLANCE:

3
4

Thank you.

Next up is Angie Rosser and

after Angie is Cindy Rank.
MS. ROSSER:

5

Good evening.

I’m Angie

6

Rosser.

I’m the executive director of the West

7

Virginia Rivers Coalition and we've set out to ensure

8

that our rivers are there for us and future

9

generations to enjoy fishing, swimming, drinking from.
Delegate Phillips pointed out that there

10
11

are people drinking bottled water in here and our goal

12

is to make sure that our water resources are protected

13

so that we can feel like we are competent in that our

14

tap water is a safe to drink and our water supplies

15

are healthy enough to rely on for our survivals.
And we do have concerns about all three

16
17

or four of the revisions that are proposed in this

18

rule.

19

path that this state has gone down for 20 years now.

20

In 1998, we weakened the criteria.

21

from a total -- looking at total recoverable aluminum

22

to a dissolved criteria.

23

weakening of the standards of 87 to 750 micrograms per

24

liter for the warm water chronic criteria.

The aluminum change is drastic and it follows a
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1

we saw the emergency rule come in that was rejected by

2

the legislature because of concerns about weakening

3

water quality in the state, and here we are in 2015

4

with another emergency and I beg of you to consider

5

what is the emergency here.

6

streams are too clean?

7

your neighbors that they’re concerned that our streams

8

might be too clean and that we should allow more

9

pollution in them.

Is it really that our

Are we really hearing from

And I worry about this

10

mischaracterization that weakening this one water

11

quality criteria too is going to solve all of our

12

problems.
And I’m quite overwhelmed by the turnout

13
14

tonight and I’m feeling your fear and your urgency.

15

don’t want to put that aside that you're concerned

16

about your livelihood and your families, but it’s your

17

all's communities that are going to bear the burden of

18

this pollution.

19

communities that are going to see an aluminum increase

20

and selenium increase and who’s going to be cleaning

21

it up?

22

I

It's the people living in the mining

And we just heard from the gentleman from

23

the Tygart Watershed who was begging the DEP to help

24

clean up these legacy issues and it’s costing the
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taxpayers millions and millions of dollars.
So what is our future going to look like

2
3

in West Virginia?

What is water going to look like?

4

And I don’t know how we start this dialogue, but we

5

need to.

6

going to put us in a position of paying the price down

7

the line.

8

this, technical comments, looking at the research

9

because the science is important here.

And I’m worried we’re taking risks that are

I mean, we will submit written comments on

The science is

10

important we consider the biological effects of

11

aluminum that is hard to predict depending on stream

12

chemistry, what happens to it, how it is ingested by

13

insects that the fish depend on, that we depend on.

14

It just goes up the food chain.

15

decisions that are being made right now and I just

16

caution us in light of the -- there is urgency in the

17

state to do something.

18

is the fix-it and we should think about the long-term

19

consequences.

20

selenium in our streams.

21

to fish tissue sampling that we don’t know if it will

22

work.

23

happens?

How are we going to control the bad actors

24

in this?

Most mining operators are responsible.

These are heavy

I just don’t think that this

We’re talking about allowing more
We’re talking about moving

What if there are no fish to sample, then what
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1

are we going to do about the ones who are

2

irresponsible and we all have to pay the price?

3

kind of oversight will there be?

4

enforcement will there be?

What

What kind of

How will we do that?

And I’ll just close by mentioning the

5
6

variances.

You'll hear from other folks, but we’re

7

setting a precedent here with these Tygart and Cheat

8

variances I'm concerned about.

9

questions left unanswered.

There's just a lot of

There’s an open time

10

limit, well, a ten-year time limit on this, a lack of

11

detail on the applications, legal questions, a public

12

meeting that got cancelled, lack of consult from other

13

experts who know this watershed well.

14

So I just invite a dialogue and listening

15

to each other and trying to find a way forward that

16

doesn’t set us up for more pollution in our waters and

17

more cost to the state and more concern about will our

18

kids even want to live here.

19
20

MR. GLANCE:

Cindy Rank is up now and

after that we have a Mike Becker.

21

MR. BECKER:

Yeah.

22

MR. GLANCE:

Okay.

23

MS. RANK:

24
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1

in this room and have seen a lot of you in court and

2

down the road.

3

submitting written comments by the end of next week in

4

conjunction with Rivers Coalition and several other

5

groups on a lot on all of the aspects of this.

I just want to say that we will be

Tonight I’d just like to say a few words

6
7

on variances.

8

to the Office of Special Reclamation, I really think

9

that as much as we would all love to fix and improve

10

Sandy Creek and Muddy Creek and Martin Creek, I just

11

don’t believe that this is the way, the way that’s

12

being proposed is the way we should go about it.

13

And with all due respect to Leroy and

One thing that Conservancy has done with

14

several other people is, as you all know by being in

15

court, and for the first time in years, we have been

16

able to have a court order that said the DEP should,

17

in fact, take care of the forfeited mining sites,

18

those that were abandoned after the 1977 Surface Mine

19

Act and actually get the NPDES and complete the

20

reclamation in the water treatment that the mining

21

industry is required to do through their permits.

22

That was a big step forward.

23

Muddy, we have two very large mines that should be

24

treated with two standards and the money is there in
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1

the special reclamation fund, which isn’t very well

2

funded, but that should be used first and then see

3

what happens and then use a lot of the other funds

4

that might be available.

5

the special reclamation fund, we’ve got the AML fund,

6

we've got the stream restoration fund, we’ve got the

7

water fund, all of which are underfunded given what's

8

out there and what needs to be done, but in the long

9

run and in the priority list, if we do the forfeited

10

sites first and then look at other ways to deal with

11

the older sites, the abandoned mines, the ones that

12

were abandoned prior to the 1977 Act, we’ll be able to

13

do it with the dosers what Leroy talked about.

We’ve got not necessarily

I was impressed with the Fork Creek

14
15

dosers.

I think there’s a different -- I think it’s

16

different, a different situation in both Muddy and in

17

Sandy and I think we have a different way to approach

18

that before we get to just the dosers.
In terms of policy, the actual variance

19
20

that's suggested in this proposed rate is so wide

21

open, it’s just not supported by the information

22

that’s there.

23

of what could be there if we do the reclamation site

24

first and then consider the whole watersheds.

It’s not supported by the assessments
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1

don’t believe that it’s -- it’s substantiated enough

2

to support things.

3

One is the willingness to give up on major portions of

4

streams that are impacted, whether it be by old, old

5

mines or old mines or recently forfeited mines.

6

you put a doser in, you’re going to forget about the

7

streams that are above it and what comes below it

8

turns into a very large mixing pool, a very large

9

treatment pond because of the sediment and the

There’s some general concerns.

When

10

settling out of the iron and the magnesium.

We just

11

don’t think that that’s necessary.

12

that is wise.

13

for these variance.

14

is amazing.

15

variances that are suggested, Muddy Creek would have a

16

pH between two and nine, 2.1 and nine, iron limit of

17

179 milligrams per liter, aluminum of 48, and in Sandy

18

Creek pH of 2.59, iron of 21 and aluminum of 34.

19

just think that it’s so wide -- so wide open for

20

anything to be going on in either of those watersheds

21

and it’s a bad precedent to set for any treatment

22

mines down the line that we just can’t accept those as

23

effluent limits or instream limits in these two

24

streams.

We don’t think

We don’t think that would be the basis
And the precedent that these set

I mean the limits that are in the

It’s just putting off for ten years
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1

something that we’re going to have to deal with in a

2

different way is my feeling.

3

pollute for an experiment in these watersheds that

4

aren’t necessarily going to happen the way Leroy hopes

5

they will happen.

6

area will worry about the sediment and the actual

7

dropping out of metals in the mine on downstream in

8

Sandy and they’re concerned about that.

It’s a license to

And I know people in the Fellowship

Rightly so.

Up in the Cheat, we’re worried the Cheat

9
10

canyon how far down will these sediments go and how

11

much will that impact the actual streambed in terms of

12

ability to support biological aquatic insects down

13

into the future.

14

MR. GLANCE:

15

MS. RANK:

Can you wrap it up?
Uh-huh.

So I will leave the

16

rest for our written comments that we can elaborate

17

more, but I will just say now that we believe that is

18

good to clean up every stream in the state when and

19

how that we really can, but we just don’t think this

20

is the best, the most supported or the wisest way to

21

move forward in Sandy Creek or in Muddy Creek.

22

you.
MR. GLANCE:

23
24

Mike Becker?

Thank

After Mike is

Jason Bostic.
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1

22

Good evening.

My name is

2

Mike Becker.

I work with Appalachian Mountain

3

Advocates.

4

about the site-specific variances, which is a fairly

5

discreet issue, but I can’t help myself from

6

addressing a little bit of the other issues on the

7

table, especially the politics that are involved with

8

some of these that we started off with tonight.

I actually came prepared tonight to talk

I would just like to say there’s no doubt

9
10

in anyone’s mind that the coal industry is hurting

11

right now.

12

eyes in the state without seeing it.

13

there is a misguided effort to focus everything on a

14

black and white issue of whether you are for or

15

against coal.

16

You can’t read the newspaper or open your
But I do think

This state is going through a major

17

change in the next few years.

18

than anybody expected and it’s not going to get

19

anywhere simply by blaming politicians or blaming

20

environmental activists for the decline of coal jobs.

21

The reality is much more complicated than that and

22

it’s going to take a much more complicated solution.

23
24

I think we’re rapidly

I myself and Appalachian Mountain
Advocates would backup what many of the other
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1

environment groups here have said on selenium and

2

aluminum.

3

Virginia’s future is not -- has got to be not racing

4

to the bottom and relaxing standards to a point where

5

we are losing resources we do have.

6

going to be critical.

7

I think part of the solution to West

I think that’s

I also say those issues that I am

8

prepared to talk about the site-specific variances, in

9

my mind are very related.

These site-specific

10

variances are necessary specifically because of legacy

11

mines that were not regulated or were not well

12

regulated and mines that went belly up leaving water

13

pollution problems.

14

I don’t want to see a new set of

15

regulations and a new set of legacy problems that West

16

Virginia taxpayers have to address in the future and I

17

think that relaxing selenium and aluminum standards is

18

on the path to do that.

19

One issue I came to speak about are the

20

variances in Little Sandy Creek and Martin Creek.

21

want to say from the outset that, you know, I don’t

22

think that these -- I think the intentions behind the

23

variances are good.

24

impacted streams that do need help and recognize that
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1

the money to help these streams is limited.

2

I do have, you know, several serious concerns about

3

the variances, particularly about the precedence they

4

set.

5

However,

First and foremost, these variances

6

require the use of removing the designated uses of

7

fishable, swimmable waters from certain sections of

8

the streams and that’s something that’s at the very

9

heart of the Clean Water Act.

In fact, the very first

10

few lines, the purpose of the Clean Water Act is to

11

maintain fishable and swimmable uses and it’s not

12

something that should be taken away lightly.

13

In fact, if you look at the federal

14

regulations, there are specific sets of criteria that

15

must be followed, including the use attainability

16

analysis that must be followed to remove those types

17

of designated uses.

18

the infuseability of treatment of sources and the

19

reasons why those water quality standards can be met.

20

It requires documenting sources,

I have looked over the applications.

I

21

know from talking with folks, like Mike Sheehan, that

22

a lot of work has been done here, but I will say that

23

I’ve not seen the necessary steps that are needed to

24

do that use attainability analysis and to prove the
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1

unattainability of those fishable, swimmable uses have

2

been done here.
Again, I’m also more concerned than the

3
4

specific sites about the example this will set.

5

think taking a stream and saying because it has bad

6

water quality now is difficult to correct and we

7

should relax the standards.

8

dangerous precedence across the state.

9

MR. GLANCE:

10

I

It sets a really

Mr. Bostic is up now.

After

Jason is Roger Horton.
MR. BOSTIC:

11

Good evening, everyone.

12

Thank you to DEP, Scott and the members of the staff

13

to give me the opportunity to speak tonight.

14

touch on the technical issues associated with aluminum

15

and selenium standards, let me first thank the room

16

full of coal miners around the state that have come

17

out tonight to support these rule changes.

18

begin to tell you how important it is that our state

19

agencies and our elected leaders understand the

20

importance of this issue for those of you in this room

21

that earn a living mining and producing America’s

22

energy.

23

here unlike the activists and the lawyers that are

24

very, very proud of the fact that they have cost your

Before I

I can’t

It is also so terribly important that you are
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1

communities, your industry billions of dollars in

2

unneeded water treatment to address essentially

3

meaningless standards and that you all are here as the

4

true representatives of our coalfield communities.

5

These changes are terribly important to restore sanity

6

and rationale to the regulations of the West Virginia

7

coal industry.

8

I also want to specifically thank the

9

members of the West Virginia Legislature that came

10

out, Rupie Phillips, Kelly Sobonya, Senator Art

11

Kirkendoll, because in the end, it’s the West Virginia

12

Legislature that has the responsibility for enacting

13

West Virginia’s Water Quality Standards and it was the

14

West Virginia Legislature that after ten years of

15

everybody from our state agencies to the federal

16

counterparts knowing that these standards were wrong

17

that took legislative action to finally enforce

18

opposed changes to the water quality water standards.
I’m going to spare you, for the most

19
20

part, on the technical comments.

21

as part of our written package, but there are a couple

22

of key points that I think need to be addressed

23

tonight.

24

We will submit those

The methodology used by our DEP for both
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1

the aluminum and selenium standards that are proposed

2

is entirely consistent with the way the federal

3

Environmental Protection Agency recommends that water

4

quality standards be calculated.

5

West Virginia’s proposed standards go even further by

6

applying even more restrictive factors of safety and

7

surely these two standards are protective of aquatic

8

life in the streams.

And our standards --

As I mentioned, West Virginia’s federal

9
10

counterpart, the EPA, realized the current selenium

11

standards of five micrograms per liter is wrong and

12

it’s been wrong and they’ve known it has been wrong

13

for ten years.

14

spur the agency to take some kind of action.

It’s taken us that long to finally

In the meantime, millions of dollars have

15
16

been spent to comply with what is essentially a

17

meaningless standard.

18

mentioned that science is important and I couldn’t

19

agree more.

20

me the most about the representation that speaks to a

21

water quality standard of a weakening of that

22

standard.

23

the selenium standard, which is a tissue based

24

approach, and the aluminum standard, which is an

One of the earlier speakers

That’s one of the things that frustrates

It’s not a weakening.
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1

harvest measurement, that reflects the current state

2

of the science and the current understanding of how

3

those particular metals behave in West Virginia and

4

Appalachian streams.
And the aluminum standard that was

5
6

mentioned earlier was rejected by the legislature that

7

is not true.

8

reject the aluminum standard previously proposed.

9

was withdrawn.

The West Virginia Legislature did not
It

Another thing to remember with respect to

10
11

the comment about weakening West Virginia’s water

12

quality standards, we are acutely aware, as I think

13

the agency is, there are certain industrial

14

discharges, including coal mines in the State of West

15

Virginia, that will receive lower permit limits for

16

aluminum based on the enactment of the new standard.

17

Again, it’s about what is most protective for the

18

streams.

19

any stretch of the imagination.

So it’s not a weakening of the standards by

That concludes my remarks and we will

20
21

have pretty extensive technical comments submitted for

22

the record.

23

tonight to support this terribly important rule.

24

Again, thank you all for coming out

MR. GLANCE:
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after Roger is Tim Hudley; is that correct?
MR. HORTON:

2

Thanks to the DEP for

3

holding this very important hearing and thank all

4

these brothers and sisters in the coal industry for

5

being here.

6

of this.

7

I am just pleased and proud to be a part

We’re thankful you’re here.
As Jason alluded to, the comments

8

specifics, technical aspects will all be presented to

9

you folks forthwith.

10
11

They will be coming and I’m sure

they’ve done a very good job.
I want to talk specifically about 200

12

people, 200 people that were my employees, brothers

13

and sisters that are no longer working.

14

closed down because of a standard that cost millions

15

and millions of dollars at the Apogee Coal Mine to

16

build a selenium treatment plant that is was

17

absolutely of no value.

18

500 individuals who are going to lose their jobs very

19

shortly because of the selenium standards that is

20

outdated and the ability to use whatsoever at the

21

Hobet operation because of the massive amount of money

22

that this company had to spend on a worthless, an

23

absolutely worthless system.

24

what they’re doing is sound and just and when you see
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1

500 families leave an area, there’s no just about

2

that, none whatsoever.
No one with any money even wants to look

3
4

at Hobet or Apogee because of that liability, you know

5

what I’m saying.

6

it’s absolutely just of no use whatsoever.

7

has been many, many of you who have worked your entire

8

life in this industry and gave it your most and I

9

thank you for that and I want you to continue to work

They do not want to look at it, so
And there

10

and continue to work safely.

11

too, that everything that I can do, I will continue to

12

do to make sure your jobs are there and we can return

13

our industry’s people back to work.

14

your time.
MR. GLANCE:

15

I want to let you know,

I thank you for

Tim Hudley is up next and

16

after Tim is, I think, it’s Amanda Pitzer; is that

17

right?

18

MR. PITZER:

Yeah.

19

MR. HUDLEY:

Actually my name is Terry

20

Hudley.

I was born and raised down in Chapmanville.

21

I worked for the coal industry and I want to tell you

22

a little bit from my personal perspective.

23

I worked together.

24

perspective in the industry as far as the regulations
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and rules.
I go down this road and I see stripes and

2
3

I hear people talking about the damage to these water

4

systems and one thing I’d like to say is there’s

5

nobody in this room -- I would say this without any

6

hesitation, there’s nobody in this room that wants

7

dirty water, nobody, coal miners, anybody in this

8

room, so let’s get beyond that.

9

about the purview and let’s talk about what actually

Let’s quit talking

10

happens to people and the people I’m concerned about,

11

the people that I represent are these guys in stripes

12

and their families and right now there’s about 80,000

13

of them laid off in West Virginia.

14

35,000 other jobs that are probably lost as a result

15

of the layoffs in the coal industry, and I looked

16

around and the headlines today and the West Virginia’s

17

unemployment rate raised to 7.4 percent.

18

nothing.

19

Mingo County is 15 percent.

20

coalfields and there’s no reason for that other than

21

the fact that our industry is suffering and it’s

22

suffering because of policies.

23

about the cost of the price of natural gas.

24

talk about the price of coal in other competing

There’s about

That’s

McDowell County is 15 and a half percent.
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1

countries, other fuels.

2

in markets of power plants, but when you peel away the

3

onion -- when you peel away the onion in every

4

situation, you come back to policy, and a good policy

5

is a policy that’s balanced.

6

And I don’t see these guys -- these guys in stripes, I

7

don’t see their needs coming into the balance.

8

They’re not being weighed at all.

9

on the scale and that’s President Obama and the Obama

10

We can talk about the shift

It’s a balance of needs.

Somebody’s hand is

administration.
Now, this rule here that we’re talking

11
12

about here tonight, it’s a state regulation.

13

directly related to the war on coal, but it’s another

14

symptom.

15

scale against the guys in stripes and I just want our

16

policymakers to make decisions without tipping that

17

scale.

18

look at their families and take everybody into

19

account, everybody.

20

It’s not

It’s another thing, another weight on that

I want our policymakers to look at these guys,

And like I say, these guys in stripes

21

they’re more than about the policymakers today.

22

you know, ultimately, we’ll going to pay the price for

23

that because like I say our grid is going to fail.

24

really believe that.
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1

these guys aren’t working.

Take those coal powered

2

power plants offline and take the miners out of the

3

jobs and they don’t go back to work tomorrow.

4

don’t turn those power plants back on tomorrow.

5

it come down a few weeks ago a representative of AEP

6

said in one of our meetings, said with no reservation

7

at all, if we had another winter like we’ve had the

8

last couple of winters, that there would be

9

disruptions, there would be blackouts and brownouts,

10

period.

11

it’s a symptom.

12

it’s time policymakers balance those scales.

14

And

So, yeah, this is not directly related, but
It’s another weight on the scale and

MR. GLANCE:

13

They

Amanda Pitzer is up next and

after Amanda is Bill Price.
MS. PITZER:

15

Thank you.

Good evening,

My name is Amanda Pitzer.

I’m Executive

16

everyone.

17

Director of Friends of the Cheat.

18

group located up in north central West Virginia, not

19

far from Leroy’s group, Save the Tygart, and I’m here

20

tonight to comment specifically on the proposed

21

variances in Martin, Glade and Fickey Run, which are

22

the waters that flows into Muddy Creek, which I also

23

will be talking about tonight.

24

We are a watershed

So Friends of Cheat has actively been
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1

working on the ground for over 20 years to restore

2

streams from acid mine drainage.

3

abandoned coal mine lands in the Cheat watershed

4

alone.

5

We’re cleaning up the mess of last regulations from

6

decades ago and we’ve done that with success.

7

done that on the ground.

8

today, but typically I have mud boots on.

9

the courtroom.

There are 500

The coal industry has long left the Cheat.

We’ve

I might be wearing heels
I’m not in

I’m out there looking at sludge,

10

looking at dosers, looking at systems on the ground.

11

We’ve implemented 16 acid mine drainage systems on

12

over 40 properties in the Cheat River watershed and

13

since 2013, we’ve been actively working closely with

14

the Office of Special Reclamation to maintain 27 of

15

their mine forfeiture sites.

16

partnership and through that work with DEP and through

17

our work with the river council over the last 21

18

years, I truly believe that the DEP has good

19

intentions with this variance and wants to restore

20

streams.

21

here today and give my unconditional support for this

22

variance; however -- well, I’ll tell you why.

23

won’t I support it, because Friends of Cheat knows

24

that it’s going to take an outside of the box strategy

It’s a unique

And I would really like to be able to stand
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1

to clean up the Muddy Creek Watershed, no doubt?

2

over 500 abandoned mine lands and no one footing that

3

bill, we are not going to restore Muddy Creek without

4

some other way and instream dosing may be that way.

5

With

However, given ample opportunity, Friends

6

of Cheat has not been convinced that the proposed

7

ultimate restoration measures that are associated with

8

this variance are being implemented in the most well

9

thought out and responsible way.

We have many

10

questions about the particulars, which we will submit

11

in written comments and will be further addressed

12

tonight by another one of our staffers, but more

13

broadly, we question the implications for a variance

14

for an entire set of streams versus the site-specific

15

request, and more broadly, I just have to question the

16

overall logic of rolling back water quality standards

17

to improve water quality.

18

We believe there is a better and more

19

transparent and collaborative means to this end to the

20

shared goal and we encourage the DEP to think of

21

another way potentially working with the plaintiffs to

22

ask for more time to try their experiment.

23

more time would allow for the studies to be completed

24

and evaluated without making a ten-year modification
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to water quality standards.
DEP could continue their innovative work

2
3

with the EPA on into the permits from all the

4

stakeholders who have worked so patiently and

5

persistently for over 20 years can outline a set of

6

goals and metrics that we can all feel good about.
One may question, what’s the risk?

7
8

Creek is dead.

9

Run is dead.

Fickey Run is dead.

Muddy

Glade and Martin

And the risk to this is adding

10

additional solids to the newly protected Cheat canyon.

11

It would degrade the whitewater experience and

12

potentially harm the rebounding fishery.
In 1995, the Cheat was named one of the

13
14

nations more endangered rivers.

15

brought it back.

16

to the mouth.

17

lake and there’s bald eagles proliferating.

18

the risk.

19

measure and we think when you put on the brakes and

20

consider a more transparent approach that is evaluated

21

in a way we can all feel good about.

22

In 20 years, we

We’ve got fish from the headwaters

We’ve got Walleye swimming up from the
That is

We just don’t know if this is the best

The north central region of West Virginia

23

has already seen the coal industry come and go and we

24

think our best hope for bringing back life to our
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1

community is maintaining the progress we have made in

2

water quality and promoting the outdoor recreation

3

opportunities that require clean water to succeed.
So, in conclusion, I want to reiterate,

4
5

we share the goal of DEP to restore the streams.

We

6

know that Muddy Creek requires an outside of the box

7

approach, but we cannot support the variance in the

8

proposed form.

9

my friend, Leroy, and we hadn’t talked a lot before

And, you know, I was sitting next to

10

this, and he said, well, what’s the risk.

11

seen anything bad happen.

12

not be bad, but that’s not a restored stream to me.

13

So let’s figure out what that restored stream is.

14

Let’s work together to develop metrics and the

15

variance, maybe I’ll be up here next year supporting

16

that variance.

17

these standards are not.

18

MR. GLANCE:

19

I’ve never

And, you know, this might

I agree that science is important, but
Thanks, everybody.
Bill Price is up now.

After

Bill is Kevin Ryan.
MR. PRICE:

20

Good evening.

I am with the Sierra Club.

I’m Bill

21

Price.

22

Charleston, West Virginia.

23

technical comments, so I’m going to stay away from

24

whatever the grams are.
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1

am is a guy who grew up in the southern part of West

2

Virginia in the coal producing areas of Boone and

3

Raleigh County and a union coal mining family.

4

remember my father coming home in the evenings with

5

coal dust on his face, trying to impart to me values

6

of responsibility.

I

One of the things that he said was that

7
8

that we deserve -- when he goes into the mines, he

9

deserves a safe and clean workplace and we deserve a

10

safe and clean community to live in.

I think that’s

11

what we’re trying to do here.

12

bedrock things that I got in trouble with a lot was

13

you mess it up, you clean it up.

One of my father’s

Today we have an industry that is messing

14
15

it up.

16

is having an impact on the water quality of this

17

state.

18

blaming any of the miners, but the industry is

19

polluting the streams and they need to clean it up.

20

Selenium is a pollutant in the streams which

The industry is messing it up.

I’m not

This proposed rule change is

21

unenforceable in the way that it is being looked at.

22

It would be fine if you could get that fish that

23

you’re going to take the tissue from to stay in one

24

part of the streams.
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1

I don’t think anyone here wants to do that.

2

fish move around in a stream, and so when you get to

3

that stream and you do the sampling and let’s say that

4

there is a selenium problem in that fish tissue and

5

you have three different operations that are polluting

6

that area, which of those three operations do you go

7

to and say, you messed it up, so, therefore, you clean

8

it up?

9

unenforceability of this proposed rule change.

10

Which one?

Because

That is just one level of the

They tried that in Kentucky and they’re

11

having -- already having problems with it.

12

that last year.

13

trying to figure out how they’re going to reinforce --

14

how they’re going to actually get the fish to get the

15

fish tissue from.

16

They tried

They’re already having problems with

We don’t need that kind of

17

unenforceability in this state.

18

else 18 months ago, and some of you may have been

19

among the 300,000 who couldn’t drink their water, some

20

of you may even be among the people who still don’t

21

feel comfortable drinking the water that comes out of

22

the tap -- if we learn nothing else, what we did learn

23

from that if that you don’t enforce the standards, if

24

you don’t have simple enforcement, then bad things
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1

will happen.

Water will get polluted.

The water

2

coming out of your tap will be unusable.

3

have enforceability, the economy will suffer.

4

ask the businesses, the restaurants that closed down

5

in the City of Charleston because of the water crisis.

6

I’m not trying to blame the coal industry for that

7

particular incident.

8

have got to have high water quality standards and the

9

aluminum standard change would make it the weakest

If you don’t
Just go

What I am saying is this, we

10

standard in the United States.

I don’t think we want

11

to continue to be seen as a state that has low water

12

quality and low standards on aluminum.

13

want to lead the country, not be the last.

I think we

I’ll end this with one more father

14
15

statement.

16

out of a hole is to quit digging the hole.

17

cannot, when you’re heading down a path, simply stop

18

and think that a change in the administration -- that

19

somewhere out there there’s this big bad guy who, if

20

we get rid of him, will change and solve all the

21

problems that you all are facing.

22

We have to start down a new path.

23
24

My father said the first step to getting
You

We cannot do that.

I’d like to have a conversation with
anyone in this room around the power plus plan, the
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1

administration’s budget proposal right now.

I would

2

like to have a conversation about good reliability

3

because I would be interested in what the AEP official

4

said about that.

5

maybe I’m hearing wrong.

6

conversation.

That’s not what I’m hearing.

But

We could have this

What we cannot do is to continue to let

7
8

this industry divide us, because we do all want good,

9

clean water.

We do all want good jobs for everyone.

10

What we cannot do is get stuck in the past and

11

continue to bend over backwards for this industry or

12

any other industry.

MR. GLANCE:

13
14

Thank you.
Kevin Ryan is up next and

after Kevin is Art Kirkendoll.
MR. RYAN:

15

Okay.

You have five minutes.
So my name is Kevin

16

Ryan.

I work for Friends of the Cheat.

17

is our director.

18

organization and unfortunately I’m speaking in

19

opposition to the proposed variance on the Martin

20

Creek Watershed issue that you’ve heard tonight.

21

I say unfortunately because I think that some of our

22

opposition could have been avoided if we had a little

23

better communication and collaboration amongst the

24

watershed groups, the state agencies, the plaintiffs

You heard a little bit about our
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1

that are -- the DEP’s special reclamation is worried

2

about in implementing this restoration strategy.

3

also say that I believe the DEP is doing what they

4

think is right.

5

do we.

6

going to do right now is just briefly outline some of

7

the technical questions that I would really love to

8

see DEP answer specifically in a variance application.

9

And if you’ve read the variance application, it is

I

They want to clean up watersheds.

I commend them for this effort.

And what I’m

10

quite vague, and, in fact, some of the language that

11

is pulled from a report that Friends of the Cheat

12

authored back in 2012 ourselves.

13

data says and we know what monitoring had been done.

14

So

So we know what the

And the first thing I want to tell you

15

about is that in 2012, we actually did a pilot study

16

where we dosed Martin Creek in collaboration with

17

special reclamation and the picture that Amanda showed

18

you, you probably just saw it was a little bit red,

19

that was actually during dosing.

20

that come out, the iron and aluminum that, I think

21

Leroy talked about, it comes out, but where’s it go.

22

It goes either into the bottom of the stream or it

23

stays in the water and gets pushed downstream into

24

other rivers, creeks and eventually, in our case,
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1

Cheat Lake.

So it doesn’t just disappear.

2

case, the Martin Creek Watershed and the Muddy Creek

3

Watershed is short in that regard, only miles, only a

4

few miles.

5

impressed by that.

In the Three Fork situation, we’re all
It was much longer --

6

MR. STANLEY:

7

MR. RYAN:

8

And in our

Say that again.

We’re all impressed by the

Three Fork -MR. STANLEY:

9

MR. RYAN:

10

Thank you.

Yes, you’re welcome.

I think

11

that it was done right, but every watershed is not the

12

same.

And in our case, again --

13

MR. STANLEY:

14

MR. RYAN:

Say that again.

Every watershed is not the

15

same.

And in our case, we really don’t have a lot of

16

time for those metals to drop out and create clear

17

water where we’re going to see what we think is real

18

restoration.
So we tried that study, we got muddy

19
20

water and so we have reason to believe that it may not

21

work.

22

should not try, but we have reason to believe that we

23

shouldn’t give DEP a blanket ten-year variance for

24

what they want to do and it may not work.

And that’s not to say that we don’t -- we
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So my specific questions are regarding

1
2

how this is going to be implemented and evaluated.

3

And I think they’re pretty easy to resolve.

4

thing that Amanda mentioned is that there’s not really

5

a specific restoration goal in the variance

6

application.

7

standards to the worst case water quality scenarios

8

that already exist in the stream.

9

low bar for restoration.

The first

All it does is it proposes to set

That’s an extremely

If DEP really wants to

10

restore streams, set a restoration goal and let’s try

11

to meet that.

12

already essentially restoration goals.

13

we want to be.

14

I think it’s sort of fundamentally flawed in that

15

regard.

16

In fact, water quality standards are
That’s where

But this variance doesn’t do that.

So

Second, there’s no mention of actual

17

metrics that will be used to determine whether or not

18

this is successful.

19

measure WVSCI scores, benthic and fish.

20

There’s no fish in there right now.

21

monitoring fish, we should be able to determine

22

whether this is working.

23

DEP will do that or that they’ll have to do that with

24

the implementation of this program.
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1

And then finally, or not finally, but

2

third, which downstream sites will be monitored to

3

determine whether this is a success or failure.

4

variance is only for the Martin Creek Watershed.

5

Well, directly below that is the Muddy Creek Watershed

6

and directly below that is the Cheat River and things

7

flow downstream.

8

create sludge, we’re going to get impacts in both

9

Muddy and the Cheat River and we will need to be

The

So if you dose the stream, you

10

monitoring that as well.

11

that.

12

part of their study.

And DEP needs to monitor

It needs to be on paper that that’s going to be

In some cases where this dosing might

13
14

occur, this sludge could flow just less than a mile

15

into these other streams.

16

reason for concern there.

So we think that there’s

And then, finally, I think this is maybe

17
18

my most important point I want to make to those in the

19

room that are aware of lime dosing strategies and the

20

management of sludge, when will DEP decide to stop the

21

dosing program if it’s not working or advise a

22

strategy.

23

restoration in the watershed, but it may not be the

24

only tool that we need to use.

I think that lime dosing has a place for
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1

some of that for 50 percent of the load and we may

2

need to use other sludge management techniques that

3

we’re already using to get the rest to achieve real

4

restoration.

5

think that just saying that we’re going to dose the

6

streams is going to fix it.

7

DEP acknowledge that there might be some solid

8

management methods that we actually need to use in

9

order to achieve the restoration goals, which have yet

10
11

And that’s just common sense.

I don’t

So I would like to see

to be sort of defined on paper.
And so with that, I’ll just conclude that

12

I think there’s some very basic questions concerning

13

how this program is going to be implemented and

14

evaluated and I would encourage DEP to continue to

15

communicate more directly with us.

16

and study this watershed.

17

watershed for a few years now and I would love to be

18

more involved with how this is going to play out, so

19

thank you very much.

20

MR. GLANCE:

We live and work

I’ve been studying this

Art Kirkendoll is up next.

21

Is there anybody who has not signed -- Art’s our last

22

speaker to sign up, so if anybody else wants to speak,

23

there is one more signup sheet in the back, so feel

24

free to sign up.
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My name is Art

2

Kirkendoll.

I represent Logan, Boone, Lincoln, Mingo,

3

Wayne and 7 Central District and two years ago, I

4

think it was bill legislature.

5

but I believe that bill passed 134 to nothing with the

6

senate vote and the house vote.

7

saying that, I’ve served over there since November of

8

2011.

9

pretty environmentally sound.

I may be off a number,

And the reason I’m

We have quite a few people in the legislature
So with this piece of

10

legislation in front of these people that have

11

environmental concerns, it passed unanimous.

12

tonight we are here looking at some issues regarding

13

that.

And

And I also heard some of them say it was

14
15

about politics.

I want to just say there’s just a

16

little bit of both.

17

industry up and down since I became a county

18

commissioner back in 1981 in Logan at the age of 29.

19

My dad worked 42 years underground.

20

underground.

21

I have a passion for people that do this and mine

22

coal.

23

Mingo, Logan and Boone.

24

period when reduction levels were decent, we were

I’ve been through the coal

My brother worked

I actually worked underground 11 years.

I come from three of the counties I represent,
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1

sending 170 million dollars a year in taxes to the

2

state coffers.

3

about 11.4 back, with a pat on the back, thank you.

4

So it was apparent the rest of the state loved us at

5

that point in time.

6

on Monday morning, back in Mingo, Logan and Boone, men

7

and women your age group now waking up do we have a

8

job where we can feed and educate our kids.

9

talk about political.

I done the math.

We were getting

Now, we’re getting to the point

And you

Go to Illinois and see if

10

they’re having any trouble mining coal.

Take a little

11

trip out to Wyoming out to the Power River Basin and

12

see if they’re having any trouble mining coal.

13

standards for the Appalachian region are completely

14

different.

15

in our area.

16

actually said we’re going to shut you down.

17

sadness of that is this.

18

trouble by August and September if this heat keeps up.

19

And, my God, I made a statement I hope nobody dies.

20

They shut down four power plants and they’ve operated

21

at 85 to 100 percent efficiency.

22

now.

23

to come back and retrofit them and put them back

24

online until they choose to retrofit them and gas down

The

Everything is different when you mine coal
And by the estimation, they have
Now, the

We’re going to have some

They’re off the grid

They’re going to make a mistake and we’ll have
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1

the road that would be something they would look at,

2

but I hope it’s not at the expense of somebody dying

3

in a nursing home needing oxygen or dialysis or

4

something like that.
But how did we get to this point in

5
6

America?

I’ve served on the Southern States Energy

7

Board since I’ve been in the senate.

8

Oklahoma, Alabama, Mississippi.

9

16 states in America, Puerto Rico and the Virgin

I’ve been to

It’s a composite of

10

Islands.

11

We’re going to ask for 30 percent more use of fossil

12

fuels as coal -- known as coal, because of the ability

13

to mine cheaper, quality prices on your electricity.

14

The rest of the world says, look, we’ve tried it all.

15

We want coal.

16

coal.

17

because of the regulation aspects we have and

18

regarding the production levels and putting it on the

19

rail.

20

looking to lay off 600 people in a five-state area and

21

most of them are in the area where they transport

22

coal.

23
24

It’s a known fact we’re going to mine.

Germany’s tried it all.

They want

But we’re not going to send anything to them

I read a little message from CSX.

They’re

That’s four percent of the workforce.
Now, how can the rest of the world start

a global boom and we’re sitting here and can’t even
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1

affordably get underground and mine the coal.

It

2

doesn’t make sense to me.

3

put 13 percent of the CO2 emissions from America that

4

goes up in the atmosphere.

5

and I’m fine with that.

6

But 90 percent of it is force out there with no

7

restrictions whatsoever.

8

it’s overtop of us.

9

had to shut cars down so they could clean the air up

Air quality standards, we

Challenged and contested

I want a clean environment.

And just a matter of days

When they had the Olympics, China

10

for the athletes to walk to the stadiums.

But America

11

has got to where we’ve let outside forces of

12

environmentalists come in here.

13

are not West Virginia people in the coal industry.

14

They aim and advertise for college kids to come and

15

join their efforts to rally and everything against

16

what you do.

Most of these people

This country was based on coal, steel,

17
18

manufacturing and housing and timbering.

19

not the strongest country in the world?

20

being productive people in the workforce through

21

efforts and laws that they say are political,

22

absolutely.

23
24

Why are we
We give up

Now, as long as I’m there, I want the
environment clean and safe.
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1

There’s a couple times I was lucky to get outside.

2

But I’ve never worked with a group of people any

3

better than coal people.

4

look you dead in the eye and work with like you’re

5

family.

6

guys on my shift more than I did my family.

7

me how we could go -- right now, I believe the average

8

electrical power bill in America is $272.00, $280.00.

9

Cheapest in the world.

They tell you the truth and

I worked 60 and 70 hours a week.

I seen my
But tell

They tried retrofitting gas.

10

It don’t get hot enough.

It’s high.

And the cost of

11

it is down.

12

-- I want both of them to survive.

13

should have 100 percent dependency on coal.

14

country needs an energy bill.

15

much we’re going to produce to coincide with gas,

16

solar, use it all.

17

in one area in America.

18

resolution asking the people in DC to put us in

19

Atlanta EPA region.

20

Philadelphia.

21

Philadelphia and I thought I was talking to people

22

from Mars.

23

fair.

24

everything clean as it can be.

Now, I’d rather see it rise because both
I don’t think we
But this

They need to know how

But why are we so challenged only
We even put together a

We don’t need to be in

I spoke in front of people in

They don’t get what we’re doing.

Am I an environmentalist, absolutely?
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1

clean up the world, why don’t they all meet and have

2

world standards, not just the Appalachian region

3

standards.

We’re the only ones that has these cement

4

standards.

That’s not fair to you, you and you.

5

are you going to wake up and feed your family and do

6

what you’ve got to do?

7

tell these people in DC, we’ll do it right, but let’s

8

have everybody else do it right.

9

for, isn’t it, a level playing field.

How

America needs to stand up and

That’s all we ask
And I’ll tell

10

you one thing, the vote on the selenium bill is 130 to

11

11.

12

legislature, they went ding, green.

13

started.

14

With all the environmental people in the
I’m just getting

Thank you for the opportunity and I just

15

wish you the best of luck.

16

challenging effort, but as a guy that represents you

17

in Charleston, I’m proud to say that I stand up for

18

coal and doing it right.

19

MR. GLANCE:

20
21

I know you’re in a

Thank you very much.
Mike Carpenter is up now and

after Mike is Cody Cooper.
MR. CARPENTER:

I want to thank you for

22

the opportunity to speak.

23

and I work for Maxxim Shared Resources, an Alpha

24

subsidiary, Brooks Run North comprised of Nicholas,
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1

Braxton, Webster, Kanawha County.

I’ve got several

2

fellow employees in here.

3

here and probably 20 or 30 and for every one of these

4

I know that are laid off.

5

thank you for the opportunity to provide comments this

6

evening.

7

water quality standards for selenium and aluminum in

8

the State of West Virginia.

9

Virginian.

I’m proud of them for being

So I just want to say I

I’m here to support the adoption of the new

I’m a lifetime West

I’m not from out of state.

I didn’t come

10

in here to try to tell you what to do.

11

the water and the environment and have seen how overly

12

protective standards and effluent limits have been

13

used by the anti-mining groups to influence the

14

state’s mining program and to repeatedly sue the

15

industry resulting in a permitting quagmire and the

16

requirement for the installation of costly treatment

17

systems that have little, if any, proven environmental

18

benefit.

19

them 3, 5, 6, 7 million dollars.

20

money when we could be using that for better

21

productivity and more equipment for people in our

22

mines.

23
24

And that’s selenium systems.

I care about

We’re building

It’s a waste of

Under selenium, the proposal is an
important first step toward restoring reasonableness
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1

to West Virginia’s water quality standards programs

2

and the legislature is to be complimented for directed

3

the West Virginia DEP to use the best available

4

scientific information to promote and update to its

5

outdated standard.
It has taken way too long to propose a

6
7

revised standard.

8

incorrect, the West Virginia Legislature had to

9

instruct the agency to undertake a rulemaking to fix

10
11

Despite knowing the standard was

it.
The state and federal government has

12

known for 17 years that the current selenium criteria

13

is incorrect since selenium’s impact on aquatic life

14

is not simply from presence in the water, but its

15

accumulation in fish, which can vary dramatically

16

based on many factors.

17

The proposed state standard adopts a fish

18

tissue measurement for selenium, consistent with US

19

EPA’s recommendations for developing such standards.

20

The proposed selenium standard was

21

developed using EPA’s approved methodology and using

22

data specific to the waters of West Virginia.

23

The proposed rule would revise only the

24

aquatic life use standards, currently 5 ug/L chronic
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1

and 20 ug/L acute, with no proposed changed to the

2

human health standard or the FDA recommendation

3

maximum daily intake for humans.

4

A very similar standard was recently

5

proposed by Kentucky and approved by EPA.

6

asking you to do something that other states haven’t

7

done or that the EPA hasn’t approved.

8

not trying to back up on standards and I’m like

9

everybody else, I like to have clean water, I like to

10

have a clean environment.

11

industry for 39 years.

12

We’re not

You know, we’re

I’ve worked in the mining

We feel the proposed standard is more

13

protective of the environment since it’s based on the

14

actual science and is derived from the West Virginia-

15

specific data.

16

Touching on aluminum.

Unlike West

17

Virginia, most other states realized that compliance

18

with an aluminum standard would be too difficult since

19

it is one of the most abundant elements in soil.

20

Most aluminum is found in streams is

21

harmlessly bound up in sediments.

22

condition in West Virginia streams.

23
24

This is a natural

The natural background level of aluminum
in state streams is often higher than the current
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water quality standard.

2

Aluminum is only an issue where water

3

hardness drops below certain levels since hardness

4

buffers the potential impacts of aluminum.
The state’s proposed aluminum standard

5
6

would be hardness dependent, with applied safety

7

factors and caps on the amount of aluminum to better

8

reflect the current science.
Hardness based standards are a better way

9
10

to implement productive criteria for certain metals

11

like aluminum.

12

developed several hardness-based criteria and

13

standards for other metals.

West Virginia and the federal EPA have

The proposal follows EPS’s

14
15

recommendations for developing water quality standards

16

for metals.

17

protective than the current standard since it reflects

18

the true potential impact from aluminum that can occur

19

in water with low hardness.

20

The proposed standard is actually more

Some mining discharges to low-hardness

21

streams could actually receive lower aluminum limits

22

under the new standard.

23
24

West Virginia’s current overly protective
aluminum water quality standard leaves our state coal
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1

industry at a competitive disadvantage.

And you’ve

2

seen a lot of that lately regarding the stream and we

3

seem to be on the short end of the stick, I would say.
Again, thank you for allowing me to

4
5

comment here this evening.

6

that we support the technical comments provided by the

7

West Virginia Coal Association.

8

and God bless our great state.

9
10

I also want you to know

God bless our miners

MR. GLANCE:

Cody Cooper is our last

MR. COOPER:

Hi.

speaker.

11

My name is Cody Cooper.

12

Yeah, I’m not good at public speaking or anything.

13

Yeah, I’m 25-years-old and I’m the future of the coal

14

industry.

15

environmental work right now and the guys I work with,

16

you know, we go out and we make sure everything to the

17

best of our ability is what it’s supposed to be.

18

I’m from here.

19

here and, you know, I hunt and fish.

20

see anything, you know, destroyed or anything, so -- I

21

have a son.

22

know, grow up and see what I have.

23

limits, they’re set -- the bar’s set too high right

24

now.

I’ve worked underground.

I’m doing

And

I’m from like ten miles down the road

I have a daughter.

I don’t want to

I want them to, you
But I believe the

I think we need to -- especially when we get
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1

limits, it’s like 1/1000 t h ’s out and, you know, we

2

tried our best, the best we could do, but, you know,

3

we’re going to try hard.

4

MR. GLANCE:

Appreciate it.
Is there anybody else who

5

want to speak?

6

hearing on the Division of Water and Waste

7

Management’s proposed revisions to Legislative Rule

8

47CSR2.

9

the proposed rule through 9:00 a.m. on July 31 s t .

10

If not, this concludes the public

The agency will accept written comments on

Thank you all very much.
*

11
12

*

*

*

*

(Concluded at 7:20 p.m.)
*

13
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3. DEP response to comments
WV Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) response to
comments to 47 CSR 2 Rule Revisions
Public Hearing July 21, 2015 – Oral Comments DEP Response
Speakers in favor of aluminum and selenium revisions: Rupert “Rupie” Phillips, WV Delegate; Jason
Bostic, Vice President WV Coal Association; Roger Horton, Citizens for Coal; Terry Hadley; Art Kirkendoll,
WV State Senator; Mike Carpenter; Cody Cooper.
These commenters were in favor of DEP-proposed revisions to aluminum and selenium standards.
DEP Response Thank you for providing these comments. Please see DEP’s response to WV Coal
Association’s written comments.

Speaker: Leroy Stanley, Save the Tygart Watershed Association
Mr. Stanley spoke in favor of WV DEP Office of Special Reclamation using in-stream lime dosers to treat
Left Fork of Little Sandy Creek watershed, and that it is a proven method that has worked before in similar
situations.
DEP Response: First, DEP is grateful for the work that Tygart Watershed Association has done to restore,
preserve, and promote the Tygart River watershed. You should be proud of the collaborative work you’ve
done to restore the Tygart River and its tributaries from the effects of acid mine drainage. Thank you for
providing these comments. DEP agrees that using in-stream lime dosers is an effective method of
treatment in cases such as the ones in the proposed variances.

Speakers opposed to aluminum and selenium revisions: Larry Orr past chairman of Trout Unlimited,
West Virginia; Conni Gratop Lewis, WV Environmental Council; Angie Rosser, Executive Director of WV
Rivers Coalition; Cindy Rank, WV Highlands Conservancy; Mike Becker, Appalachian Mountain Advocates;
Amanda Pitzer, Executive Director for Friends of the Cheat; Bill Price, Sierra Club; Kevin Ryan, Friends of
the Cheat.
These speakers were opposed to DEP-proposed revisions to aluminum and selenium standards.
DEP Response: Thank you for providing these comments. Similar comments were combined and have
been responded to below. Comments made by speakers who also submitted written comments have
been responded to in responses to the written comments.
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Comment: water is West Virginia’s most important natural resource
DEP Response: DEP agrees that water is an important natural resource in West Virginia. Moreover, the
Division of Water and Waste Management’s (DWWM) mission is to preserve, protect, and enhance the
state’s watersheds for the benefit and safety of all its citizens through implementation of programs
controlling hazardous waste, solid waste and surface & groundwater pollution, from any source.

Comment: aluminum and selenium are both known toxins
DEP Response: Although selenium is a required micronutrient for both humans and aquatic life, certain
levels of either aluminum or selenium can threaten aquatic life. This is why it’s important to develop water
quality standards of both of these substances that are protective of West Virginia’s aquatic life.

Comment: not satisfied with aluminum and selenium limits as they have been proposed, and aluminum
standard revision would make it the weakest in the nation
DEP Response: EPA 1985 Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National Water Quality Criteria for the
Protection Of Aquatic Organisms and Their Uses (EPA 1985 Guidelines) was designed for states and tribes
to establish water quality standards that are fully protective of designated aquatic life uses. The proposed
aluminum criterion was developed in accordance with these EPA 1985 Guidelines, taking into
consideration research that has been performed in regards to aluminum toxicity since EPA’s
recommended aluminum criterion from 1988. Therefore, the proposed aluminum criterion revision is not
considered to be weakening water quality standards; rather, it is a criterion based on current research and
designed to more adequately protect aquatic life.
For selenium, please see DEP’s response to EPA comments (page 8) regarding changes DEP has made to
selenium criteria based on EPA’s Draft Aquatic Life Ambient Water Quality Criterion for Selenium –
Freshwater 2015, published on July 27, 2015.

Comment: the aluminum standard is not protective of human health
DEP Response: There is no EPA National Recommended Water Quality Human Health Criterion for
aluminum, nor is there an aluminum maximum contaminant level in EPA’s National Primary Drinking
Water Regulations. Aluminum is not considered a threat to human health.

Comment: the proposed rule change for selenium is unenforceable
DEP Response: Please see DEP’s response to EPA comments (page 8) regarding changes DEP has made to
selenium criteria based on EPA’s Draft Aquatic Life Ambient Water Quality Criterion for Selenium –
Freshwater 2015, published on July 27, 2015.
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Written Comments on 2015 Proposed WQS Rule – DEP Responses
Commenter: Environmental Protection Agency
Comment: asks for clarification and revision of variances and Al and Se aquatic life criteria
See EPA comments pgs 98-123
DEP Response:
Water Quality Standards Variances for WV DEP Office of Special Reclamation


At EPA’s request, DEP has changed the criterion from dissolved iron to total iron. These changes
are represented in the agency-approved version submitted to WV Secretary of State on July 31,
2015.



Although EPA suggests that interim criteria be assigned individually to Fickey Run, Glade Run, and
Martin Creek, DEP asserts that one set of criteria should be used in the water quality standards
variance for this watershed, due to the one in-stream compliance point at the mouth of Martin
Creek that will be used for this watershed-based permit.



At EPA’s request, DEP requested more recent data from DEP Division of Land Restoration’s Office
of Special Reclamation (OSR), and has updated the interim criteria for both the Martin Creek and
Sandy Creek watershed variances to reflect this recently-collected stream data. This more recent
data represents the “highest attainable” condition, rather than the older “worst case scenario”
data which was presented in the original application. In updating these data, the variance for “Left
Fork Sandy Creek for the portion upstream of Stevensburg” was removed due to current data
showing that this portion of the stream is in compliance with water quality standards. These
changes are represented in the agency-approved version submitted to WV Secretary of State on
July 31, 2015.



At EPA’s request, and because there will be multiple instream compliance points for this
watershed-based permit, DEP has specified interim criteria for both Maple Run and Left Fork Little
Sandy Creek. These changes are represented in the agency-approved version submitted to WV
Secretary of State on July 31, 2015.



DEP forwarded EPA requests for additional supporting documentation to DEP Office of Special
Reclamation, and updated applications for these variances will soon be available. The applications
will provide more detail on reclamation activities, specify the need for a 10 year variance term,
and will reference and make available the nonpoint source watershed-based plans that were
developed for both the Sandy Creek and Martin Creek watersheds.



At EPA’s request, DEP clarified the relationship of the variances to any existing or potential new
discharges in these areas by specifying that these variances are specific to DEP Division of Land
Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation’s discharges only. These changes are represented in
the agency-approved version submitted to WV Secretary of State on July 31, 2015.
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Aluminum Aquatic Life Criteria Revision


DEP will provide a detailed justification of its aluminum criteria revision upon submittal of the
47CSR2 Emergency Rule to EPA for approval later this year. This submittal will include:
o

Review of West Virginia’s criteria in regards to federally endangered mussels

o

Explanation of DEP’s consideration of pH and its effect on aluminum toxicity

o

Analysis of studies being considered by EPA as it updates recommended aluminum criteria

o

Response to EPA’s comments regarding WVDEP’s proposed aluminum criteria, January
2014

Selenium Aquatic Life Criterion Revision


At EPA’s request, DEP removed its acute water column-based aquatic life selenium criterion of 20
ug/L, because selenium is bioaccumulative and toxicity primarily occurs via dietary (chronic)
exposure. These changes are represented in the agency-approved version submitted to WV
Secretary of State on July 31, 2015.



DEP asserts that the chronic selenium water column criterion of 5 ug/L is protective of aquatic life
in West Virginia waters, and consistent with EPA’s current recommended criteria. No update to
this criterion is being made at this time.



At EPA’s request, and because EPA’s 2015 update to their 2014 recommended selenium draft
more closely reflects DEP’s interpretation of selenium research data, DEP has changed its chronic
aquatic life fish whole-body and egg/ovary concentration values to exactly reflect those
recommended in EPA’s Draft Aquatic Life Ambient Water Quality Criterion for Selenium –
Freshwater 2015, published on July 27, 2015. These changes are represented in the agencyapproved version submitted to WV Secretary of State on July 31, 2015.



At EPA’s request, DEP has used language directly from EPA’s 2015 draft selenium criterion to more
adequately describe implementation of the selenium criterion. Specifically, DEP added language
relative to the primacy of water column concentration over fish tissue concentration in the case of
“fishless waters.” DEP has also specified water column concentration primacy in the case of new
inputs of selenium into waters previously unimpacted by selenium. These changes are
represented in the agency-approved version submitted to WV Secretary of State on July 31, 2015.
DEP asserts, however, that in the case of increased discharges of selenium into streams already
receiving selenium, permit limits will be established taking into account any existing effect of the
selenium loading.
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Commenter: WV Coal Association
Comment: in support of revisions to aluminum and selenium aquatic life criteria
See WV Coal Association comments pgs 1-41
DEP Response:
Aluminum Aquatic Life Criteria Revision
Thank you for providing these comments. The aluminum aquatic life criterion proposed by DEP was
developed in accordance with EPA’s 1985 Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National Water Quality
Criteria for the Protection Of Aquatic Organisms and Their Uses. Water quality standards must be designed
to fully protect designated uses, taking into consideration representative genus and species, and based
upon current research. Because designated uses will be fully protected, this recommended criterion is not
considered weakening water quality standards. For selenium, please see DEP’s response to EPA comments
(page 8) regarding changes DEP has made to selenium criteria based on EPA’s Draft Aquatic Life Ambient
Water Quality Criterion for Selenium – Freshwater 2015, published on July 27, 2015.
Selenium Aquatic Life Criterion Revision
Thank you for providing these comments. Because EPA’s 2015 update to their 2014 recommended
selenium draft more closely reflects DEP’s interpretation of selenium research data, DEP has changed its
chronic aquatic life fish whole-body and egg/ovary concentration values to exactly reflect those
recommended in EPA’s Draft Aquatic Life Ambient Water Quality Criterion for Selenium – Freshwater
2015, published on July 27, 2015. These changes are represented in the agency-approved version
submitted to WV Secretary of State on July 31, 2015.

Commenter: WV Highlands Conservancy
Comment: opposing variances for Martin Creek and Sandy Creek watersheds
See WV Highlands Conservancy comments pgs 42-45
DEP Response: Thank you for providing these comments. Please see DEP response to EPA: Water Quality
Standards Variances for WV DEP Office of Special Reclamation, and DEP response to comments from
Friends of the Cheat.

Commenter: Appalachian Mountain Advocates, also on behalf of WV Highlands Conservancy
and WV Rivers Coalition
Comment: opposing revision of selenium aquatic life criterion, and opposing variances for Martin Creek
and Sandy Creek watersheds
See Appalachian Mountain Advocates comments pgs 46-48, 73-97
DEP Response: Thank you for providing these comments. For comments on the proposed variances,
please see DEP response to EPA: Water Quality Standards Variances for WV DEP Office of Special
Reclamation, and DEP response to comments from Friends of the Cheat.
In addition, in response to Appalachian Mountain Advocates Comments 1 and 6, these applications are
not for the removal of a designated use as outlined in 47CSR2 section 6.1.b; rather, these applications are
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for site-specific, time-limited variances of water quality standards, as provisioned by 40 CFR 131.13
“General Policies.” Temporary variances do not require a use attainability analysis.
On selenium comments, please see DEP response to EPA: Selenium Aquatic Life Criterion Revision. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has spent several years developing a revised selenium criterion, and
on July 27, 2015, released a new “Draft Aquatic Life Ambient Water Quality Criterion for Selenium –
Freshwater, 2015.” This is a peer-reviewed document that takes into account all current research on
selenium, and presents a selenium criterion that EPA is very confident is protective of aquatic life.

Commenter: WV Rivers Coalition, and on behalf of WV Highlands Conservancy
Comment: opposing revision of aluminum aquatic life criteria, and affirming signatory on submittal from
Appalachian Mountain Advocates regarding proposed variances and selenium revision
See WV Rivers Coalition comments pgs 49-84
Comment: “There is no emergency that justifies the promulgation of this rule.”
DEP Response: As found in West Virginia’s State Administrative Procedures Act, an emergency rule may
be promulgated when an emergency exists, or when the law specifically authorizes an emergency rule to
allow implementation of a law before the next legislative session. W. Va. Code §29A-3-15(f) defines
emergency narrowly:
For the purposes of this section, an emergency exists when the promulgation of an emergency rule
is necessary (1) for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, safety or welfare, (2) to
comply with a time limitation established by this code or by a federal statue or regulation, or (3) to
prevent substantial harm to the public interest.
The DEP proposed an emergency rule to address the aquatic life aluminum and selenium criteria in the
state water quality standards rule in accordance with the mandates imposed by the West Virginia
Legislature in SB562 (2012) and SB357 (2015), which amended W. Va. Code §22-11-6 to require these
changes.
Comment: “The proposed rule change will significantly weaken the aluminum criteria.”
DEP Response: EPA 1985 Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National Water Quality Criteria for the
Protection Of Aquatic Organisms and Their Uses (EPA 1985 Guidelines) was designed for states and tribes
to establish water quality standards that are fully protective of designated aquatic life uses. This proposed
aluminum criterion was developed in accordance with these EPA Guidelines, taking into consideration
research that has been performed in regards to aluminum toxicity since EPA’s recommended aluminum
criterion from 1988. Therefore, the proposed aluminum criterion revision is not considered to be
weakening water quality standards; rather, it is a criterion based on current research and designed to
more adequately protect aquatic life.
Comment: “WVDEP lacks sufficient information to promulgate hardness-based aluminum criteria.”
DEP Response: The proposed aluminum criterion was developed in accordance with EPA 1985 Guidelines,
which specifies minimum study requirements for consideration in the development of aquatic life criteria.
Since the release of the current recommended ambient water quality criteria for aluminum in 1988,
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several acute and chronic aluminum toxicity studies have been published in the scientific literature. These
toxicity studies meet the EPA guidelines for ambient water quality criteria development and also result in
additional data being available for deriving an aluminum acute-chronic ratio. These studies also present
evidence that a scientifically defensible relationship exists between the stream hardness concentration
and the toxicity of dissolved aluminum in waters within a pH range of greater-than or equal to 6.5 to lessthan or equal to 9.0. As stated in some of the comments, this revision will lead to higher aquatic life
criteria in some environments, yet in low hardness streams the criteria will actually tighten.
With respect to trout water protection, in the analysis of the initial approach, the DWWM utilized the
toxicity study completed by Cleveland, Little, Wiedmeyer and Buckler (1989), which included toxicity
studies on brook trout, and this study was included in the calculation of the final equation to ensure that
this approach took into account native trout species and would be protective in B2 Trout designated
waters. As is done for numerous other metal(s) criteria such as zinc, expressing the aluminum criteria on
the basis of a hardness equation, rather than as a single fixed value, is an acceptable and scientifically
defensible approach.
Comment: “Aluminum toxicity is complex and further undermines WVDEP’s proposal.”
DEP Response: The fate of aluminum in aquatic ecosystems is indeed complex, and has been shown to be
dependent upon pH and water hardness concentration. In fact, it is generally known from aluminum
research that this element “becomes more soluble and, hence, potentially more toxic to aquatic biota at
acidic pH” (Gensemer 1999). Because of this, DEP has not proposed a change to its aluminum standard in
waters with acidic (less than 6.5) pH, nor in waters with highly alkaline pH (greater than 9.0). DEP
considered a wealth of scientific research for this criterion development relating to aluminum in aqueous
environments, at various hardness concentrations, and within the pH range specified in the proposed
criterion. DEP used this data, in coordination with EPA 1985 Guidelines, to develop a hardness-based, pH
dependent dissolved aluminum criterion that is protective of aquatic life.
Comment: “The proposed rule is flawed in that it only considers dissolved aluminum.”
DEP Response: Current research does not indicate that precipitated, or non-dissolved, aluminum is a
dietary toxin to either invertebrates or fish. The commenter summarizes a Cain 2011 study by stating “one
study suggests that as much as 95% of the metal body burden of aquatic insects may come from dietary
sources” (emphasis added). The comment does not disclose, however, that Cain’s 2011 study explores the
bioaccumulation of cadmium and copper, not aluminum. In regards to the bioaccumulation and
magnification of aluminum, Gensemer’s The Bioavailability and Toxicity of Aluminum in Aquatic
Environments states “Wren and Stephenson (1991) summarized data regarding Al in aquatic invertebrates
and found no evidence of biomagnification of Al in aquatic systems.” (Gensemer 1999).
Comment: “The Colorado and New Mexico criteria are less permissive than WVDEP’s proposal because
they apply to total aluminum, not dissolved aluminum.”
DEP Response: Aluminum is not an Environmental Protection Agency priority pollutant; thus, many states
do not have a water quality standard for aluminum. Examples of nearby states without an aluminum
criterion are Kentucky, Virginia, Maryland and Ohio. As Colorado and New Mexico have, West Virginia
seeks to establish an aluminum criterion that is hardness-based within a limited pH range. Furthermore,
the permissiveness of a water quality standard is not paramount to decision-making. EPA 1985 Guidelines
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for Deriving Numerical National Water Quality Criteria for the Protection Of Aquatic Organisms and Their
Uses (EPA 1985 Guidelines) was designed for states and tribes to establish water quality standards that are
fully protective of designated aquatic life uses. The proposed aluminum criterion was developed in
accordance with these EPA 1985 Guidelines, taking into consideration research that has been performed
in regards to aluminum toxicity since EPA’s recommended aluminum criterion from 1988. Therefore, the
proposed aluminum criterion revision is not considered to be more permissive than other states’ water
quality standards; rather, it is a criterion based on current research and designed to more adequately
protect aquatic life.

Commenter: Friends of the Cheat
Comment: opposing variances for Martin Creek and Sandy Creek watersheds
See Friends of the Cheat comments pgs 134-140
DEP Response: First, DEP is grateful for the work that Friends of the Cheat (FOC) has done to restore,
preserve, and promote the Cheat River watershed. FOC should be proud of the collaborative work they
have done to restore the Cheat River basin from the effects of acid mine drainage. Unfortunately, and as
FOC states, in the Martin Creek watershed “the ‘status quo’ is not working.” The Martin Creek watershed,
which empties into Muddy Creek and eventually reaches Cheat River, has been effectively “dead” for
decades due to pre and post-law acid mine drainage. DEP Office of Special Reclamation’s proposal to treat
instream is a cost-effective way to treat not only bond-forfeited sites, but also treat the legacy AMD sites
in this watershed.
In order to use alternative restoration measures to improve water quality in this watershed, DEP Division
of Land Restoration’s Office of Special Reclamation (OSR) is required to obtain a site-specific variance from
DEP DWWM water quality standards, and has thus applied to DWWM per the requirements outlined in
46CSR6 , Procedural Rules Governing Site-Specific Revisions to Water Quality Standards. DWWM reviewed
this application, and discussed the alternative restoration measures with the federal Environmental
Protection Agency. It was determined that the application adhered to the requirements for a revision to
water quality standards. FOC’s request for additional information in OSR’s applications has been
forwarded to that office, and updates to the applications will be made available when they are completed.
In response to concerns for the “worst case scenario” interim criteria, DEP requested more recent data
from OSR, and has updated the interim criteria for both the Martin Creek and Sandy Creek watershed
variances to reflect this recently-collected stream data. This more recent data represents the “highest
attainable” condition, rather than the older “worst case scenario” data which was presented in the
original application. These changes are represented in the agency-approved version submitted to WV
Secretary of State on July 31, 2015.

Commenter: Dominion Resources Services, Inc.
Comment: in support of revision to aluminum aquatic life criterion
See Dominion Resources Services comments pgs 128-130
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DEP Response: Thank you for providing these comments. Please see DEP’s response to WV Coal
Association’s written comments regarding to the proposed aluminum revision.

Commenter: American Electric Power
Comment: in support of revision to aluminum and selenium aquatic life criteria
See American Electric Power comments pgs 299-300
DEP Response: Thank you for providing these comments. Please see DEP’s response to WV Coal
Association’s written comments, and also DEP’s response to EPA’s comments regarding selenium.

Commenter: Preston County Commission
Comment: In favor of variances for Martin Creek and Sandy Creek watersheds
See Preston County Commission comments pgs 141-142
DEP Response: Thank you for providing these comments. Please see DEP response to EPA: Water Quality
Standards Variances for WV DEP Office of Special Reclamation.

Commenters with similar comments in favor of aluminum and selenium revisions: Ahmed Asfar,
Anthony Gatens, Aven Sizemore, Ben Beakes, Bradford Hunt, Bradley Lewis, Brerry Hudson, Brett
Holbrook, Brian Chapman, C.R. Allen, Carolyn Capelli, Chad Parsons, Charles Dunbar, Charles Howard, P.E.,
Charles Kurzyna, Chuck Connor, Cindy Dotson, Craig Havelka, Dale Lewis, Daniel Simmons, Darrell Trent,
David Hickman, David Rosier, David Steadham, Donald Parrish, Donald Phillips, Donna Duncan, Doug
Yanak, Earl Chornsbay, Eddie Carter, Eric Kelly, Fred Mohr, Gary C., Gary Manning, Gary Smith, George
Fisher, Greg Vincent, Jack Harrison, James Beighle, James Miles, James Skeens, James Williams, Jason
Rose, Jay Isaly, Jay Perry, Jeff Leuckel, Jenna Worry, Jennifer Ratliff, Jim Ashby, Jim Dean, Jim Johnston, Joe
Beam, Joe Crane, Joe Fisher, Joe Lester, John Jones, John Pigza, John Popp, John Praskwiecz, John Vance,
John Workman, Jon Ours, Jordan Maynard, Joseph Dotson, Joshua Birchfield, Joyce Morton, Justin
Richardson, Justin Skeens, Karen Cobb, Kenneth Carini, Kerry Lilly, Kevin Craig, Kevin Shehan, Kristi
Johnson, Kyle Bane, Kyle Estep, Larry Ward, Laud Gifford Jr., Logan Feather, Margaret McClaugherty, Mary
Barratt, Michael Carpenter, Michael Vaught, Mike Beaver, Mike Hanks, Mike Jenkins, Mike Mosteller,
Mitchell Kalos, Molly Antonk, Neil Novak, Norman Douglas, Pameal Parrish, Patrick Popicg, Paul James,
Paul Ostand, Preston Lewis, Rachel Metheny, Randall Cunnigham, Randy Adams, Rick Mullens, Ricky
Moore, Robert Meeks, Robert Stephens, Robert Tipane, Robin Poling, Rodney Campbell, Ron Van Horne,
Sandra Moore, Shawn Parsons, Sidney Price, Stephanie Morgan, Steve James, Steve McGrath, Steve
Phares, Steve Sutphin, Tamara Smith, Tammy Murphy, Terry Cole, Tom Lobb, Varaha Cast, Vijnton Fry,
William Arnold, William Cooper and William Rounkles
See emailed comments pgs 183-298
A total of 125 individuals provided emailed comments with the subject “WV DEP We Need These
Changes!” These comments were similar in substance and supported the proposed water quality
standards rule revisions to aluminum and selenium. These very similar comments contained the following:
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It seems that our industry is confronted with new challenges almost daily, including from existing
and proposed regulations that impose significant costs but do not have substantial benefits for
these streams.
It is clear that West Virginia has some water quality standards that are overly-burdensome and not
based on current science. In the case of Selenium, EPA recognized nearly 20 years ago that the
current standard was outdated, yet we are still stuck with this outdated standard. The existing
Aluminum standard does not reflect the best science either. In addition, improper standards have
allowed anti-mining groups to adversely influence the state’s mining program and to repeatedly
sue the industry. This has resulted in a permitting quagmire and needless distractions that do not
promote environmental protection.
I am in support of the adoption of proposed Water Quality Standards for Selenium and Aluminum
for the state of West Virginia that are based on current science. They will protect our streams and
will not leave our state coal industry at a competitive disadvantage.
DEP Response: Thank you for providing these comments. Please see DEP’s response to WV Coal
Association’s written comments.

Commenters with similar comments opposing aluminum and selenium aquatic life criteria
revisions:: Ann Payne, Anna Mary Walsh, Barbara Humes, Bert Lustig, Bill Hicks, Brian Dorsey, Carla, Carli
Mareneck, Charles & Nancy Brabec, Chuck Wyrostok, David Billups, Diana Mullis, Edward Savage, Elaine
Wolf Komarow, Gale Simplicio, George W Little, Helen Gibbins, Director, League of Women Voters of WV,
Ilene Sussman, Jeff Iliff, jim hatfield, John Doyle, Julie Pratt, Larry Brent Dadisman, Lissa and David Fox ,
Marjorie Yost, Mark Blumenstein, Mary Lickert, Michael Condon, Michael L. Klausing, Michael R Moore,
Nicola Bastian, Pam Ruediger, Patti Miller, Paul J. Baker, Sam Golston, Steve Runfola , Tom Nagle
See emailed comments pgs 85, 124-127, 131-133, 143-182
A total of 43 individuals provided comments which were similar in substance and opposed the proposed
water quality standards rule revisions to aluminum and selenium.
DEP Response: Thank you for providing these comments. Please see DEP’s response to EPA, WV Rivers
Coalition, WV Highlands Conservancy, and Appalachian Mountain Advocates.
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